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Revolution, 
secondary

Suffice it to say that if some had understood 
our correct line from 'left' opportunist angle, 
ethers understood it from right opportunism.

< -This is a document written with the f 
of continuing the smuggle against'left'oppor

tunism existing among communist revolutionaries 
who were organised in Andhra Pradesh Revolu- 

; tionary Communist Committee. The background 
of this document is given in its beginning, 

_- J Suffice it to say that it brings forth all the. 
important differences existing at the time and 
draws a line betwe'en the -left' opportunist leader
ship that had never accepted their mistakes, exce-

' pt a few by way of ommissions and commissions. ’ 
Therefore it had to be fought to the bitter end. 
Subsequent documents show how this was 
done.

The group which represented this variety
of 'left' opportunism, had subsequently merged ... When are we going to achieve the Unity? Our 

in the other group led by S.N. .Singh, forming .- reply, is we are bum in 
into’one group. .The leadership' continued- to ’• growing in .the "struggle, 
follow their wrong line, now with'left'dpportu-- •’ ■ ’ -■ ■
nism, now with.right opportunism, air‘these 
years. Of late, they have been campaigning- 
(for some time in the past) that while they have, 
corrected their earlier mistakes i.e, of '!eft';oppoy--? 
tunism, it is we who took to their wrong line of.
left'onnortunism. The occasion was our boo-■ *
asition to hobnobing with Janata government js concerned.
in which they indulged. Now a sectiont-pf the : , v ’
group says that such hobnobing' was fo/bng. ’ : Withva correct line and a correct understan-
We cannot go into their' differences because ding, we'are able to provide guidehce-to Indian 
it is not relevant to our‘subject. revolution. We are confident that it takes no

time the party which bases itself on this line is 
formed. . It. will be another turning point in the 
advancing revolution of our country.

« Dated : 20.2.1980.

purpose ’ Therefore both are 'critcising' us; The period 
^during which Janata party was in power, right 
opportunism has been a dominant feature beca
use it was opposed to Congress (I) with a 
policy of marginal independence and democratic 
rights. Such a situation created illusions among 
them, because of their opportunism.-. There are 
no indications that they are correcting-themsel-' 

ves ever since. Now that thereN.s a Congress (I) 
regime,' there. is every. possibility1 of change 

• in the form or. variety of opportunism which 
they are following. • • . .

Therefore,- the struggle will continue. Our 
friends and wellwishers may ask:how long this 
struggle will continue? Is there no pnd.to it?

are born in the struggle; we are • 
>o cfri inn io •• we are uniting in the 

, struggle." Therefore the smuggle we are carrying 
is not for disruption but for unity. And we are 
having it. The groups will continue to exist for 
a long, time to c.ome. But they cannot provide 
correct guidence to the Indian.

. Therefore* their existence has- a , 
left' opportunism. The occasion was our bpp-‘ ■ importance or no importance at all; as revolution
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LEFT-DEVIATION WITHIN THE PARTY '

It would not however be correct to say that by 
this we have succeeded in correctly applying 
Marxism-Leninism-Mac's Thought to the Indian 
conditions or to say that we have in so applying 
achieved complete unity within the party. We 
have, in our "Political-Organisational Report" 
pointed out some of the shortcomings in our un
derstanding. The articles of the P.C. published 
in "Janasakti" and other media as well as its re
solutions adopted on various occasions from the 
time of the formation of the State Co-ordination

Following this, some of them forming them
selves into groups and establishing contacts 
with the followers of the AICCCR, had been 
carrying on thier disruptive activities. Some of 
them had been carrying on their activities inde
pendent of the District Committees. They carried 
on a campaign that the armed struggle should be 
launched immediately throughout the Andhra 
and that the State Co-ordination Committee 
was opposed to it and hence the leadership of 
the All India Co-ordination Committee should be 
accepted. The Charu Mazumdar group had en
couraged these disruptive activities at all levels.

Committee to the time of State Convention have 
to be further examined fully and self-critically. 
The ''Left*' influence of the Charu Mazumdar 
group which was heading AICCCR formed at 
Calcutta had also, manifested itself as a trend 
among the Andhra revolutionaries. It was mainly 
the students, the youth and a section of the lea
dership that represented this trend.

We, the Communist Revolutionaries, whose 
task is to build a revolutionary movement and a 
revolutionary party, guided by Marxism-Lenin
ism-Mao's Thought, carry on a ceaseless struggle 
against all trends opposed to it. As the revision
ism is the main danger, we should'- carry on a 
ceaseless ideological and political struggle 
against the revisionist parties. As the line fol
lowed by the C.P.I.(M.L.) is a "Left" line, we 
should also carry on a struggle against it. Be
sides we should grasp the wrong trends as and 
when they raise their heads within .our Party 
and carry on inner-party struggle against all such 
trends. Only then can our party, solving the 
problems facing it, become ideologically, politi
cally and organisationally fully united and con
solidated. In absence of such an inner-party 
struggle, the party would become lifeless. It 
would, failing to grasp and solve the problems 
facing the Indian revolution, become incapa‘bie 
of leading the revolution.

,-ln our struggle against neo-revisionism, we 
had based ourselves on the documents of C:P.C. 
published in connection with its struggle against 
thp Krushchev-Breznev brand of revisionism. 
We exposed as to,how under the guise of Mar
xist-Leninist phraseology the neo-revisionism is 
being propagated and practiced by neo-revision- 
ists. Thus, our endeavour has greatly helped 
party cadres, the members and the sympathisers 
to xfree themselves from neo-revisionism and 
join together in an organisation guided by Mao's 
Thought.

The State Co-ordination Committee hod to 
simultaneously face the revisionist line of neo
revisionists on one side and the -'Left*' line of 
the Charu Mazumdar group on the other. Refu
ting the neo-revisionist arguments that there was 
no revolutionary up surge and that there was no 
favourable conditions for armed struggle in India, 
we published an article in "Janasakti" (1968 
Nov. Spl. issue)- Basing ourselves on the ex
periences of Telangana armed struggle (1946-51) 
we had, in this article shown as to now, by 
providing leadership to the peoples, struggles 
with the strength of the existing organisation 
and the mass movement, it would be possible for 
advancing the revolutionary movement gradually 
to reach a higher stage and take the form of 
armed struggle. For the cadre, who were thinking 
as to how the armed struggle would be possible 
at this stage when the party and mass movement 
were weak, this article gave an understanding 
and self-confidene. To overcome the “Left" in
fluence of the Charu Mazumdar group and to 
turn the cadre towards the mass movement, we
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2.

We based ourselves on the experiences of 
the Telangana armed struggle (1943-46) in pre
paring this circular. Had the District Committees 
discussed this circular, worked out a programme 
and carried it out, the mass movement in the dis
tricts would have not only advanced-a step for
ward but also our struggle against the politics of' 
the Charu Mazumdar group would have become 
easier. We could have turned away a considerable 
section of the cadre from the''Left" adventurist 
politics and won them over to our politics.

What is the programme worked out on the 
basi s of this circular? How' far this has been imp
lemented ? How far this has not been 
implemented ? What are the results ? How far

Why because, it would not be enough to 
simply carry on an ideological struggle against 
the "Left" adventurists politics of the Charu 
Mazumdar group, (besides, the "Left" adven
turist ideology and politics,were not yet so cleat). 
Only when we apply Mao's thought in our prac
tice and prepare the mass movement for the 
armed struggle, would our ideological struggle 
both against revisionism and left adventurism 
become easy, and a clear-cut and correct line 
w'ould emerge. Any ideolooicai struggle different 
from this would be vague and unrelated to prac
tice. It is with this realisation that the P.C. had 
along with the ideological struggle, given impor
tance to the building up of the revelutionary 
movement. Hence the circular "Lay the founda
tions for a struggle-oriented mass movement."

Prior to the State Convention, there arose 
some differences in the State Co-ordination 
Committee on certain questions. They are as 
follows.

had sent the circular, "Lay the foundation for a 
struggle oriented mass movemet" to the lower 
units. Keeping the organisational needs of the 
revolutionary movement in view, we had in 
this circular, dealt with the importance of 
different regions of the Andhra Pradesh and put 
forward the tactics for the revolutionary peasant 
movement as well as for the urban mass move
ment. A programme was put forward to free the 
mass movement from the Quagmire of the revi
sionism and to develop it as a struggle oriented 
mass movement. As against the Charu-Mazum- 
dar's line of so called armed struggle which has 
nothing to do with the revolutionary mass move
ment, it laid down the primary tasks to be fulfilled 

\ in order to prepare the people for the people's 
\ armed struggle.

At a time when the State Co-ordination 
Committee had to concentrate all its energies 
on the preparations for armed struggle in the 
Sreekakulam District, it gave a call for "Telang
ana Movement Revival Week" (Oct.1968). Tho
ugh, because of this the masses were mobilised 
and some good results were. achieved in Telan
gana, Circarand Rayalaseema Districts this led the 
Sreekakulam comrades to doubt the attitude of 
the State Co-ordination Committee. This led to .

the D.C.'s are responsible in not implementing 
these questions should be examined. But we 
got good results in the plain areas of. Nalgonda, 
Warangal and Khammam as well as in the for
est areas of Warangal, Khammam and East 
Godavari where the circular was implemented. 
The mass movement has advanced. Our Cadre, 
gaining confidence in the . revolutionary 
movement, could stay with the masses without 
being swept away by the politics of Charu 
Mazumdar.

1. The Charu Mazumdar group through its 
papers ( Liberation and Deshabharti) and the 
committees affiliated to it had launched a camp
aign that there were serious differences between 
AICC (All India Co-ordination Committee) and 
the State Co-ordination Committee and that the 
State Co-ordination Committee was following 
opportunist and revisionist politics. In this 
situation there arose two opinions on the 
question of joining the A.I.C.C. One opinion was 
for the State Co-ordination Committee joining 
the A.I.C.C. in spite of this situation. The other, 
opinion was for joining AICC after fully discus- 1 
sing the differences and working out the basis 
for a common programme of action. ' Since the 
majority of the members were of the former opi
nion, it was resolved to unconditionally joint the 
A.I.C.C In a situation where there was no com
mon basis for working with the Charu Mazumdar 
group which was following a "Left" adventurist 
line, the State Co-oroination Committee had to » 
soon break away from the A.I.C.C. (We joined in 
one meeting and broke away in the next.)
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4. There had already been differences 8n Jthe 
question of our comrades seizing weapons from 
the American Missionary in the Manthena forest 
area of Karimnagar district. They were evident 
mainly in the local discussions (we would discuss 
this in detail later).

I

,, Immediately after the State Convention, 
the armed actions were launched in Khammam 
district against the decisions of the State Con
vention and without the concern of the P.C.'Jand 
with these armed actions it has become clear that

• not only there was no unanimity but also there 
were serious differences on the question of armed 
struggle in the party. The P.C. thoroughly dis- . 
cussed these differences in its July 1969 meet
ing.' It was only on the basis of these discusstion

an opinion among them that we were bringing 
up and counterposing the 1946-51 Telangana 
armed struggle to the Sreekakulam aimed stru
ggle and diverting the attention of the people of 
Andhra from the Sreekakulam struggle. Taking 
advantage of this, the Charu Mazumdar group 
tried to split the district committee from the 
state committee. Though it was their left adven
turist politics that were mainly responsible for 
this split, these factors had also contributed to 
this.

Khammam area revolutionary movement" was- 
drafted.

The State leadership was arrested in the 
month of December 1969. The comrades outside 
the jail formed as P. C. centre and R. C.'s in 
April 1970 and began to work. From P. C. centre 
some documents were published in the name of 
P.C. A criticism on the document, "The Present 
Situatioh-Our Tasks" was also received from the 
P.C. centre. Lastly, as a "Reply" to the docu
ment, "Some Problems facing the Khammam 
area revolutionary mass movement" we received 
a criticism. An examination of this document 
would make it clear that there are differences in 
the party not only on the question of armed 
struggle, but also on important ideological, 
political and' organisational questions and that 
the trend manifested in these is different from 
Marxism-Leninism-Mao's Thought. It is the aim 
of this document to dicsuss the main questions 
raised in these documents, to show as to how

Though, along with it there were also diffe
rences on some more issues, it had however 
become clear during the discussions of the State 
Convention that there was unanimity on the 
"Immediate Programme" which was meant foi 
preparing the people for armed struggle and on 
the main points of the Programme of People's 
Democratic Revolution.

Here one thing should be made clear about 
the "Immediate Programme". The draft on the 
Immediate Programme was drawn by .the month 
of-Jan' 1969. Owing to the crisis in the State 
Committee created by the disruptive activities of 
the Charu Mazumdar group, it was not discussed 
in the State Committee. The State Convention al
so could not be convened immediately. However, 
it was only basing on this that the programme 
was given to comrades working in thq forest areas. 
Instead of sending circulars, this programme was 

. given to them through thecomrades attending the 
centre after discussing with them and assertain- 
ing the level of the consiqusness of the people 
as and when these comrades attend the centre. • 
By that time, the circular, "Lay the foundations ’ 
for a struggle oriented mass movement" had 
already reached all the districts.

3. There had been a strong trend in the State 
Co-ordination Committee that the Separate Te
langana Movement was an anti-government 
movement, that we should support it and that 
we should become a part of the anti-government 
current. The writings in 'Janasakti' and the maj
ority resolution of the State Co-ordination Com
mittee were of this trend. There was another 
trend opposed to it. According to this trend this 
was a movement launched by a reactionary sec
tion of the ruling classes, in order to achieve 
their own ends by making use of the discontent
ment among the urban people and the students 
-of Telangana. We should, without joining this 
movement, concentrate on the main enemy with ' 
our own independent slogans and programme 
while at the same time making it clear that the 
problems facing the people of Telengana could., s that the document "Some Problems facing the 
not be solved by formation of separate Telan
gana but could be solved only in a People's 
State. As we did not take this stand, our cadres 
and sympathisers were thrown into a helpless 
position.. Many ’of them joined the separate 
Telangana movement. 1
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1.

The'Bureaucratic monopoly capital is not only 
exploiting and oppresing only the working class

the trend manifested in them is different from 
Marxism-Leninism Mao's Thought. It is the aim 
of this document to discuss the main questions 
raised in these documents, to show as to how 
the trend manifested in them is different from 
Marxism-Leninism-Mao's Thought and harmful 
to the very existence of the party itself.

As a result, there emerged a fundamental 
cor.*'adiction between Soviet social imperialist 
system and the sicialist system. Joining the 
world imperialist strategy of military encirclement 
of the Socialist China, the China, which, under 
the leadership of Com. Mao and the Chinese 
Communist Party, is safeguarding Marxism-Leni
nism, the China which is the vanguard and the 
foundation of the socialist system, the social 
imperialists have concentrated their armed forces 
on the Sino-Russian borders. As against China, 
the Soviet Social imperialists have liberally sup
plied the military equipment to the reactionary 
Indian Government. They brought pressure eco
nomically, politically and in so many other 
ways to bear on China. They have also adopted 
the same attitude towards socialist Albenia. 
These clashes and inimical attitude is only due 
to the fundamental contradiction between Soviet 
Social imperialism and socialist system. This is 
but a part of the fundamental contradiction bet
ween imperialism and the socialist system.

This understanding of fundamental contr
adictions is applicable even today. But with the 
transformation of Soviet Union into a social impe
rialist country, with the restoration of capitalism 
in most of the East European countries under the 
leadership of the revisionist parties, these coun
tries have gone out of the socialist system. The 
Soviet Union has gone over to imperialist 
system. Therefore all these fundamental 
contradictions are also there in the Soviet 
Social system.

By the time of Second World War, Soviet 
Union had under the leadership of Sta'in, deve
loped into a big industrial country. Though 
during the Second World War the Soviet Union 
suffered heavy losses in terms of both manpower 
and industry, it could, by carrying out reconstruc
tion . programmes, rapidly recover from the 
unprecedented losses in the industrial field and 
emerge as a great industrial country. It emerged

FUNDAMENTAL CONTRADICTIONS.
In the Pamphlet, ''The Armed Struggle in 

India - Some important aspects", that the P,C. 
centre published in the name of P.C., some as
pects of the contemporary contradictions opera
tive in the Indian Society are explained. While 
examining these contradictions we generally 
apply theXcontradictions formulated in the 
"General Lirle'1 ways as follows about the fund
amental contradictions.

"The contradiction between socialist camp 
and the imperialist camp;
Thecontradiciton between the Proletariat and 
the bourgeoise in capitalist countries;
The contradiction between oppressed nations 
and imperialism; and The contradiction 
among tho imperialist countries and among 
the monopoly capitalist groups"
("General Line of the International Com
munist Movement") Page:6

in the world as second only to America. It led 
socialist countries and the socialist system. After 
the death of Stalin and with the leadership of 
the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, first 
under the leadership of Krishchev and then under 
the leadership of Breznev, betraying the Marxism 
-Leninism-and going over to revisionism, the 
restoration of capitalism had first taken place in 
the Soviet Union. It has gradually developed 
into social imperialism.

With the restoration of capitalist system in 
the Soviet Union a new type of bureaucratic 
monopoly capitalist class has come into power. 
In order to extract maximum profits and to safe
guard its reactionary rule, this class is exploiting 
and oppressing the Soviet Working Class and 
Soviet oeople. Thus in the Sov\et Union, there 
has arisen a fundamental, contradiction 
between the bureaucratic monopoly capi
talist class which is the ruling class on 
the one side and the working class and the 
people on the other. This contradiction is the 
same as the contradiction between the capi
talist class and the working class of the capitalist 
countries.
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With the replacement of the dictatorship of 
the Proletariat by the dictatorship of bureaucratic 
monopoly capitalist class and with the transfor
mation of Soviet Union into social imperialism, 
the Soviet Union, is in contradiction with the 
other imperialists not as a socialist country but 
as a social imperialist country. The West Asia can 
be taken as an example to show that this contra
diction is getting accounted. The Soviet Union 
and America taking sides with Arab countries 
and Israel respectively and supporting them with 
arms, the Arab-Israel was, the continuation of 
Israel aggression till today - all this is only due 
to the contradiction between the Soviet Social 
Imperialism and American Imperialism,

There is a fundamental contradiction 
between revisionism and Maxism-Leninism 
But there is not any fundamental contra
diction within the revisionism. The diffe
rences between two revisionist groups of 
one and the same country, or the differences 
between the revisionist groups and cliuqes 
of two or more countries are not born of 
fundamental contradictions.

Similarly, if we explain the bureaucratic 
monopoly capitalist class which is in power in 
the Soviet Union, it becomes clear that this is a 
new type of capitalist class. At present there is 
only one Party in Power. It is not yet clear if- 
the split have already taken place in the bureau
cratic monopoly capitalist class and cliques and 
groups have emerged in tne Party also. But it 
cannot be definitely said that they would not 
emerge in future. When the splits occur, these 
splits would only be the reflection of the splits 
within the bureaucratic monopoly capitalist class 
which is the class basis of the Soviet Social im
perialism.

The path that Krushchev pursued and the 
path that Breznev has been pursuing after 
him in the Soviet Union is nothing but the 
path of revisionism. There isn't any fundamen
tal contradiction between these two. At the 

■time of the transfer of power from Kruschev 
to the Breznev clique, the question before them 
was whether Kruschev could carry on the Social 
imperialist oath that safe-guards the bureaucra
tic monopoly capitalist class and deceive the 
people of Soviet Union bettor or the Breznev 
clique better. The change from Kruschev to 
Breznev was effected only with the view that 
Breznev could do it better than the former. It’is 
wrong to veiw it as a contradiction between the 
revisionist cliques of the given country. But 
the difference and disputes about the 
revisionist policies and the method of their 
implementation are possible. The emerg

ence of cliques and groups with fundamen
tal contradictions is also possible in future.

and the people of that country alone. They are 
also exploiting the people of other countries. 
They are safeguarding and maintaining the 

- governments that are aiding and abetting this 
exploitation and oppression of the people. Thus 
there developed a contradiction between Soviet 
Social imperialism and the oppressed.'nations. 
The east European countries - Poland, Hungary, 
Bulgaria, Czecoslavakia, East Germany-under the 
leadership of the revisionist parties, are but the nat
ions exploited and oppresed by the Soviet Social 
imperialism. There are fundamental contradictions 
between the people of these countries and the 
Soviet Social imperialism. Similarly the Social 
imperialism, in the name of aid and trade is ex
ploiting a number of semi-colonial countries. 
(These are also called the developing countries). 
There is a fundamental contradiction between 
the Soviet Social imperialism and these nations.

Similarly, the working class struggles that 
recently raged in Poland were born of the funda
mental Contradiction between bureaucratic 

capitalist class and the working class. But 
Gomulka's going out of power and Sirimative 
clique's coming into power was not due to fun
damental contradiction between these two groups 
The question involved was as to which group 
can more effectively implement the revisionist 
policies and decieve the people. This can also 
be considered as a dispute or a difference of 
opinion.

The Soviet aggression against Czecoslovakia 
was born of the fundamental contradiction bet
ween Soviet Sacial Imperialism and the people 
of Czech nation. But the ouster of Dubchek 
clique and emergence of Swaboda clique into 
power was not due to fundamental contradiction 
The question involved was as to who were car
rying on pro Soviet Social Imperialist policies 
more effectively.
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i) THE CONTRADICTION BETWEEN 
IMPERIALISM AND THE OPPRESSED CLASSES

Since the Bureaucratic monopoly capitalist 
class, the class'basis of the social imperialism, 

. is a new type of capitalist class, since it is pursu- 
. ing its social imperialist policies in the name of 

socialism and internationalism, and since it is 
pushing the contradictions between the social 
imperialism and American imperialism and other 
imperialist as anti-American and anti-imperialist, 
the illusion among the people of the Soviet 
Union, East European countries and other count
ries would continue to remain for some time 
more. Ceaseless ideological struggle, building 
up of revolutionary mass movement, developing 
the armed struggles, strictly adhreing to Marx- 
ism-Leninism-Mao's thought at all times and in 
all situations it is by this and this alone that we 
can carry on the struggle against these illusions 
and fulfil the task of exposing and isolating the 
social imperialism. Instead, viewing the ac
centuation of contradictions within the 
Soviet Social imperialism in a mechanical 
and artificial way - even though the accen
tuation of the contradictions is true from 
a long range perspective-and formulating 
that internationally it is already enmeshed 
in a crisis will not only be a hasty step on 
our part but also it would not be of any im
mediate advantage for the Indian revolu
tion."

If we apply this formulation tn the con
temporary society of India, it would be found 
that our country is also in the stage oAPeople's 
democratic revolution of a bourgeois^ demo
cratic character. Hiding behind the big bour
geoisie and feudalism, the imperialists and the 
social imperialists are plundering our country 
also. For this reason, these contradictions 
exist in our society also in the course of 
People's democratic revolution of our country. 
The definite form of these contradictions is as 
follows :

ii) THE CONTRADICTION BETWEEN THE 
FEUDALISM AND VAST MASSES OF PEOPLE:

The feudalism in India is not similar to the 
feudalism in China. In China, besides the. worst 
kind of feudalism, there used to be feudal lords 
and war lords. In vast areas of our country.

2. CONTRADICTIONS THAT OPERATE IN 
THE COURSE OF OUR REVOLUTION :

Com. Mao suggests the following method 
for studying the contradictions in the contempor
ary society of a given country. Let us examine 
and apply it to the condition of our country.

Com Mao says that;

"There are many contradictions in the 
course of development of any major thing. 
For instance, in the course of China's bour
geois democratic revolution, where the 
conditions are exceedingly complex, there 
exist the contradiction between ail the 
oppressed classes in Chinese Society and 
imperialism, the contradiction between the 
great masses of people and feudalism, the 
contradiction between the Proletariat and 
bourgeoisie, the contradiction between the 
peasantry and urban petty bourgeoisie on 
the one hand and the bourgeoisie on the

These oppressed classes would include not 
only working class, the peasantry and the urban 
middle classes but also national bourgeoisie. 
The national bourgeoisie is also a part of the 
people in the stage of People's democratic re
volution. Similarly, we should understand that 
the imperialism means not only American im
perialism but also Soviet social . imperialism, 
British imperialism as well as the Japanese and 
West German imperialism which, are of late 
gaining dominance in our country. Only then 
would it be possible for us to understand 
the roie of various imperialist countries in the 
politics of our country, competition among 
them in plundering our country as well as 
the form and the level of this competition.

other the contradiction between the 
various reactionary ruling groups, and so 
on."

( On contradiction; S. W. P. 667. )

The contradictions that comrade Moa has cited 
here are the contradictions that come up in the 
course of the bourgeoisie democratic revolution. 
It means that contradictions operating in the 
course of socialist revolution would be different. 
There is possibility for some more of such cont
radictions.
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The big bourgeoisie class is the main in 

this bourgeoisie class. The big bourgeoisie 
class means a combination of comprador bour
geoisie, bureaucratic bourgeoisie and feudal 
bourgeoisie classes.

The concrete form of this combination itself 
is the big bourgeoise class.

In this country, the Princes, big and small 
and the big landlords have by investing a part 
of their wealth earned through their feudal ex
ploition, in the ■ industries of the comprador 
bourgeoisie, joined with their masters, the im
perialists and with the imperialists agents, the 
comprodar bourgeoise class.

Thus with the aid of the buraeucratic capital, 
the comprodar and feudal bourgeoisie classes 
are linked with imperialism.

i
4

In India this comprador bourgeoisie class 
is also getting the aid of bureaucratic capital. 
Getting ever so many concessions from rhe 
government, and looting the government bud
gets in ever so many ways, this class is increa
sing its capital and profits. As a part of this, 
the comprador bourgeoisie class is getting the 
the aid directly or indirectly through the public 
sector.

would be found even in the developed capita
list countries) and to formulate that the relation 
between the foreign capitalists and'the Indian 
eomprador bourgeoisie class is similar to this. 
(The Marxist Party advanced such a formula
tion).

Here the peasantry means the whole of the 
Peasantry including the rich peasantry. Since 
ours is a semi-colonial country, and since the

Prior to 1947, the Indian Comprador bour
geoisie class used to be the agent of the British 
and other imperialists. During the past 40 years 
there has also been a change in the comprador 
form, and character. In the begining they used 
to sell the British goods and become millioners 
with the commission earned on it. Gradually 
they have, with the economic and technical aid 
and the help of raw-materials, spare parts and 
import, export facilities from the British, Ame
rican and other imperialists, established indus
tries in the country, became minor partners in 
the Imperialist exploitation and are acting as 
their agents. It is advantageous for the foreign 
imperialists to carry on their exploitation 
through the Indian agents. The Indian 'Compra

dor bourgeoisie class has got the advantage of 
getting atloast a small share of the profits 
earned on the foreign investments without 
themselves having any capital or with nominal 
capital. In India, a semi-colonial country, the 
Comprador bourgeoisie class can only exist in 
this form. It is wrong to compare this with the 
bourgeoisie class of the developed capitalist 
countries (This type of aid and co-operation

iii) THE CONTRADICTION BETWEEN THE 
BOURGEOISIE CLASS AND THE WORKING 
CLASS :*

the feudal system with strong feudal relations 
is obtaining. Some changes have taken place 
in the feudal system first under the rule of 
British imperialists and there after under the’ 
rule of big bourgeoisie and feudal classes. As 
a result, the big landlord class has emerged. 
This class is trying to transform their agricul
tural holdings into capalist agricultural holdings 
with the aid of the government budgets on one 
hand and the foreign aid on the other. Thus in 
our country there is a contradiction between 
the vast masses of the people on the one hand 
and the big landlord classes and the feudalism 
that gets foreign aid and makes use of the 
power for their class interests on the other.

The bourgise class means the whole of the 
bourgeoise class including big bourgeoise 
class. This also includes .the national bourgeo
isie class. While the big bourgeojse class, join
ing with the imperialisim and the big landlords, 
class, becomes one of the targets to be over 
thrown by the peoples democratic revolution, 
the national bourgeoisie class, as an ally of 
working class joins the united frdnt in the 
People's democratic revolution. The\course of 

the revolution would decide as to which section 
of the bourgeoisie class is the national bour
geoisie.

4. THE CONTRADICTION BETWEEN THE 
BOURGEOISIE CLASS ON THE ONE SIDE AND 
THE PEASANTRY AND URBAN MIDDLE 
CLASS ON THE OTHER :
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It is necessary to examine this aspect.

I

III

feudal ,relations are strong, a dominant rich 
peasantry, with strong feudal tails has develo
ped. Similarly there is also a rich peasantry 
with capitalist realtions. The role of these 
two types of rich peasantry would be different 
in the revolution. Yet the whole of the rich 
peasantry, including the rich peasantry is be
ing exploited by the bourgeoisie. There is a 
contradiction between these two clases.

In another context, they stated that there 
is one 'group mainly dependent on American 
and another group mainly on the Soviet Union."

It is only because of this that the two gro
ups of comprodar bourgeoisie - pro - American 
and Pro-Russian have emerged and started stru
ggling for power. In the days to come this will 
get further sharpened."

1

It is clear that the principal contradiction 
at the present stage of the people's democratic 
revolution is the contradiction between feudal
ism and the vast masses ot the people. At this 
stage the imperialism (including the social im
perialism) safe-guards its interests indirectly 
through the Indian big bourgeoisie and big land
lord classes and not directly. When the people's 
democratic revolution reaches the stage of na
tional liberation and when the Indian big bour
geoisie big landlord classes cannot safe guard 
the interests of imperialism any more, the imp
erialists would directly enter the field.

Apart from this the problem of nationalities 
is an impo.tant question in India. India is a 
country of many nationalities. The big-bourg- ! 
eoisie big landlord classes in the country are 
oppressing these nationalities without allowing 
them to develop. Thus there is a contradiction 
between the imperialism, big bourgeosis and 
big landlord classes on the one side and these 
nationalities on the other. There are also con
tradictions among different nationalities them
selves.

HAVE THE TWO GROUPS OF.THE COM
PRADOR BOURGEOiSic—THEJPRO-AMER* 
ICAN GROUP AND THE PRO-RUSSIAN 
GROUP — EMERGED ?

Applying the theory of contradictions to the 
present conditions of India they have, in view 
keeping the 1969 congress split, written in the 
pamphlet "The Armed Struggle - Some Impor
tant aspects", that:

"The growing competitions and contradic
tions among various imperialist countries, mai-

5. THE 
DIFFERENT 
RULING CLASSES:

' The big bourgeoisie class, the landlord 
class and other reactionary forces are the ruling 
classes in India. They are behind the parties 
holding power in the centre and states. Though 
the absence of the single party rule in the cen
tre and states, and the presence of the rule of 
more than one party in the states is only an 
indication of the efforts of the ruling classes 
to make use of any party that can be made use 
»f in order to safeguard their power, the emer- 
ence of groups among’ the ruling classes and 
dstance of contradictions between them is. 

<ut natural.

In the present situation it is not comprodar 
bourgeoisie alone that safe-guards imperialist 
interests in the country, it is the entire big bou
rgeoisieclass including the comprodar bourgeo
isie and the big landlord classes. It is clear that 
it is because of ignoring this aspect that the 

. imperialism is staged above as depending on 
\ the comprodar bourgeoisie class alone for their 
\existance.

. It is correct to say that in our country there 
is contention between the American imperialists 
and the social imperialists, they are trying 

. to establish their domination on political, 
economic and military affairs of our country. 
But it would be hasty to conclude that as a ref
lection of this, there have already emerged the 
groups of comprodar bourgeoisie class leaning 
towards imperialism and the social imperialism. 
The experience has also proved this.

nly batween American imperialists and Soviet 
Social imperialists are bound to reflect in India. 
They try and are trying to gain dominance over 
political, economic and military affairs of India 
by grouping up cpmprador bourgeoisie classes 
who are under their infulence. .

CONTRADICTION BETWEEN 
GROUPS OF REACTIONARY
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both of" them. It does not however mean, that 
< this.situation .would-remain like this for ever. 

There is a possibility for the split at any time 

especially when country-wide mass movement, 
or the mass movement in some states reaches 
a higher stage and when internationally the 

inter-imperialist contradictions get accentuated, 
v 

Lately, other type of conflicts have come 
up in the.state. A number of local movements 
are rising on the plea that those from other with the emergenc of U.F. governments in different- 

states the instability had set in the country. Itis 
also correct, to say. that this instbility. had actually 
began with the. formualation’ of Communist 
government in Kerala in 1959. By 1967. the . 
armed struggle had not been launched in the 
country. ' It was only.after the formultion of the 
U.F. government in Bengal following the- 1967 
elections that' the Naxalbari armed struggle had 
been launched/-’ ■ • • . • .

I ‘ '

states, dominating their states have got hold 
of the jobs and .other resources or on the plea 

- that the developed regions are dominating the 
backward regions of one and the same state; 
Though generally these are only anti-govern
ment movements, they, are also an indication 
of .the contradictions among the.ruling classes. 
These contradictions would only’further get 
accentuated in future but not subside.

, - The two groups that have emerged due to 
the 1969 congress split are not such , that they 
represent twe different comprodar bourgeoisie 
groups. It is true that Indira, group has been 
leaning towards Soviet Union while Nijaling- 
appa group has been leaning towards America o
Thus the Nijalingappa and their company tried ? while, 
for the help of the American imperialists bdfore • and action, carrying on. 
during and after the elections. But the Ameri- one. section of the classt 
can imperialism, though a bit hesitant at first 
soon came to the’ conclusion that the Indira 
group alone can safe-guard its interests and 
has- been supporting the Indira group itself.-- 
Thus, the Indira group, aione with the support '• 
of tiie Soviet Social imperialism, has also been

■ having the support of the American imperialism. . 
The news paper comments and the reports from 
America are only confirming this.. . . \

In such a situation it would be harfmul to 
the- revolutionary, party and to the existence 6f( < 

’ the revolutionary movement to go tailing behind ?
some anti-g'dvernment section- in the name of v.’ 
either antPgpvornment movements/dr, «pTit ?

' among the ruling classes. In such a,situation,’ 
with our, own independent prograhvrie 
j On; the struggle against

one. section of the classes and neutralising the" ... 
other section, we should divide' • and. strike at.
the enemy. Only then Would the revolutionary 
movement -march forward. To ‘ treat ? all' the 
groups of the?ruling das^s alike-and try to ’ ?,• 
strike all of them at the same time is hot only 
not correct but also- there is the. danger of 
of ourselves getting isolated and suffering 
defeat. i-‘ ' ' -'• !■ ' '

CENTRE AND STATE GOVERN EM ENTS-
In.India., the .American capital ,is.mainly, in . STABILITY AND INSTABILITY.

the private sector..; The public sector- is also r. " A 7<.r ...
being useful only for the private sector;... Indira These comrades are formulating that., th.a:y -
group is respresenting both of them. ’ ... split in the congress party,, the permanent ms-. ...

lability of the ruling classes is a new aspect , that. .
In vj’e.w-of this,.it is incbrrect . to say that has come. up. after we have launched thearmed. 

the’■ Indian- ruling ( Classes are split-into pro-.’ ."struggle": This, formulation,, besides being. 
Soviet and pro-American comprodar bourgeo-]- • opposed to the actual situation, is born .of’siib--. .

' isie groups., ■ Jt is? contrary to the actual fact/ - jectiye.outlook; These comrades are betraying. .
While .leanipg more towards ..the Soviet social their, subjective outlook by hot only showing the 
imperialism,:., the Indira group,.is representing. ; instability which is. due to the. economic ...and 
both of-them. ■: It’does not however mean, that politicahcrisis in the country as having resulted.

. this, situation would remain like this for ever. ■ due to the armed struggle which was in fact ; -
There is a possibility for the split at any time launched here and there in the country after this ■ I

, in future. Such, splits may become possible?' ..instability had actually set,, in but also, by.-over 
■■ - ; estimating this instability more than the.actual?;-. '

the mass' movement in some states reaches " Thisformulation of these comrades has been /

proved incorrect by the recent political develop
ment in our country. « ’

There is no doubt that with the weakening 
the of congress party irr the 1967 elections ;and. '
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✓The split in congress occured in year 1968. 
Many felt that)with-it a permanent instability 
had set in the country. The Sreekakulam armed

' •’ stfugglejwas launched in Andhra in the end of 
1968. Yet, not only a stable government con- 

.tinues to rule Andhra Pradesh from that date, 
but also. the. ruling classes are trying for stability 
in the centre and states and have even succeeded 
to a very large extent The U.F. government for
med with the support of ruling congress under the 
leadership.of, revisionists in Kerala in 1969, is stable goverment in th6 country and ! save the

7 fnord . stable ..than the U.F. governments that 
preceeded it After two years rule of President 
and the'C.R P., both the congress and the. revi
sionist parties have emerged strong in the . 1971 
elections in Bengal. As in Kerala, here also the 
formation arid functioning of non-marxist govern
ment became a possibility;

L0f all, the most important develoment is the 
’ emergence of ruling congress with a big majority, 

in the centre arid its forming a stable government. 
With this'Zit is clear that the "instability" of 
1969/ has ‘ transformed into stability. • This . 
development has’ not ’-stopped ’there. Even '*

-in the states’ where the congress is not in power, . ,   
the situation is developing • in favour, of the . of the crisis of the ruling classes and deal 
ruling congress; There would be nothing >fo - ----------- . ..1^. ----- -------
wonder if the power in majority of states fall into 
the hands of the ruling congress in the 1972 
elections.

1 "" '' ’’ t would have proved futile. . Like the crisis, the
- These experiences prove that the theory or;. jhstablility wbu|d have become permanent .V- 

"permanent instability": is wrong. Then what; j ■■

.. Though there is a revolutionary situation, there

The ruling classes would be making a cease 
less effort to overcome .this instability arid to 
restore stability. For this they would be taking: 
a number of .measures. The fact that the ruling 
classes would also be taking concrete steps .to 

i extricate themselves from the economic crisis is 
not a new thing for ys. The Indira Gandhi.) . 
Government's Bank nationalisation is only a step 
to extricate themeslves from the economic crisis,. 
On the assurance that it alone can establish-: ' 
cfahio rir,uorrnAnt in country and! save the ' ‘ 
imperialism and the social imperialism] and the 

t big bourgeoisie big landlord classes from the ;
revolution, the Indira congress group has not only 
mustered the support and ^he solidarity ;pf Soviet

* , Union, but also it has mustered the support , and
solidarity of lhe American imperialism, and the 
big bourgeoisie-big landlord classes. With left 
solgans such as socialism, social changes etc., 
it has won the support of the middle classes and 
Vvorkirig class. In’ - this-'.way it ' has 'j achieved 
stability with a big: majority' in!- the midterm ? 
elections. • -r’T- 

Had there been, a revolutionary Communist . - 
Party in the country which could take advantage 

.Arieic nf tha ritlanA onJ riao| g

death blow to them, and had there been a revo- \ 
lutidnary movement and armed struggle in a wide 
-area/the steps taken by the ruling classes in . 
order- to extricate themselves from the crisis . . 
would have proved futile. . Like the crisis, the" ‘

:■ 1 . 5 -

' But no such conditions are obtaining in India.

isin't an organised revolutionary movement, in 
a wide-area. The armed struggle is being carried 
on locally in one area with a number of limitations.

permanent crisis. There is^econon^ic and ,poli- Under’the circumstances the steps taken by the
ruling classes to extricate themselves from the 
crisis have temporarily paid off/

failing, to grasp this, unable to examine the , 
relative strength of. the enemy and ourselves and

r a perman- . : 
ent instability the comrades of the P. C. centre . 
have tried to link the instability with the armed

- >1' ., :■/*>. ; •• I

.. .. ... 
are shortcomings'ih the understanding 6f these, 
comrades? . ■ ’ .

I,.-’’’

Our country, which is a part and parcel of 
the capitalist system is also enmeshed in a 

! permanent crisis.' There is economic and ,poli
tical crisis in the country. There isi.\t' any doubt 
that the emergence of unstable government is a 

j reflection of the political crisis. . But i» is’ howe-

l ’ ! . - ever not correct-to conclude that permanent
. • J instability has set in once the unstable goveran- 

1 ; ment or governments are-formed.. Only when
an organised and powerful revolutionary / mistaking the temporary instability for 
movement is on the advance would the.
instability arpong the ruling classes bd

. transformed into a permanent instability. ' . struggle.
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: Indian watchers. Was Mrs., Gandhi strong

. dent

■-•g

has further improved the prospects of American 
investments" (Times of India,, M. V. KAMATHr f 

26.171). ; ... . r.

■> If it is only the representative of the pro-, 
Soviet social imperialist comprodar that have .

; won, how Would the opportunities for the 
American i ’ investments . jmprove? : Would 
America so easily give up India, which 
earns them such a huge; rate of’profits, to

, Soviet Union? . -•••••- .

'The reaction of the Nixon administration 
has been relatively slow in coming blit with 
reason^ Since 1967, the U. S. had. come to . 
regard India's capabilities with a certain degree . 
of politey scepticism. The elections that year 
which returned the congress with diminished 
strength and .popularity, began the process of 

. disillusionment here. The split within the party 
furthered it and' added to the bewilderment of '

26th March 1971 of the Washington corre- 
spor ’

' are noteworthy. .. ;

<•' '‘The first and appropriately, major impact 
of Mrs. Gandhi's electoral successes in the 
U.S • has <been on ,the industrial and financial

■... community. Inquiries with the -/Indian invest
ment centre at New York go to suggest that 
congratulatary calls have mostly come from 
large American corporations which were»under- 
standably apprehensive about the election' 
results^ The 300 and more U. S_. corporations - 

, which have invested in india, have profitable 
operationsand almost everyone of them areseek- 
ing ways and means of expanding inspite of the 
restrictive rules which look rather formidable 
on paper*'.

The American monopoly capitalists haven't 
expressed anger at the victory of.Indira Gandhi. 
They have on.y expressed their happiness and 
approval. -

"The profit, record of a large percentage of 
U. S,. ■ investors has been impressively consi
stant and. high. The earning ratio of American 
manufacturing units in India was 14.7 percent 
in 1969, a;figure much higher than those for

; Canada (8.6%), Latin America (10.7%), and 
even Europe. (12%). Mrs. Gandhi's victory

However, it would be wrong to . think that 
the peresent stability would be pirmanent. This is 
only temporary stability.- There would be noth
ing to wonder.if again there develops instability 
in the'near future. . v

V/. THE ELECTION RESULTS AS SEEN BY THE'. 
AMERICAN IMPERIALISTS.

The Soyiet Social imperialists and: the 
revisionists in India,, interpreting it as a historic 
victory, as a victory..for the Left democratic 
forces, are jubilant over the victory of Indira • 
congress group Had this been true, the Ame
rican imperialists.should have expressed them- 

. selves against the victory of the Indira congress.
But nothing of the sort has happened. On the 
contrary; the American imperialists and their 
representatives have only expressed satisfaction 
at Indira's victory.;; \.-• •

■■■'■ ' The following extract from .the report dated

indeht'of Times of India MrS^VVmath?-: enou9h hold the country together? ..What' 
.noteworthy. - • < • ' ‘ was the . likelihood of her earstwile colie-;

' • agues-turned-political opponents toppling her
administration"./-’ . ■ ' - / "/• • •* /
(Times of l'ndia; ’ M V.Kamath, D-.26.3, '71). '

What does it inean?- It is true that after the 
1967 elections, and the .congress split; there 

‘ was vaccilation among the American imperia
lists. It was not because the Indira Congress • 
group was the. agent of the Soviet Union., It . 
was only because they were doubtful if the Indira , 
government could be a stable one. But /he 

current as weli as the ex-ambassadors of India * 
had tried to clear these doubts that day itself.

"EVen the assesment of so seasoned a 
• diplomat-as Mr. Chester Bowels that Mrs.

Gandhi was a "better politician than Roosvelt" 
largely went unheaded........ Mr. Keatings • 

shrewd Judgement, that the leaders of old 
congress were on the run also, made little / 

. dent or. the thinking of White House advisers".^-. ’ 7
(Times of India, M. V. Kamath, 26.3.'71). t ‘ ,

But the imperialist representatives have 
clearly understood that the Indira Gandhi alone ‘ 
could safe-guard their interest?, that at . this .
task she would excel Roosvelt Himself and ■ ?
that the. old congress leaders were on the run. • 
But if took time for them to make the American
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The truth, is, in India the contradiction 
between the Soviet Social imperialism and 
the American imperialism is not so accentua
ted as to SPLIT THEIR. AGENT INTO TWO . \ 
GROUPS. In\the.international arena these 
two imperialisms continue .to pursue the 

policy of collusion and contention with each 
other. In this contention, some times,.the 
Soviet Social imperialism is gaining upper- 

: hand while some times the American imperia
lism is gaining upper ha nd. For instance, the 
Soviet social imperialism has gained upper
hand in’supplying the defence equipment and ,.o....... .. «O1IUI1, □□ ,

....* granting loans .for the public sector in India tative of the comprodar bourgeoisie. Nehru ' 
vQhile' the American imperialism has gained ’ ‘

, upper hand in granting loans for. the'private 
sector,. Thus these two'are only contending

choosing the old congress as the representa

tives of the comprodar bourgeoisie class. 

The problem they were faced with was as 
to how far the fndira Government.could be 

stable.

It was . , .
towards the Soviet Union the expression of 
doubts /if India would remain under theAmeri-

< . can hold. . » • \ ’• ;

•'The unchallenged thesis in the past here . -
has been that while democracy is good at home,/ . ,t does not however mean that this same - 
dictatorship abroad,is better because, it provides , - situation would continue’to prevail for a long = 
stability^ This-, fondly . held. belief' has . been time: It is possible that these contradictions _
exploded, in . Pakistan. / as it has been Turkyi wou,d ' gradually get accentuated and give
It is. this which, has made Indra suddenly an. . rise to a Sltualion where, the : Indira Congress ’
object of. admiration and a symbolof hope. *■ would once again, split into two., We should
It .may not have -wonjndia.friends,:.but it has . carefully watch, as to when and in what form 
stopped its distractors,in their tracks*',- ; (Times this situation arises ift future. I I
of India. M.V.Kamath, 26.3.-71). ji, .■ 7. .7.j

■'* ': *■. The. developments in West Asia are diffe-’
With this it is* clear that the American rent from this. , The ruling classes of United 

imperialists ,were convinced, that in India the , Arab Republic (now the ruling classes of Siria,; 
.’“democracy''' could safeguard their interests. . Sudan and Libia have also joined with them) • ?

Thus ...if becomes clear from the. above that -are acting as the agents of the Soviqt Social • 
the Indira Congress group is acting not; only-;as - imperialism while the ruling classes of Israel ■ i 

' - ; the ..agent of social, imperialismbut.also as. the:., are acting as the agents of, American imperia- : .
agent of American imperialism,, . . J: , ;. ; lism. . In this region the.contradictions between ?,

these two imperialisms got accentuated and 
reached to a breaking point. This situation or 
a situation more or less similar to this has not
yet developed in India.

6; THE MISTAKES OCCURED IN THE . 
PAST IN THE UNDERSTANDING ABOUT THE 

SPLITS IN THE' INDIAN BOURGEOISIE . 
CLASSES.- ■ . • ' '■

■ ■■

The comprodar bourgeoisie class has been, 
having its influence on the national movement 
from the very begining in India;'. In the natio
nal. movement Gandhi worked as the represen- ,.

and other leaders of the congress high command 
had also been working as the representatives ' . . 

of the comprodar bourgeoisie. As the anti-

monopoly capitalists convinced of . this. The with each other. ,But this contention has not— 
■mid-term elections have dond that job. Yet reached its culmination. The Indira Con-

f.. •' v gress group is acting as a representative, as a
•. -. Thus, at one stage did there arise the comprodar and as a isales agent for both of

■’ question of American ’• monopoly capitalists them. ‘ >'

a/J----- • . Besides having .lipper’ hand .in granting

loans for the public'sector and defence,, the — 
Soviet Social imperialism is occupying the 
second place next only to America. Yet, the 
Indira Congress is/ leaning towards Soviet* 

able. Now that problem is solved.. ■■■'.' Union.. Thus in the contradictions between
; the American( imperialism and the Soviet Social

probably because of the leaning imperialism; the Indira Congress Government

is 'leaning more towards the. Soviet Union. 
In : view of. this, : it is. clear that the Indira - 
government, fc able to make use of these 
contradictions in a very limited way.;
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This is only an element of anti- \. 
but not a fullpledged anti-imperia

Either , before or after 1948, - the ••«■■
bourgeoisie, class in
split into pre-imperialist corpprodaf* bou.
geoisie and anti-imperialist national bour
geoisie' classes. The representatives of com- 
prodar .bourgeoisie clas *' * r * * ,J 
congress, leadership could with anti-imperialist'

• slogans keep the anti-imperialist national bour
geoisie under its influence. Basing themselves 
on the ; counter-revolution and utlising the 
might. of .the national movementto their advan- ■

' tpge; '.they; were bargaining, -t Among;tfie bour-, w 
geoisje .;leadership :-i,t <yvas; only. Subfias Chandra. *-n

L Bose, ’land^’ his;, followers;; (they, jinclude many : 
leftists) that' opposed ’this, bargaining in the’

’ ■/year. 1938.': Afterwards' some ; of/thehi broke
’ .away frqnV'the congress party’;. There had not 

been even,such a split before‘1938. \
;'r; •’I ■ ■ "'V'rT'?•

, Like.’ Sun. ’.Yet-.Sen in China,, po rep re--
setnative of anti-imperialist and /revolu
tionary bourgeoisie.class has emerged in 
India- . -This, ‘was* because, , in India., the 
bourgeoisie class had not played arevolu-

/tidnary role, at any stage. . Not- a single
' section; of.the bourgeoisie had played such 

a revolutionary role.' Hadthe national 

revolution advanced • under' the leadership. of 
the Communist Party, the bourgeoisie class 
could have played such a revolutionary role.

, The .characterisation made at that tiri>e that 
Nehru ' vi-ar. a representative of the antirimperia- 
list national bourgeoisie c!ass_and that re. t of

■ the Leadership-G.andhi, Pate! .end others-were
.' the representatives '.of the,pro-imperialist bour.- . ------- V.,.K. —.i—v -- ...... .<

geoisie;'Class ;yva.s wrong? The then leadership . ./government tried •/to make use of its influence - . f 

of the Communist Party gave^a mechanical apd among • the/people,-its position,1.-the contradic-, ' 
incorr.ecti'ihterpretation to; the' guidanceYfi’pm tions between, Britian and America as w.elfas
the then'^international leadership.- The truth is ' the contradiction - between America and Soviet

that‘s the/Whole . lot -of *the congress leadership ' Union. --It maintained pro-Soviet,and, a limited^? y„ v*
- were.’only the representatives of the comprodar anti-American . stance' EverybodyJi.knows That,*.. . . . £

. bourgeojsfe cla^. While* some-of ■ them (like it-was- pnly> Nehru that openedijth^.d  ̂ ■■

=.-• •• ••;■ 1'3* . : ;

imperialist upsurge gathered momentum in Gandhi) rallied the reactionary forces and back- 
,1 the country/ th.ey -had; advancing the slogan ward sections with.orthodox slogans,‘some of 

of non-voilence on one side and capitalising , them , (like Nehru) could divert the Left fofces 1 
on' the,- anti-imperialist upsurge on the other, . from the revolutionary.path to the constitutional.. . .

 .tried tq -Tirmly‘establish* their leadership upon; ,. lines with,.loft slogans, Thusjn'sp far; as pro-i.... •
the masses. This is only an element of anti-■ imperialism and counter-revolution are conce- ’ \
imperialism, . but not a fullpledged anti-imperia . - rned, all of them f are one and’the same. It 
lism. '.;jr V*. ■' *, ; was'only a matter-<jf. division of work among

L them’ This leadership used to wish for a com-
or after 1948, -the dn a bit better and more'favourable
India had never een terms than were .acceptable -to? the British, 
alist comprodaf bour-• imperialists. : It can be said thatjthere. was' an- 

anti-imperialist • element to this 'extent. But

;s;r thTr^'Ztd'oTt;; r * "<«=
mid with anti-imoerialist ■ • ' ,^fter , .ssg/and during the entire period of 

anti-fascist; war, tl\e congress leadership on 

the basis of suppo ting the war were prepared 
for a, compromise on better Terms than were 
offered, by the...* British imperialists. But it ..

‘ would be .wrong',io say that they were divided

views. But there’isint* any doubt tfiat'they would 
have compromised ;even - with Fascism, had the 
Fascism gained tipper hand in India; In this res--"■ i

. pect even some of the imperialists/sfood up and}--.* ’• ;* 
fought? against Fascism. . Even; after the 1947 f
transfer*, of power, a. machanical division was 
sought to be made to the effect that Nehru was- . » ... 
the representative of the anti-;mperia|ist bour- •<•*:*’■ ; 7 
geoisie class and others, are.not so7. ’.* • ;*j--

The .1951 Programme defined .that in IndijJ 
thex comprodar ' bourgeoisie class'.; was' only *

■ nominal, that allmost all the bourgeoisie .was., 
not only national bourgeoisie, but also it was 
not a puppet in the hands of the imperialists 
and that it had the social foundation. Thus

> the'programme -concluded iV:/awiay that the . - .
'Nehru government was not a representative of ; *
the comprodar bourgeoisie class/'^This-is totally' ■
wrong... The truth, is,’ while1 .cbntinUing to be J' 
the comprodar of British imperialismz ;,;the Nehru
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'. th-d-floW 'of'American'capital-into HdiaJ Even'» struggle should b^launched^/The.adoptiop of
this’■*position1 has changed-afta? 1960 and it has the "Immediate ^rogramqe'Ai.with-.Tninor amend?*'„. *•

; ' become- -domprodaf- 'of5 both Arn'eri'c'dr?imperia-'" ■. meritskby>>,tlte*§^
li§rhuaHc^;-the? Soviet'Sddial-imperiali'Sm (T962-;-7''';xpf'-this.^ It-'dpesnY'showe^^^

j 63)This/ continues1 to-'be'- the situation' even’i tim.eiu theres'had -already.p e.volVbd/aj f common/ '■ 
. today? . '\;v■ understanding izi.nlithe-i'party/gbtsiit ;the;'-armed?/ •

' J 7 '■•'■•VV ip- •./•. struggle/: Anbexamiiiationi-of pp$t-^onvention.i .-7-
inderstandingi.,

»ple<|or- armed:' ,

gramme”, .pur. comrade - in the .forest areas had, 
immediatelyafter/he/conventi^
arched- actions?;.The; P.C, had in its July,}969;. -

. meetihg^reyiewedv these*!•?arm:ed\>-.actions.< and> ’ 
decided as'-to what should-, be; the clear-cut.

... "........... ft
ie, of a reply-; to? this document,' */ • 
area- committer? had- prepared 

;t, In .this the area Committee put.. .
r*f f ft rn-t r • I a t > vx rx e ,, r»c-♦, z> q j qq ,

. , ............. - ------------- It. '” '
declared that' wet had overestimated .the rew-- ■

,.lutronarV 'upstlrge.-. lt.also.declafed.ihat tosaff.
*.. that'aHfied struggle'should be'lauhch'ed oh:the J ' 

.when ' r~ 
rss;. of t the people 'feach'es the level . - .

that the armed struggle in self-defence, irrele-
... ..... ' - ------ --- of the people is a stage
.One-of. the fundamental differences bet- of the armed struggle. Thus/It advanced-a 

weeu. the^neo-revisionists andourseives at thp number of arguments different from the under
time of the,split from them and there after has standing of armed, struggle.It has therefore
been thequestionof whether the objective cocidi- ,> • become imperative 'to /examine/* these* formu- -

. icons,‘tp; launch an armed struggle;are.obtaining ,ation,i- .
in the country.; . The neo-reyisiorjistsiargue that

’ Such conditions aremoj pbtaining in,the. country.
We assert* that such > conditions are obtaining.
The prmed struggled Naxalbari. andSreeka?

\ kulanv have testified- to thecorrect’ties?pf,ouri
/ / ansesrnent.. /

' ' in our party there had never "beeh any
/ differehces’until the convention’or'in the c'on-
z yentibn on the’ question of whether- armed

-■ Ini this connection weshould note that the .; p/®®' wo^d rZeS'th^^'ch^n^ndT^ ' 

birth of-the-Swatantra^Party,and the charade-. . was not obtained'in our partyl ' ' - • 
risationvmade by; the,then1 Party ^Leadership. .. 1. <; '
about\this< The/characterisation-that. the. . 'r-- Without? preparing i the people -for; armed, 
Swatantra Party'was a Pro-American Party and * . struggle- on Jhecbasis. of<tbe'."lrnmediate Prc-y 
that the-congress party, war. an anti-American nrimmo" h..rs rommHo, in.tho Mr»ct «ea9c 
Party wax>by-itself;a-machani^hpna; v|n.Prde';
to safe-guard their own ‘interests, 4he Arperican

\-imperiah'<t-jhave^beer^<,felyihg; pnfy rpn Nehru, 
Shastry .-.arid. indira's -governments successively 
but. never--.have they.- relied on ethe Swatantra.' understanding-;of< the armed . struggle.; It.also-.

- Party. .’At/-best; theyr .have made,, use.-of .-the; decided jtd??prepare a document explaining ;this> < \
'. ./ SwatafttrariParty/tpicatry/.pn^a  ̂ irnuerstanojn^Pi -tne-yariousr pornts/that cdtnr

propaganda.' <• '■ ?.jd'-,thepd6drse:tof the.'discussibn?; and jhe-diffe-
\ V' .'* >■ ’ 'L- • r.-/ehV’questions;^ before .the.coni?

It .s-exactfy/such a mechamyl^efemtion.-. ^d:to iend-it t0.theunits.,,,■ 
.that. the..cpmrades of P C. centre; have now ■ * ,t;c‘
advanced on the 1969 congress split.-; The sum ..'. In .the'->narjie,of a 
and substance of this definition is" that .two. th'a-Khammam i 
groups.representing. pro-Soviet Soci.a'l'imperia ' ‘'another docunient, I , 
list.and pro-American . imperialist -'comproddr . • forward a number, of formulations, questioni 

; bourgeoisie groups have emerged' with ’this > the’<Very;v;foundations of'‘arnied-struggle.
■ split-itself.; The recent'developments-proved ’♦nw
this definition' to be'incorrect,* mechanical and

>' 'contraryJo’ the actua! fact?-Fdr'haVlngadVahL' ulot OII(ICU ,B MIOU1O oe.,auncnea c 
' ced such a definition' iCshbuld be said of these ;baiiis bf> f^iagt^iah'tevolutiirt'anrfbnly 

comrades that they are,oHce agatrf following ' < Consciousness'. oKthe people riches the 
the same old line of thinking. of ’armed 'struggle, is incorrect.' It formulated
II ARMED STRUGGLE. that the armed Sniggle in self-defence, irrele-

. ' ... vent °f consciousness of the people is a stage
\* .One. of. the fundamental differences bet- of the armed struggle. ThusV.It-advanced-a 

i- Vveeb; the-:neo-revisionists and ourselves at the number of arguments different from the- under-
- rime of the,split from them and there after has standing of armed, struggle. . It has therefore

been thequestionof whether the objective condi- ,> • bacome imperdtive> to/examine/- these* formu- ■ 
lations and arguments', relating’ to jhe armed 
struogle/ and1to'arm.tlitf party ^/i’th;-a :c’eaf; cut 
and : cbrrebt^und'drstahding- ’ab^ armed 
struggle?.-•/. . ...

; j; TiHf.; pfeCISI^:RdlEj’oR;THE REVO. . 

LUTJCNARYtikMASS., iViOVLMENTS> FOR, THE 
DEVELOPMENT/Opi-THE-ARMED STRUGGLE

. ; ' /.Id Russia,‘,fhe";working .class Seized power.. 
through' insurruc'tipn in 1971.'. In Chino, the'

struggle.It
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peppie’,3 democratic/rqyolutionar/foicesiunder... of.agrarianiqyolutiqn. ..Fqr..thi?irsasjin, .peasant .
~ - the {leadership of th'e,^orKing .cias.s.cquld.seize . .agrariapj.ev.olutionary.moyernent..would;for(n.thd, .
- . power 'through protracted war i.e., the people's .V , main,part qndjhe.^content ’of. th^ [evolutionary //

wariiwh’ic.li.- wpnt,;ontjfrpim.,1926-1948.■/ All the >• \mqvement,,;.;Mainfy this is.becij/se,.tiie:.agrariaq
- - revolutiqnsrduri.bg itfrd-^aftjar the.Second .World, . revolution is,.the content of tiief Peoplb's.-de.nrio-' .

War, .we'pl„on;andare;sfill:.going;on.in.the form ',; critic revolution, I, ; . ..; ’ < IS.,"

The revisionists .are following' the ‘same old ' . ■r^ches^the : stage^of-armed struggle, 
revisionist ideology-drvhich preaches/'that the.< W'MOarmedstrug^ewh.chqhou d be earned■ ■ 
social changes, can be brought about through • pn fully relymg upon he armed S rUggle-cons- 
parliamentary .means^ithqut armed.revolution. < <t">^^e people, espec.all^he peasantry;.-
On.’?the ■ pretext • that.,the. revolutionary.situation other:countries\ the armed:
is not yet ripe in the country,- theneo-revisio- struggle would be a protracted: war. '. It would 
msts are also followtng the parliamentary path. be an armed st,Oggle born of IHe. .evolutionary '

; cting;i|hese polities^Jvfc .hay^.essertpd that.; /<PtJhtoughUhe?armed strugglextho^i launched.? J- - 
the' armed struggle’-isjthq.tndin form-of struggle.^'-- tHeuevolutionary armiesiwould, iinderf he leader/ .: >:

' in the present situation'and we should take up •< ship of4he Communist revolutionaries? withstand ? •
the armed-.-attacks •.of the.enemynand- gradually ■(■■■■ <A5 
establish the:?l.iberated areas.- By>Sestabljshing;'^_ ? H 

. the, liberated ( areas‘.throughout,••.ihexountry,.first. « .’?i > >•

■China; .theret.wa^ akdady.40'thousand the cities; thereafter? iheyv Would/.-establish. the. ? .
Army Jn/th/^ba’tle/field" unden-the,. P#»hn !<*;«•. democrat instate : Thus ..through •< the:. •

' leadership; of.. the,. Chinese'-. Communist .Party. protracted warMhejpeoples democratic revolution, ?■-.•’ ..
•. We.’ dont*’ have r.'jcii .-an.' arrnv: The problem . . ’ would become victorious. » ■ .. ? . _;♦ /

(which is . j 
iqaries

Thus' ih<

r*.. .
' in the present situation'and we should take up
. thb’ task of preparing the massedfonthe armed \ 

struggle. ‘?-’r •
.? ' ... . ... .. .. ..

By'the .’time" the-'armed>struggle yvaslaun- - by-t|iberating;.thef- villages andi then : liberating.. '
ched in‘-China; .theret.wa^ akeady.40 'thousand the cities; thereafter? ihey.v would/.-establish. the. ? .
People's/Army in-thr?>;battie.\field’ under,.the;. People;is-> demderationstate,; Thusi-.tbrough <the . ,

' leadership; of ..-the;^Chinese-Communist .Party. protracted war,,the:peoples democratic revolution.

S...,’, J -K X • ./'■ ? . / ;■ ; Itdbeorshouldbeadoptedbyjtherevolutiqnarier-
. : The revolutionary'; people's; army., would be•: . * ■ ’ .'< > • / -

born of the 'revolutionary movement' itself. • The 196Bcircular. "Lay foundations for a 
Through the revolutionary movement/the con- struggle-oriented mass movement4*, issued by 
sciousness of the people would reach the stage the State co-ordination Committee and the 
of taking the form .of\armed struggle, .-.The (/-"immediate Programme'1 . adopted’ by; the Estate 
peoples,army would be,ix>nped of the pbuntless ..i>.;convention are meant for organising revolutionary . . 
militants.-.that, come’forwaiti dt this stage of the mass movement^and^preparing -the; masses for-:? • •.■■■. -• 
revolutionary.mass jnoveme.it/ and th'e.-People's the'armed struggle;’ T.h'e/aim of(-tbese,documents ■ . ; '

". armV-. w°.u,d /nden, the: l.eadei’ship.qf the.Com- ;, is.only;to:lay.thern;ecessaxy foundation of. revolii* • > -■ p
munist ' revolutionaries and .with, the support tionary.mdvement'for the armed struggle. - ' •
and solidapty-. of the-masses, complete the<' /■•T-' j z ' ' •
pcople/s democraticjevplution. • The Charu.Mazpmdar group tha.t. heads, the •

: > l . ;;•/. . CPI (ML), has been;.following.a,different path
. The People's democratic-revolution is an anti-. from the.abovp./, |Ojvjhe;plea thai.there. is a reT •.

imperialist,' anthfeudal . democratic:revolution. -yolutionaiy.^situa^ioojia the;, country;, they are .. 
This revolution .w6uld;gb on under the leadership ’ rejecting the importance.of ..build-ng’Jhe rexolu/ .1. 
of the working class, To-day. we are in the*stage tionary. .movement, They are arguing, that the
•• . ■-■■■’ r /

revolutiqnsrduri.bg
jnoveme.it/
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defeated' 'and' the -Indian 
bound to succeed.,

,............. V'-:
of the armed struggle areas andI without its reach-' ’ The is a fayourabie situatioq for organising a;“
ing the stage of the armed struggle. In this ’ ' revolutionary movement.If the'1 ievolutiohaty = 
way-the revolutonaries might be'ableto cany out / ' movement, we bui Id./shob Id march'Jorwdrd/’ and “ 
some armed actions,'*,but a protracted people's ; 'if it should take .a'countly-wlde'dcmqd struggle-’ 
armed .struggle shall not go on in this way. The • form, we should have a clear-cut understanding  
people would remain mere spectators.' Unable of the unfavourable tonditions,we. should* face; {" 

' to withstand the attack of the enemy, the strug- Only then would we be able to -adopt a proper' 
gle would wake away. For this reason, this path . po|jCy of action’; Jo '.'overcome the unfavourable •?

■ 44;4S73. iG
' *u:~—«u- k,„o «..♦ inn./orH m.r rntiric-n ’ What are the unfavourable -.conditions1 we ’

should overcome? The inter-imperialist conradic-’ ’ 
tion and the' contradictions between American* . 
imperialism'and Soviet Social 'imperialism have ' 

revolutionaries”.) not yet reached a breaking point J in India. The*'

when we carry on a-struggle against Ihese.wrong1 1 ■ t«|| yesterday, they are again imiteing under the J 
'trends and root them, out, would .we. be able’to .4'‘ ’ ’ ’ *
build a revolutionary 'movement.; • Only <thent '.
would we be able to carry on a protracted r •_ major
2. THE ARMED STRUGGLE' wfef ' RElIesJ£<..'men,s 01

■UPON-THE. REVOLUTIONARY MASS'. MOVE^ P.'
I1 WENT' ‘CAN ALONE FACE ■ THE!|. RULING 7 / *’ 

•4 classes. 7 ■4 ,.^;-.
We are in the^stage in Which world imperia- '

I ism and Soviet Social imperialism are enmeshed 
in the crisis and in whichthe world revolutionary

?7 forces are marching forward. • After .the second*. : '
• 'world war -. the birth of. People's China, the y>of. "

• ; liberation struggles of Indo Chinese, people, the r
liberation struggles of Africa and.Latin America,;. |.
the Pedplc's,China,j’as the cer

i 4?
4?

'4 ‘ 4 ' 444 44 .

armed struggle can find should be launched and ‘ bound to be 
parried on irrelevant of the level of ,the people's. • tionary is 
consciousness and the. revolutionary movement :; v y.
of the armed struggle areas andwithout its reach- -J < ’ .The
1 — .LA ^.4 • L.» 1 In thic rowr~.li.tl

.. ;
ioQ for gTganfsi 
: -the‘f revolutir

luionaries miyni uu6<jutc iu vanyuui , . niuvemeni, we.uuiiu,(suuuiu nidiurijorwdra,1 anur 
actiohs'ybut a. protracted people's ‘ if it shou ld tal&’Va^ 
lie shall not go on in this way. The * form, we should have a clear-cut understandincr 

mid remain-.mere spectators.; Unable, 
nd the attack of the enemy, the srtrug-

• is not a revolutionary path. This is not the path ",
' which we should adopt in India. Hence;we reject & 

this path, (wo have put forward our criticism ' / 
of the ideological, armed struggle arid organisa-; -* ,• 
tidhal outlook of the Charu Mazumdar group, in\.

• our document; "The Left trend among the Indian’: \ 
revolutionaries”.) '

are pieuwiu«>e<K»y. cviwci.i ... -u.e .Myyw...u...o >.->• .y. ;p,<j nuyyivjMia/tw.y.-, uu.uiyeui^ie-FUi 
the PiO'cenjre as well as the dccuriient . issued.. v passes,,the,rulife classes of' India w<
in the name ?f Khdmmam area commit^flnly.'.;.Aihto-differentifertiei'iri the centre-anc________  .
...Koo ...» - --------- - wmn-q- - .,iH yesjerday', the? are again.feiteing under.the ’

yve be able to carry on a protracted ,war.; - mai;rityTn the' centre.. emergence of govern-- 
........ .....

',;'the groups of th^.ruling classes (KaveValso" not- \ 
reached a,breaking point yet.. They are getting 
adjusted to a large extent without remaining at

ruling classes which have so'far broken out
. here and 'thefe,^dp-inter-state' problems',.-on

. . rhtreof.world reyolU;-.'. - .disputes, between,,-.he.jfevel'dpe^ .TegioPsfend . ,

from this crisis. This is a very-favourable situa- ;r .-l,, ...- ;--:a ; -;v , o l, . .
7 tion for Indian .revolution, We w-ll have to take '.o.: ./..; All. this/isi but'ifeihpoVa'ry,1? the t-'ontradi- .

■ these main trends prevailing-in the internationaf. J;'' ctions . between.;;, tfib iimperiaijsTs 'afe: social 
field as the basis to assert, that Jmpe^iahsm is - irhperialists might-//each a;t)feakih^''‘point- at ;

V ■ ' ( ; -r_ . . 7 , ' ' ,
7 ' . 47;/.a :al,- ■ 7;?-
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Due-to this weakness of the revolutionary " j 
forces, we are unable to chanelise the discon- q

the people against the.; ruling

■ cM 
•' ' ■■ " Al

Indira congress government, jnj .the.ppuDtr.y .in - 
•ever so many .ways. ..j.. > ‘ ;■ "■ */’ I •

It is'wrong to say thatthefsifuatidn-pfeVai-!; 
ling today is.more favourably ^r^the .situation ’

• prevailing .at,,the time.pf the {1947T51,; Jelan- ; 
' gana armed struggle./. .. . • > . . ■ . AiA

There is no doubt that, .consciousness of 
the people to day is higher’ ,than thej>eppl<e - ' ;; 
at that,-time. . Yet .during the past 2Q. years ;of . .■£

k parliamentary system,, theruling .classes .ftaye ’’ ..’A
in ever..so many, ways: corrupted the vocal ■ 
sections of the working masses. • jwenty.yea/s / 
back the military and. police; organis.ation .of 
the ruling classes were very ..weak, ..To-day 
this organisation- is indiscriminately expanded 
and strengthened. As there are transport and 
communication facilities in most of the.parts 

. BOS:-;
government in order to .passify as well as to India 'IS the' largest -Country left for the k,
divert;.'the'peopjes’.struggle on basic problems, • imperialist "arid social imperialist to-plunder 
'is adopting certain measures - in' the name of the 'people In order to keep it in their hold, 
reforms. The government is not solely relying ' they would not'go/Back in the leastlb sup- ...
on repression, without resorting to this kind ; press the. resolution, ‘In view of this it becomes 
of measure/ / ■/. ;■//,,./;,. ,m//p,. -imperative; for dur revolutionary activities, our 

‘ / ‘S '. Today"thri hation-wide ^struggles of the 'evolutionary modement'and the armed stru- 
' ggle to face ruthless counter revolutionary .

with terror of-the ruling classes,. ,>n.

Above..all.,vye 'should realise that'the im- 

s, poftant thing is the Communist revolutiqhanes . 
are not united .in aisinglp revolutionary party.  
Of to-tn this vA/aoUriocc nf ’ th'fl- revnliitinnarv 

forces, we are unable to chanelise the discon
tentment of 
classes into a revolutionary movement-

We should have a clear cut understanding ; 
of the strong as well as weak pointstof the 
enemy. .Similarly we. should have ,a correct 
grasp of the weak points as well as-the strong 
-points of the mass movement, «... Only then , 
would we be able to formulate a correct policy 
of action. ! .- z-- X ‘

In view of this, our revolutionary move- 
. ment .at. the outset as well as in the course of 
... its. development will have face a number of

A- •.....
\ any time. While, building a revolutionary,mass - ‘ .guard and strengthen thercounterT,revoiuti.Qnary 

.movement :.-:and: ,a , revolutionary Communist 
Party ;>pn‘ firm ? foundations, revolutionaries

• should -at;.,the..-same time, be .fully prepared,to
, takeodvahtagejjf these contradictions,as,and 
when they-reach* g,breaking point,.

< There’ is economic crisis in the country.

The rate of growth of the industrial production, 
is very slow. Inflation and spiralling prices 
has become a common feature. ' The unem- 

g” plbynient is bn the increase'. A number;of 
" such features of the crisis’ are evident. In 
* order:to extricate themslves. from this crisis,

• the ruling classes have nationalised some big 
banks. They are expanding public sector.. 
The unprofitable heavy industries’ might be 
managed by the government. By such mea
sures, the government ,on the one hand is 
satisfying upper classes arid on the other it is

government’ iri; order to .passify .as well as to 
divert. 'the'pebples\struggle\on basic problems,

• 'is adopting'certain measures-in“ the narhe.of „

[ on -repression^ without .resorting .to; this kind
i ..;of me«^/;.T■ .

Today 'thd; nation-wide ^-'struggles', of "the 
' workers/ peasants and other sections of the 
. people are going on 'generally.for economic 
; .-demands ;and* against-the: police repression.

The revolutionary political consciousness to
• overthrow'the1, government is not'; evident.':in. ■' 

these'struggtes., : • r-s •■'■. ’ -,S,;
• T : A- 1 ‘ f I- ''

■ The social , imperialist nature of the Soviet 
Union iri the country is not yet exposed to the

• people.- The anti-imperialist, ..anti-Western 
impenalistK and pro-Soviet .Social imperialist 
trends', are :jT)Qr,e or less, intermingled. .Even

i; though some/ of -the supporters of America, 
have, due, lo' their anti-Sovietism, propagated 
its imperialist..nature, it is only the revolutio-

■ naries. .who /broke away from the nep-revisio-,
1 . nists that.,fpr,j the first time exposed the social

• imperialist nature >.o,f: the .Soviet Union. ...-The 
people <are .yet .to become a ware, of the.fact

, ,Lthat while, carrying on j;s exploitation,., Soviet . 
: $ocial?.',imperialism is. end.eayguring to safe- ,
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also following the same line of thinking.

3. SOME IMPORTANT REASONS FOR 
THE FAILURE OF THE MASS MOVEMENT TO 
REACH THE STAGE OF ARMED STRUGGLE.

Reffering to the mistakes, of the P.C., the 
document, "Khammam area Committees', reply" 

is that "here, one of the, three mistakes 
concerning the I

liohal position is the mistake of overestimating' 
■ the movement”.

• It further reads that;

how unrealistic is our assesment, the assesment

■ ' . ) ■ '

18

we' made at the- time of the state convention .. 
that by June 196S We would be able to prepare' .' 
people for the distribution of: the land bf ^He 

landlords;.* Even till today, the people are.hdt 
prepared for it means, it makes it clear aS to ' 
how exagerated was our assesment of that day-'. ‘ 

Tafle- 5) . ' 1 1 t y
mre in meir The comrades of the P.C; centre have*, in 
India-Some : “Letter". stated that the-PIC. is giving an

exagerated assessment o» the forest area; 
With this, the question of whether at. the time 
we thought of the armed strdggie, there were 
favourable conditions for it. in. pur country and 
'the state,comes up as a question to be\

... examined. 1?: . . ; \

These comrades have, in their "Khammam 
Area Committee's Reply" and the '■ "Letter", 
mIa*..!., + 1—a — »A* «Ua* A. .A A ..li *a>4a., a .•

and the armed struggle. How far our "Over' \ 
estimation" is responsible _for‘ tbSe 
Hoyy' far. this, has happened due.

obstacles and ups and idowns. • The problem 
io n'pt solved by merely end formally recogni
sing them: We should, according to this 
formyl ate-apolicy of action. ... ... '._•

Comrade Mab * directs that "strategically 

wa should despise all our enemies, but tacti
cally we should take them all seriously". *r »

. But the comrades.of P.C., centre in their 
•< document, "Armed struggle in I_________
, important aspects", only pointed out the strate

gically weak points of the enemy. They, have, 
by not pointing but, .hidden the strong points 

, of the enemy. They have tried to give a mini
mised picture of the weak points of the revo- . 
lutionary movement. STo show 'thus is only 
to underestimate the enemy tactically. This line 

! of thinking is opposed to Marxism-Leninism-
Mao's Thought. 'It is indisputable that tacti- . , - .------

\cally the1-ruling classes are'many'timesstrom- -. clearly Stated' tfie, fact that eyen'till today the 
J ger than/us; ’the1■ people's;revolutionary move- -.People are riot prepared for the; land distribution .

■ ment. alone’ has the power tbHace 'such a and. the'armed struggle. How .far our "Over' \
powerful ruling classes and advance’ in.the face.. estimation" is responsible .for this situation? ■
of ’their.on-slaughtery The revo!,ut,ionarymove- How far, this,; has happened due. to our failure
mentf.would advance only when we organise to carry out dur tasks? We would examine all
it adopting tactics in,.accordance with the, rela- •: ; these aspects.. . ... 1

. tive. strength of .the 'ruling, classes, and revo? -W-j' .'4 ' •' ..ZV’
lutionary forces. .. Only then would the revo- ' There are a number of spontaneous peasant 
lutionary -movement reach the stage of the • ••; revolts and insurrections in the history. They

' arnied struggle.'' ' . . . ; ?u.-. went on.against feudalism-and the feudal land-
’ • ' .; , . ’ ‘ .'*\- i”-"-J lords, for Jand and against feudal exploitation.

.We are av/are of- the fact thatthe Charu i;The,. armed forces of the ruling classes were' 
Mazumdar group . has, ., given Up , Mao s . -able , to. suppress, them. Only the organised 
Thought, tactically , underestimated the enemy.J-.peasant armed struggle could/continue to the 
It is clear that the comrades of the P. C; centre .end and conclude victoriously? ?
are also following the same line of thinking. *

We are not thinking of spontaneous peasant 
struggles as far as our country is concerned. If 
it is such struggles; the leaders of those stru- 

j.ggles might launch: them based, bn’certain, 
calculations. Such struggles might be sup
pressed before these calculations are proved 

reads that "here, one of the, three mistakes correct or because of the 'repression of the 
concerning the level of the movement, level of : enemy contrary to these calculations • Or these 
the consciousness Of the people and otganisa- 'struggles might continue; •Ifis natural for such if , 
tinhal odsitiori is the mistake of overestimatincr *' a leadership to think that their calculations have 

gone wrong. Often these calculations go wrong 
due to the absence of ain ideological conception

li Tunnel ivauo iKoi, ( in the leadership,’ lack of tactics and organisa- .*.*--
"Our. own experience makes'it clear as to ;' tionaf work and the absence of necessary obje

‘ " t ctiy^'.cpnditions to carry.on the struggle usually,.* :

■ ' 4
. . . . . .. —■ .



resolution of the Mulugu Area Committee it would 

atmosphere in this area has becomp due to these 

. and organisational problems.and help, disorganise . 
•"the party: ■ ». ‘.

. ' Pagideru actions:- With these actions 
the programme of building the revolutionary

• The prog
ramme of "armed struggle" unrelated to the 

j incibs. 11iuvciiipi11 u^-you.. y»•«..»»v*uid further 

explain this issue). . • ' . •

>'•' : ■' ■ ■' ...

e ‘.i r. ■ .

■ ■ : ’ / ;:’g%

... ,'■ .. '

..consciousness among the : people,, in the ,
■ surrounding areas of Mulugu-^nd . that ir\ - 

it we. have thought of . In our country >- // >r°Per pbjective. basis Jordevelo-: - ., 
state is.not such a.spoptaneous.insu- ' <P"’9 the ’'"ed Snuggle.was secured;, ;<

'■ What we hayeihought of is a pro- ...When "the'tn'oper 'objective- basis fo‘r deve-

i * “* i-.  i_._ loping the armed struggle" Could be secured

by the implementation, of mass.programme for 
sdme months J would "the level of tHe move
ment, the level of consciousness of,the peopfe 
and the organisational position'' of that area_ ' .
have reached the stage, of armeji struggle, had”

‘ *ve for another six ■ months.: concentrated,.and 
implimented the mass programme?-- Had we 
provided the correct leadership once the people 

pmoved into struggles, would the struggles not .
have reached the 'higher stage and taken the 
form of armed struggle? Are we not aware of 
the fact that the ’period of >six months from

* r to June is favourable .period for 
struggle and that it is a preparatory period for

.. , -' • ••■<,- ' •»

Though -during’ this-period’ ref forts were 
> some extent to implement the mass 
 tp-. advance' the ’tncv'emCnf. to a 

• higher stage in Mulugu areas’ there cropped
Pradesh,, the peasant 'up the problems that divert the movement into 

revolutionary movements went on during the '•••/’wrong path. These' following ' three are main 
period of 1968-69 ‘ /,; -J antong^hem, . ’ ! ; . .’’j

■ In the -Telangana -Districts of Andhra, the < - I’ Manthena action:-. :-.Pushjng back
. peasant revolutionary struggles were conducted the programme, of building , the revolutionary 

on-the food problem >and against the landlords • moyement,/ they.., brought up. the. question of
■ during 1968? The tide, of these struggles, esjse- - < self-defence and carried op discussions on it.

cialty in Jangaon taluq rivalled with the 1946'  • Afterward  ̂th is has come forward,.as-a line, 
tide of struggles. ‘ . ■/ ; - . ,/’;

2. Sex Problems:-lf we see’ the May 1969 
Keeping this mass upsurge in view, the resolution of the Mulugu Area Committee it would

task- of organising the revolutionary movement become clear from this as to how polluted the
in the forest areas was taken up in the first half atmosphere in this area has becomp due to these
of 1968 itself. In the begining, the work went problems they have led to inner-party problems
on around Mulugu..-Gradually, it. expanded to -• • ----------LJS—
neighbouring areas. Due -to our efforts the

■ mass movement had 'reached higher stage in 
these areas. The following passage from the . . - 
"Khammam A.C's-Reply" testifies to it:v- •.

i . .. y - ’..r-movement was totally pushed backr
t -•- ••''There is. no; doubt what so ever that ramme of "armed struggle" unrela 

due to. the mass activities carried on upto , mass movement began.. (We . would 
December 1968, ,-there developed a, new explain this issue).

■ ■ .’ . 19

such struggles would be rising and getting sup
pressed/ ' ■ y': ■ <, A .

What we have thought pt.ln our coc—— 
and the • «- .-u    ----------- =
rruction. - 
.tracted peoples armed struggle,i.e., the People's 
War. We have already explained that in.the 
indian conditions the peoples armed struggle 
would be born of the. revolutionary, mass move
ment. '■ Marxism-Leninism-Mab's- Thought is 
the ideological foundation of this people's way. 
Based on this principle we build the revolutio
nary movement and prepare for the armed stru 
ggle?- We launch, the armed struggle as soon 
as proper conditions are secured.

In yiew of this, the question of whether 
there were the necessary objective conditions 
fpr us to think of peoples armed struggle comes

. up as a question toy be ^examined: • It isour . December
. opinion, that . sucb .qondrtioD? were'present at . struggle a— ...,. 

■ that time. ;. ■ struggle oh land'issue? ' '
In the Naxalbari' area-of West Bengal, the j..-' Though' ' juring' peridd- reffons

armed struggle began tn 1967 ttself., In Sreeka- ma<je ,o some extent to implement the
k.Jam of Andhra Pradesh it was launched tn ■ me ,Q. advanc,e. the mdveme„t

.the end ,.1 1968. - ^higher stagk in jMulugu areas; there crc. .

In Bihar .and Uttar Pradesh,, the peasant ' up the problems that divert the movement int< 
------ -------------------------------- Z-•;.—. — during the ''••/’wrong path. These’ following 'three "'":' 

/“.among‘them. . ’ ' ’ ;'. period of 1968-69 •

■ In the -Telangana -Districts of Andhra, the
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i . . ...tion.fof forest.lands has beer
In. some areas at’" ....

, .• programme is-.-noyv ’being..taken'up. on the ■ 
-rabove issues"; What does this mean?..

.. ’•\5-iy;.To say.that the movementofKham-
. m^ni jand Warangal districts Has? Reached

20

These developments had largely become... 
' responsible for diverting the revolutionaries fropi 
‘the'task of organising';the revolutionary1move
ment as a preparatory step to the armed struggle \

. .To. set.aside this task, and to say, that people
.should by themselves reach the stage of the <.uv-r.Tr-’. r—; :-t ..-•------- ------
armed struggle by June 1969, is nothing but a ’?.'<* become prepared for armed struggle-. J 
"spontaneous" outldok. It is nothing but disre-. ; . _ '/ r - . •
garding and under-e'stim.ting the task, of nlaking . . 2) Jhere was unevenesstn the move-
conscious effort and the leading ro.e of ^- .? ?"

On the question of uneveness of the, move-- ri -i'- teskbefore the- party then was to adopt .a '.
. ment .the "Political Oragnisatibnal , Revievy"' .. fry??1 programme-:1 in-accordance ■■ ■with| the -level

■ reads thati'.'*’ S'■■#’>of:7the.^hbvem’ent’’of‘.differe'nt«'arfeas and to! 
' : take whole-movement -to the-stage of

armed.struggle/ ■ -<■■ i ...- . z

3) vThe lilandO area of. Kharrimam dist
rict was not included in the above areas.,

. -!',v There was’ by that time itself mass rr.ove- 
ment in an area-of this taluq. Excepting

• J ? <this theie was h’d rhasS fnbvement in; the rest . * 
‘ of the-forest area. The party oadrfcsJWbre

..... or aeout t.z/o sq. , m„es. ms ,r^.s new.y.y . This W3S . the situation 'in ^bWa,Z 1369.

ofttherexplo.tatton forces at every step . only by ,the imp|en,entation of agrarian revo- ■: 
■' taluq the? mdvement ■. ',\ lu,'onary programme.-!- On . what,. issues.;...the »
\’f;'ha^'s ’p»rtadffn an ^afea bf'TjBOOi-Sqi.; -miles.’ /pedpleiwe're moving? 0n whatussues theu.pepple , 

. ’Thi^ Ohly 'here the pro- j ' were-’riot imoying?.- What was the attitude of .
' < blern'.of? the laridlonds' land'is mainly taken up. <• the ^ruling classes ■ and how-was. the npod.of 

But the concentrated work is going on only in the masses in these struggles?-AII such ques-
one centre. The movement has to be stiil exp-- tions would have become clear only by the 
anded on this question". . implementation Of the American revolutionary .

• . -5' •”’'■■■• ...'programme. But-. without implementing any \
* '■ s ■• > r Taken:together'the movement is. in .« suchr programme, it would be-wrong to say \

'In some areas the exploit- that-the P.O had overestimated the preparedness
11 : ■ atidri of forest gfficierS, patel, p.atwaries has of the people for .armed struggle. -.. < . . .

been, ended. (In some ardas) the.occupa ;z.-z.;‘. ’ .‘
t’iin wide spread... .. The->%hammarn.zA’ C's-Reply^ .-admits- that 

jgitational propaganda -the-r- people^ are not prepared. for armed strugg lei 
• being..takan'up.on the ■ even today. It. alleges that thjs. Js. solely.due 
it does this mean? . " to the overestimation of the P.C. "The Kham- V 

mam - A.C's -Reply" has failed to go deep into 
and Examine the reasons for it. : It .has failed to * ■ 

•grasp'-tho ro.leiof-the/activities that >w.ere carried )

-C • •- t; •: ■1 ■ •••; • ■■'

" ' .•. •? •: , • '
,■ ’ *' •’ r'T

’ the 'stage ’of arme^f struggle is noting .but 
exageration; .’The'truth is, as/the'^Kham-. -- 
mam A.C. Reply" reads, "the movement(aro- r 
und.Mul'ug'U;?^ stage"?

. 'Had we/^yerslnco, continued our work the ?_ 
, people ’ throughput*-*this area yvould ' have
j *<■ become prepared for armed struggle-. . i

■ ' 2} .There was unevlness.in\the

ment. The'movement was alsounc. :-.
•’ 'the above meqti.ohed three dreas:? The main

?:f task before the- party then was to adopt ■ a •’ -
....- - -- -

\‘-i« •• \ '■‘•'°f: thefWovement1 of-different areas
• , .... :,i x f -take thfe whole-movement -to the- j

-The movement of the Khammam and ' , ‘ ’ 
Warangal districts is in a position .to reach • 

’ - the armed struggle". ’ .7

In Mulugu taluq the movement has got 
a sound base in an area of 2.400 $q. miles.

... our movement. ' Therefore they havejocally
.surrounded to’our cadres'?. -’^’Ih Manthena, 

. Nugur and Burgampad taluqs.the movement ” 
has^-newly developed and spread,in.an area . T
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on setting aside the task of organising the 
revolutionary movement. Those activities are: ,

; 1) As the armed actions have been ;
launched before the people were prepared 
for armed struggle/ the participation of the 
people1 has become absent. Even today, z 

; after such a long time, the consciousness
of the people has faildd to reach the stage 
of the armed struggle. ' ' : ■. ■ self-defence which is going on in the name

2) Even though some struggles have 
been carried on for; partial demands they 
have been confined', to' economism. The 
party has failed to create the consciousness 
among the masses, that they should achieve 
their.own emancipation. It has failed to 
make use of the experiences of these strug
gles for this purpose. Vague and intelligible 
propaganda of the politics of armed struggle 

. has failed to develop t,his consciousness.

3) : The people, instead of achieving the 
gains? through'their, own anti-government / *
and^anti-feudal struggles, are achieving.. ; . y The failure* of the people to I

• them through the1’squads/, With this the role . pared for armed struggle is not due 
'of the people wanes.away and. armed strug.< , : estimation by the F.C. But, as-the z

.• gle consciousness fails to develop?/''- nation makes it clear, it :is only due to the fai-
...... ^ . .* ■*'..■ .' lure**'of • f r • ® r ■ 11 •■* .♦ v*♦ *»<* z* ■ ■■ a,** azi .♦ i*z.

>4) >The squad actions against the land-'. ^ i/flfTirnedic 
lords and the individuals have also contri- ' j \

• buted -to this. -* Due to the indiscriminate.
■ squad actions both against the police in-/ . ARMED STRUGGLE.,. 

. formers and the despotic'individuals that 
are not police informers (if they are any) the..
people.have come to feel that their sufferings / 
would come to an end and that there yvould 
be no need of carrying on. the struggle ’ 
themselves, if only the squads take action 
against the despotic individual. This feel
ing among the masses has caused, much 
damage to the advancement of thn revolu- 
tionay movement, (the comrades have reo- 

-••ently realised this and rectified the mistake.)

5) •'.Without confining to certain areas 
•. and'concentrating on their work among the ■ 

people,' our comrgdesi. have been . roaming 
from one area to.another area. Because of 
this the.movement'has.ohly "expanded", but

• the agrarian revolutionary movement has 
‘ failed to develop,and. reach the stage of land

1 ' V ’ ■ < —, 
r ' ■■■■ :
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distribution. Ever, since Ragidefu actions 
, the concentrated work’ has, become totally

■ absent.

' ; All this means qnly one thing: In order 
to launch the armed1 struggle in this area, 

, we did not rely upon the building up of the 
revolutionary movement. We have substi

tuted the revolutionary movement with the' .

of armed struggle. It is only due to this that . . 
the people could not become prepared for 
armed struggle even after such1, a long time. ,

. '• This is not the programme that we have 
Adopted in the state convention. . The. Imme
diate Programme directs that we should, while 

/'implementing the agrarian revolutionary move

ment, prepare the people for the armed strug
gle, and thus launch the armed struggle only 
when the people are prepared for it. But what 

;. is implemented is a programme.which is differ-
.. ■• 3) j I he people, instead or achieving xne-. ..ent from it. ■■■■ y , ' -J •• , .
gains? through'their own anti-government ? p . . ’• .
and<anti-feudal ' struggles, are achieving. . v? The failure*of the people to become pre- 
*1___ .l-____ u iu 'nareri fnr armpd stri/nnlp is not due to the over

estimation by the F.C. But, as'the above expla- 
—*s—i makes it clear, it :is only due to the fai- 
lure'of fulfilling the tasks as directed in the 

. "Immediate Programme".. .- ,j .

; 4. Agrarian revolution and the

■;? The comrades of Khammam area committee 
. say that "to. link the armed struggle with the 

/ land distribution and to give the understanding
that the armed struggle should be launched 

. only with the land distribution" is another of
our mistakes. How is it correct ?

We have already made it clear in the Imme
diate Programme that the ordinated and that the • 
land issue is the main issue in the agrarian revo
lutionary programme. It is not only theoretically 
correct,.but our experiences of the revolutionary 

° ' struggles also confirm, the correctness of it;

We have already explained that at the pre
sent stage of the Indian revolution the principal 
contradiction, is. the contradiction between

.• feudalism and theJ vast masses of the people 
and that this contradiction would be resolved

l • ' . ' . • ‘
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ed the stage of land distribution.

only by the completion of the agrarian revolu
tion. Comrade Mao, irr his "New Democracy.” 
says about the importance of the agrarian revo
lution that :

Our experiences of the revolutionary peasant 
struggles also confirm the inter-relation of the 
agrarian revolution and armed struggle.

When we carried'on the struggle against 
' the feudal landlordism in the Nalgonda district 

of Telangana (1946-51), we adopted the form 
of armed struggle only when the struggle reach

in the end of 1946, the peasantry moved on • * 
on the land issue in four- taluqs of\the same 
district. In all the villages where the people 
moved on this issue, the people came forward » 
to form themselves into volunteer squads and 
defend the land and other revolutionary gains.

In the year 1947, the land issue was not 
taken up at first when the armed struggle was 
launched against the Nizam. With this there 
arose a situation where in the mass movement, 
unable to with stand the attacks of ths Nizam's

In the year 1946; th'e issue once again came 
up in the Palakurthi village of the same taluq. 
We had to face the landlord goonda gangs o'n 
this issue. It had become necessary for the 
people to form in to volunteer squads and 
defend the land.

In 1945, the land issue came up in Mundrai 
village of Janagaon taluq. Tryipg to solve it 
within the legal limitations, we had .temporarily 
failed.

own. We cart; out of-the revolutionary mass 
movement, create and develop the revolutionary 
armed forces. Such a revolutionary mass move
ment would be nothing but the revolutionary 
peasant movement. Defying the authority of. 
the ruling classes, when the peasantry come for-, 
ward to distribute the lands and grain of the 
landlords, and when they come forward to 
constitute the revolutionary peasant committees 
for the implementation df this programme, the 
peasant movement acquire the revolutionary 
character. The peasant acquire the revolutionary 
consciousness only in the course building the 
agraian revolutionary ’movement. The- peasant 
struggle which is based on this revolutionary 
consciousness would alone continue as a prot
racted war; as a peoples' war.

"Stalin has said that in essence the national 
question is a peasant question". This 
means that the Chinese revolution is essen
tially peasant revolution and that the 
resistance in Japan now going on is essen- . 
tially peasant resistance. Essentially, the 
politics of New Democracy means giving 
the peasants their rights. The new and 
genuine Throe Peoples' Principles are 
essentially the principles of a peasant revo
lution. Essentially, mass culture means rais
ing the cultural levels of the peasants, The 
anti-Japanese War is essentially a peasant 
war". (Selected writings P. 81-82)

If the agrarian revolution was so important 
at a time (1940) when all the anti-Japanese 
national forces were to be mobilised into the 
United Front, its importance for us/today when 
the principal contradiction, should be resolved 
through the completion of the agrarian revo
lution cannot bo overemphasised.

About the inter-relation of the agrarian 
revolution and the armed struggle. Comrade 
Mao, in his article. "An introduction to the 
Communist'' writes that "Armed struggle by the 
Chinese Communist Party takes the form of 
peasantry war under proletarian leadership.....

‘ And this armed struggle was the agrarian revo
lution under th'e leadership of the' proletariat.", 
(Selected Writings: P.490-491)

Thus all through the history of the Chinese 
revolution, the agrarian revolution and the armed 
struggle had been inter -linked.

When the Chinese Communist Party itself,. 
which had enough of armed forces at its com
mand tosafe-guard and expand the revolutionary 
gains and to establish, defend and expand the 
base areas, had given so much of importance to 
the agrarian revolutionary programme, it is need-, 
less to emphasise as to the importance of the 
agrarian revolution for us. •,. .

The Communist revolutionaries and the 
people of India, don't have armed forces of their
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grasp the

' armed forces,and Razakars; had begun : to wane
> away. -Then we had taken up and implemented 
the programme of distribution of the land of 
tjie landlords who were acting as the agents of

' the Nizam.*'” With this the armed struggle gained 
a firm base and gradually advanced. With the 
intensification • of -the • land distribution, the

• armed struggle got-intensified. With the inten
sification of the armed struggle, the land distri- ' convei 
bution also got intensified. Thus the- armed 
struggle ih’th'e plains went on unhindered upto ’ 
the police action.

.‘J

- areas? How can the Pagideru actions be ihcbrrect _ 
then?. /’I

■

5.- SELF-DEFENCE—FUNDAMENTAL DIFFER- 
-ENCE .-.BETWEEN. THE SELF-DEFENCE
OF . THE CADRES AND -THE SELF - 
DEFENCE OF THE'PEOPLE: ...

' j~~, Argueing that it is wrong tQ link.the arrped
1969 and. were stnvng to organ.se a regular ■. - wnh # Ian<J distrifautioni;thdKhammam-
guerilla squad for carrying on resistance aga.nst A c comrades-are exp|aining the process of ' 

preparing the people for - armed struggle- as 
follows:

If there is ■ any. lesson that the Telangana 
armed struggle has taught us, it is only the inter
relation of the land distribution and ■ the armed 
struggle. At a time when we have begun to 
build the revolutionarymovement after 20 years, _

■ these experiences apply -more than ever. ’

' : .'Our experiences of thef revolutionary move, ' the cadresand the self-defence of the people. ... . Q

ment in Kodamodalu area' of East Godavari If the theor/advanced by these comrades is ,
district have also confirmed the inter-relation-of correct, can we not launch the Pagideru ‘ type of x ’
land distribution and-the. armed struggle. On armed actions in ahy'i-area,- including :the? plains
the basis Of the P.C., circular, ‘'Lay foundations • . areas? How can the Pagideru actions be ihcbrrect

.. ’ for a struggle oriented mass movement", comra-:
. des of this-area began their work' among the

masses ih.the month of Jan' 1969. They achieved, ’
considerable success, in a short time.; They 
organised militant mass resistance against the 
landlords'and the police. At a time when they, - . 
working according to the Immediate Programme

, organised struggle for land distribution by June

guerilla squad for carrying bn resistance against 
armed police and to take it forward, the move
ment suffered a temporary set back due to the 
demoralisation of a section of the leadership and 
arrest of rest of the leadership due to the mis
takes of the other comrades. _

In this area the peasant movement has not
only reached the stage of land distribution in a this mass agitation with the’political line and 
very short time, but also at the same time there “ the political propaganda, the government would 
was participation of the people ori all occati^ns,.. not sit With folded arn “ v
in all peasant struggles as well as the resistance ' sit and ‘ i-,z*
It becomes clear from this that there was revolu
tionary ppsurge among the masses by which'the 
mass movement could advance to the stage of 
land distribution, and by which there could be

^peoples' participation in the resistance. By this

it also becomes clear that the reasons. foF -the 
absence of such a mass ^upsurge in the.:struggle 
areasrof Khammam and I Warangal was because of 
organising the movementsthere not in accordance 
with the line-adopted?by P.C. but in accordance 
with the -alternate '--line -introduced.-'-with the . . 
Pagideru actions. • The •;Mulugu area comrades
’who-worked on mass -issues- prior-.tp the. state 
------mtiohj-had.alsp-fihally .adopted.'the alter-, 
natelipe. ( . /. .

The khammam area comrades admit that 

the Pagideru actions are wrong, but they are 
unable to point out the short-comings of thoir 
understanding. These comrades who are getting 
swept a^/ay by the the Charu Mazumdar line, 

are not on.y not able to grasp the inter-relation 
of the land-distribution and the armed struggle, 

; but also they are not able to grasp the funda
mental differences. betvVeen the self-defence ofz /.

- the cadres and the self-defence

arms. It would not ■ simply- z 
observe until'the people reach the stage 

of land distribution. With .the mobilisation- of /■ 
people on massisspes, the landlordsand govern- / -5s 
ment would launch repression to,suppress the \ 
movement. - In- such a situation it would-be 
inevitable for our cardre to form themselves into ’ ”

.. '‘When we launch mass agitation in the* 
forest areas on issues such as ban jars, codly 
rates, forced.labour, exploitation by the forest' 
officers, usury, nagu etc. and when we combine 

.. .. 1 « ...a*!. . L".

organ.se
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It is indisputable that when the propaganda; 
of the politics of people's war is combined with 
the mass agitations on partialderpands, the gov-

t against the repress!'

With the mobilisation of the people 
on the boycott of elections, on food prob
lem, and the problems of forest areas, the 
problems of peoples' self-defence would 
arise. - For this we should build the volun
teer squads. In the forest areas where the 
people have already been mobilised into 
struggles, the volunteer squads should be 
organised on a large scale. All the youth of 
the villages should be the member of these 
squads. One squad if it is a small village 
and as many squads as necessary depend
ing upon the fessability of work if it is a 
large village, can be organised; Each of 
these squads should have a commander and 
an assistant commander. They should be 
politically conscious and disciplined. They 
should be elected to the posts. For the pur-

• Still, let,us examine the practice end expe
rience of these comrades at some length.

purpose of self-defence the ordinary volun-
• teers can use any .weapon that is locally 

available. They can use even sticks, in case 
if they cannot secure any other weapon". .

This is in short what is the organisation and 
instruments of the peoples' self-defence. In this 
the peoples self-defence is only to defend 

ion let loose by the govern-’ 
ment arid the' landlords. The question of self- 
defence does not arise when there is no repres
sion at all. By means of this self-defence, as 
directed in the "Immediate Programme'', all the 
people would, through their own volunteers 
. ' . ' " ” ~, /> the
people would become conscious. They would 
become prepared for the land distribution and 
take the higher form of struggle i. e., form of 
armed struggle. \

Thus, as ag\inst the line of peoples self- 
defence directed in the Immediate programme, 
the comrades of the.Khammam A. C. are advoca
ting and practicing an-alternate line, a line of 

■ cadres self-defence unrelated to the people.

Here we should make one thing clear. We 
are never against the self-defence of our cadres. 
Our cadres should always defend themselves. 
For self-defence our cadres may carry on their 
work ihdividually or they may form and work in v

squads and work for the defence of the move
ment and the defence of the cadres. It would 
be inevitable to carry on self-defence struggle. 
While forming into squads and carrying self- 
defence struggle on one side, we should on the 
other work for the mobilisation of the people on 
mass issues as the main issue. In that process, the 
struggle consciousness of the people would grow 
and they would become prepared for the land 
distribution and the armed struggle. Only then 
would emerge the necessary basis for protracted 
war. Our practice and experience itself has 
proved it correct". (Khammam A. C.'s reply).

ernment and the landlords would launch, the re
pression. But the repression would also, be in 
the plain areas as well as in the forest areas;. 
Further there is no doubt that the government 
and the landlords would be out to suppress this 

' movement from reaching the higher stage;.
of land distribution. How should we face
the repression? For this there are two lines be- . participate in^ the self-defence. By this 
fore us : one is the line advanced by the Kham- 
mam A. C. According to this our cadres should 
form themselves into squads and carry on self- 
defence struggle - with this the people would 
remain mere spectators without taking part in 
the programme of self-defence. The people 
would not gain the experience of forming into 
volunteer squads and ‘defending themselves.
Thus their consciousness would not develop and 
reach the higher stage.-Thus losing their self
confidence, and falling in a state of inactivity, 
the people would come to depend upon the 
squads for each and everything. Thus creating 
the armed struggle, consciousness among the 
masses would become an impossible task.

The objective realiiv, as these comrades 
themselves are writing in the very next page, 
is that the people are no^ prepared for armed 
struggle even till today. When the "practice and 

‘ experience"-has proved otherwise, is it riot sub
jective outlook to thinkthat their own contention 

- in correct ? • ■''■■ ■■

»ie?second line is the line advanced in the 
"Immediate Programme'*. This line directs that:
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... ---------- - ___ «.iemy.< This .self-defence, • • •
;hould be corresponding to the pnerhy repression /
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%

I
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groups’and squads. This should, depend ubon before the people are'prepared for armed struggle;
-O.’; ?theconcentration plthe., enemy ,.apjf his tactics ... the offehsive.actions which are -s h? —

of attack. Similarly if .wpuld be wlpng to think . with the launching of armed struggles, the enemy.
■■ that the self-defence is impossible without a . : launched repression in this‘area deploying the, ., 

" ' gurfc We can.arid shtjuld utilise anfrwedpon that . farmed force in strength necessprylto suppress the;,.:
;can bp utilised for.self-defence., farmed struggle. ;.The;inass moventent .was-not ■ S

in'apositiohtbdefenditseltapd advanceih.ttie : -
.As''far as., our.cadres .are concerned, we;. fjc" of this repre'ssidn. AsJ a result-.our cidres’-.r 

•always carry.on this type of self-defence. When - * were ' -thV
thejandlprd goondas are .running amuck, when disappeared. Thus after Pagfderu actions, 
the. government's, rarmed.forces are launching ■ suffetepserioupfosses in Kha'm'rnajh area,' 
attacks, and when the comrades are working - ' Utj '. ,ola| .0,^cl( we had ;to?«art building'?

j. Illegally. the J from 6(- our activities has shrun^'?
•nly due to. this that.-thc people pro unable’ 
spare themselves for self-defence. ; r'-

«•»•••—. —*, ••••ere the t,~-
movement has reached a certain'level. Ih all 
these areas'; as soon as the peoples struggles,;
.especially ’ the peasant' struggles begin, the ..’'

upon'the intensity of the mo.vernenV'locat situdi,'

' tibn and’generaT policies of ’ t/ie --government’ 
i1 Ttjpse areas/being-the plains^ areas is the only

: I Jon the ■ielf-defanccitwould jiappen only at the ^moyem^t. thelevelof the ,,mdvpment,.m some
■ slagelp/land diylri.butipn, ;. It. can be and should ' of these plain .areas.is only higherf,than that of,' 

be’earried on even at'the stage of partial sjruggles.--< ’i the,forest'areas" b'uf'ncvless? ’According. to,the| ,.f ( 
,-’ Without lh& formation.1©/. Volunteer’ squads, no . " rnntAritinn nf tho VK-f'mmam -'area rnmmittop.'

..struggle would take a militant form: It would not
, .'take an organised1 form. The level, of the con-- j

. ciouSness of the oeo'dle would not arow.' For .

is, ' ■

to be commenced
oodles, the enemy i. ? . 1-j.j

. -.jf contention of the ,'Khammam .'area. committee, >•' 
should we not launch -the"Self-Defence" In- ;’

;< such of these areas also ?: WVheh the struggle, 
;<Jortthe.self-defehc^of'fhedadres is formulated
• ‘.''as a form of struggle, .Wtfy dbn\'they extend it to.
• Th'p' plains a're'as? When, tHis' 'is' extended to 

these areas, what would become of the people's 
self defence? We say that our cadres should de
fend themselves even in the plain areas against

• ' the Attacks of! the enf~" 'ru:*

; But this can by no means substitute the peopSs . /
salf defence, ’ In any struggle? big > or small It ‘

. ..should be our policy to prepare jhe people for 
self defence. Only when the people's revolution- ’

’, . ary struggles are co-ordinated with the peoples / ; 4 -..
>- t uie.cdsewitn regarq to me rep- 2?-self-defenceand the .politiqs of armed'struggle,

pression in Vyarangai and Khammam districts, /' would the people become prepared for the peo- 1
•. -?'‘ r Here with.-the launchingof/otfensive actions jj’es protracted'armed struggle, ’-Z. ' f fp'r.

■' ■ '■ *uV-i a ; vg

fsiac. ourcad.es ,n
isolated from the'people.-'The organisation- J. .

J ' tu’-.- •dr,s,‘.we’' thqjandlprd goondas are running
the''rinvnrnmentfs. 'armed.forces <

- > ^seibd^nceJs highly ess.n.ia. H

, us, When there is.a mass movemon: mass mo- ( due ,o ,his th,i;thq ?r0 u
. bll|Sat.on and people's self-defence, there would ' ,'b prepa.-e themselves for self-defence.

!. . be the padres' self-defence. When all these are ' I - /
.."^•noyhe'e. there would be only the'.problem of - . <e<p we Ijave area.? vihe
: cadresX self-defence. We would carry on self- ; 7 1 - h ' • ’

.' , mnvpmpnt. hn<; rppchpd a rprtain 'IpvaI.
defepec of cadres under all circumstances and in

•’ 'all situations. This would be essential not only
Jn.ttm forest areas but-also in plain areas? The • 

'..
by this/the self-defence of cadres cdh-\

>■: -AotjfieconVe the . .'self - defence, of the peoplp.- |t -

Without 1h£ formalimVof.^Si'^a^no: 

□le would take a militant form-. It would

piousness of the . people would ndt grow.' For. 
rtrti.sjeasgn, the people's village. .committee:and. 
'th^o'unteer.sgyad.,.e highly,es,ential;;

In any peoples' struggles, repression by the 
enemy, however serious it might be. would only 
be corresponding to. the level of the people 

: struggles/ When thb. aettons'are carried out 
/ ’above the level of.the- people's stru.jgies, the:

■ | repression would also, be uf higher level and 
, •• we wou|d not be in.a position to face it With the ,

- occasions.
' Sa.ncfs .i-ecsso-w.th rego-d to the rep. 

rr r a st ci r~t n irr \,>i'arorsr,nl . L* k -»Jin,
' 'r Here Jvith. thb iauhch.Zg of, ohehsivb

■ 'AU r / , ?s,

a"- ’■
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that the people, forming themselves into volun
teer squads as well as joining the local and 
regular squads, would come forward for the

i

Similarly it is. very strange to argue tfjat for the defence of the movement and the revolutionary
defepce of the movement we should carry on gains as well as for the overthrow of the govern- 
cadres self-defence struggle.. According to this • ment? It is; only then that the protracted war 
it is clear that .ourcadres forming themselves would begin. . j • -
into squads would take the responsibility of def-;' For the comrades -of the Khammant area' 

end,ng the movement. The peoples enem.es . -commit cadres strL.ggla for iself.defence is .
seeing the squads, arms m the,r hands might, . . protracted war. It is a part
emporardy leave the people alone To thjnk ■

that these are the gams and this is the defence,' •. ... .
of the movement is the wors't type of self decep- - 

! tion. Such c,_’... ___*. *u“ '
.movement would crumble like house of cards, 
the movement the enemy's armed forces launch ; . 
attack or the movement the peoples enemies' 
come to have the help of the enemies’, armed 
forces-. Only when the people themselves are 
prepared to. defend their own movement 
would the mass movement gain the stability 
and acquire the revolutionary character. It is 
precisely here that the party's vyork is needed. It/ .

’. '; is precisely here that the party needs unshakable*. 
faith in the mass line. The basic principle-of ■" 
mass line is that the people themselves shouldj. 
strive for their own emancipation. It is only at. 
this stage of the movement, whenx the people, 
under the leadership of the party, form themsel-’ 
ves into volunteer squads and the peoples com
mittees, implement the struggle programme and 
fefend their own movement and their own gains’ • 
hould wq consider that the mass line is being . 
nplemented. .-’IV’T ' .

From this stand point, .only the people tak- . 
ing-up their own defence, would become a stages.

- ■ • on the preliminary stage of the armed struggle 
but the cadres’ physical Self-defence would never 
become a stage of the armed struggle. The self- 
defence that the people carry on at the stage of 
partial struggles can be considered as armed 

self-defance at the stage of land distribution be
comes the primary stage of the armed struggle. 
It is only at this stage that the. offensive;

, actions are launched against the enemy and the

it is clear that ,our cadres forming themselves would begin. 
into squads would take the responsibility of def-v ■ (
ending the movement. The people's enemies.

^hfnk ^'e'first stage of the protracted

, . • • ... . .. . . of the protracted war?' The basis ror mis pro--
that these are the gams and this is the defence *. ■ .
of the movement ie the were', tvrioof selfdeceo-. ’ '*racted war ,s ^JedThrough th.s The people - 

gains and such'defence of the £“«"• P^pared for the protracted war They > - 
have been implementing this programme for the

■ past two years; -What-does this experience
• show? The experience shows that even after two 

years the people are not prepared for the pro- ' — 
traded war. This is what; as these comrades are " 
claiming, has proved this line to be ''correct 
through experience and through practice". The 
Charu Mazumdar group advocated' the ''Pro
gramme of annihilation of class enemy:' as the-

/first stage of the armed struggle, and irnplemen- ' _r 
ted the conception that through this the people / 
could be mobilised into the struggle. Thus there is 
no difference between the, line of thinking of 
the Charu Mazumdar group and the line of 
thinking of the Khammam area committee. The.. - 
only difference is that the area Committee 
Comrades advocate defensive actions while the 
the Charu Mazumdar group advocates the - 
offensive actions. This might appear to be a 
shortcut but it is not and cannot be a correct i 
line, It is1 not a line that can be relied upon. We • . 
cannot prepare the people for the protracted war - r .

• through this line. . ' . - • , ■ ''' \ ~

The line advocated by the ''Immediate Pro- ■_ ci
gramme" is totally different from this. This 
includes the line of self - defence by the 
people. This is based on mass line. Even though dir^s--,hisis ,he on,y ; __.x ♦ r,._. correct and reliable path,. This is the only path-
which prepares the people for protracted 
struggle. The Khammam area comrades are 
rejecting tnis. . .
.r __ ' '•’■ ■■ ' ■ "

enemy's armed forces. It is only at th.s stage- These comrades are' advocating the self- 
that the people would gain the consciousness defence struggle as the first staga of the armed
that their emancipation is possible only through struggle. They are claiming it to be a new line,
the overthrow of the government. It is only then But this is not in any way new in the history of 

•-*- * revolutionary struggles of our country. In 1948
the -ruling classes launched severe repression 
against the people of Circar and Rayalseema

enem.es
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5 ;• .'./districts that were.tn- support and .. solidantyof. ; . In.'this connection.'the charges of the P.C. 

' theiTelangana , armed struggle,, and began to . centre that the P C had undarestimated.the need.,
shoot.and-kill.oqr cadres.eyery,where. The.then.; fir self-.defence in Kondamodalu. area of East
leadership.of the.party decidedlto launch armedn' . Godavari district and,that it.was only-due to this .

• ; struggle against this repression and , had taken-:' thatthe entire leadership/was arrested.is base-.
.. the programme for/the extension of Telangana . |ess. The,P.C. admitsthat it should haverendored

armed struggle to the Circar and the Rayolseema • more help; especially, proper. financial help and
districts. With thisr-it-wahed/away before the that some Josses occured . for'not having done' .
programme of armed'struggle was implemented so. But immediatel a(tcr the slate convention,

. for any length of tWe.' Here .tts correct for our a angement fo, self.dcfance was made in the

- ruling glasses;' But it^incorrect to characterise «e-e o.gamsed m some areas., ■ The rev.ew ^of
-■ ■■ it as. armed struggle ■ before the people are pre- the movement of thrs ■ area . maxes it clear that-

I pared, and to ' extend'- the Telangana armed
 struggle to C.mar and Rayqlaseema d.stncts, . mTleadershii3^

- ’ As far as we are (ioncerned. the P.C. realising 
the need Yfdr< self-defence/ has been from the

committed'in,'npVtakirig;;such';<a<?decision iri- the1- V
, begining.'^ButJn M^ch^nd June 1968. neces- ’.’

sary decisions were taken-.arid;arrangements were -:
.. . made in jhis; .regard,jjn^arangal' district the _.

4/. decision,irj-.thisjega^ before the
state.conv^htiphjitse^.^ Arrange--.
ments.for self-defence^ere made after the State

‘ ’ Convention. Jn:JCohda^\aJu'area of EastGoda-
Q.^jvari. the people.were mobjli^d ;fpr .sejf-defenpe;

A:’--C-. '
' The P.C. had nev.er:ai.any»sV3ge under-vu..-

■ <’/j.-<.mated the importance of self-defence? Its impor-
?/•',tancew'as recognised.4ven<in .the ciicular.V'.’Lay
J'/'foundations for a stfuggle-oriefit'ed massmqvef:=-
' .•/, merit,-'-issued as far back, as'September-1968. .

In the 'Immediate Programme*, the need, for orga
nising people for self-defence is stressed and 
programme for it is given.. This is what we have 
explained in the document. "Some. Problems .

mam Area *, keeping in view the arguments that 
havecc-—- -- —h.u.
experiences Jhat^we have' gaim 
On this question,, the. entire i 
programme given ;«.iri these doci 
corre ' ’

... . with 
rify/Line.

•• programme: areas..the partial..struggles are being

were organised in sdrhe’ area’s."'-’ The review’ .of ‘ 

the movement of this - arba■; makes i.
these arrests are due.to.lack of a well-knit secret 
organisation and inexperiences and mistakes or

As soon as we, the revolutionaries, begin 
our work among the' masses, naturally severe 
repressipn also would begih?- As the movement ’ ;•/ 
reaches higher stage; the'repression Would also 
grow more severed It is'not "only possible but- 
also necessary tp face’ tKis repression with the 
unit of thp piass moverri^ht:.' .'"J

As the. armed.struggle. was launchedI with-? J /-J 
out any relatipn to the prepar.edness.of the people’ .
as the concentration of'the.enemy., grew heavy,.. ‘; 

some additional problems ’concerning the self- 
defence have cropped the. districts of >^ )

- ■ ’V Warangal, Khammam'.and Ka'rimriagar. These x/
P'oblems would not be sb;serious during the. -

■ 1  ; .■•" ■■■> periods of ordinary struggles. - Why should we
in alj other, areas launch armed struggle before--.

the people- are,prepared and commit the same 
mistakes'as? wehave. committed in Warangal,’ 
Khammam and Karimnagar districts?

6. MOBILISATION OF THE MASSES.
eu .... me oocume.n, ou...e, r.uu.u..)s ... ' The comrade ot KhamMam A C. say. that "on 

Revolutionary Mass Movement of Kham. . one s.de forming into squads and carry.ng on 
..tea", keeping in view the arguments that struggle for self-defence, we should on the other, 
.ome.upwith the.Pagideru actions and the •'»"d» work for the mobilisation of the masses on' 
- c-...- ,ned by that.time:' ■™s.i issues as the main issues". We have already

explanation Jnd > ^plained that theslruggle for self-defence, these; 
acuments . stands comrades are talking about, has got nothing to

•ect even to Ihis-day.' This is strictly ih'accord, do with the peoples self-defence. Let us now
h the "Immediate Prog:amme".and the-Mass see what do they really mean by the.r talk of the 
j There ismo. peed'what so ever-.totchattgjf; •/••^jobi'isation of the masses-on mass issues". , 

\ this programme..or^to; formulate an.-alternate ;lt is. clear from the reports. that in the forest
% ; .v areas |he partial struggles are being carried on

. -A
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consciousness would grow among the people 
andthat the nesessary basic for the . land distri
bution and the armed struggle would be sccu- 1 
red'*- It is impossible in practice. It is also not 
proved through experience. _ > ;

The fact is that. the. people would not be
come prepared for armed struggle by, economic '■ ; 
struggles and by the( propaganda ofthe .politi.es . 
of armed struggle alone. . We should ■ carry on 
not only the peoples economic struggles but 

people" lo”ok for. 'i«^. po'W struggles. Explaining to the . 

ina i is leading *’ People the experiences of economic struggles 
’ we lead,.we should; make them realise that the 

gains achieved are only temporary;, that their 
gies basic problems would not be solved until and 

unless the government is overthrown and the' 
peoples state is established. Onlyt when the 
people realise this, would the reforms.arinounced 
by the government cease to influence the people. 
The heavy concentration of the enemy’ .pnd the 

' number of our squad$ being.few might, be one ' 
• of the,reasons for this situation having not deve

loped. But the' outlook';/of. ecpnom.isrn in our 
comrades is the main; reasqn for it.

. Mobilising the masses into struggles, con
ducting these struggles mjlitantly, forming the 
peoples volunteer squads and. making arrange
ments for the self-defence of the people as far 
as possible, creating the revolutionary conscious- •’ 
ness- this is the way to secure the necessary 
basis for the armed struggle. .-•?

By combining political propoganda with.the 
I’, experiences of the people's struggles; we should ' 

. . raise the political consciousness of the people. 
This is mostlmportant of all. Without tho politi
cal consciousness the people cannot participate 
in the armed struggles and they cannot make it 
victorious To think that the ‘political consciousr 

• ness would develop om its own; is nothing but 
.. 'spontaneous outlook".;, It.is our Party and our 

Party alone which should create the political 
cdnciousn.ess; and the revolutionary political 
consciousness among the people, that revoltio- 
nary consciousness would itself form the basis ■ 
for the protracted war.!* /'•" ,. s '• ' ••• • ’

,• ■;.• i ■ ' ■ -■ 1,; ■■■ >. ■:. ■

The Khammam A. Cj comrades are unable 
to grasp this aspect. In the reports of the A C.

~ *L? t ... ~—i and
■ Regional Committees, there, isn't any evidence of '<

against the exploitation in the forest areas and 
that the people are achieving some gains such as 
increase of cooly rates etc.. It should be exami- 

»ned as. to What is the extent of the area in which 
these gains have been, achieved, what is the 
extent of the area influenced by the’these 'gains.

— and what is the extent of area which has not yet 
’ . . x been influenced by the struggle. Evidently, the 

gains achieved due to the existence of squads are
• x more than the gains achieved by the people 

through their own struggles. The lapse , of the 
! movbment into a state.where the people look for 

the squads for each and every thing,.1 is 
or has already led by mistime to inactivity among 
the people. Thus the existence of squads is only 
proving helpful to passify the peoples struggles 
and not helping their intensification^

The people, might carry on struggles on 
oartial demands for some more time as they do 
now. But it would be wrong to think that just 

. . ' because of this there would diveiop reyolu-'’ 

, tionary consciousness and the people become •
prepared for armed struggle, ft is not a ^act 

' that people have not till today realised to. at

this government should be overthrown through 
armed struggle and that they should participate 
in the armed struggle? What is the reason for it?

, Evidently there are four reasons: ■ . . . .

1) Our comrades are leading struggles to' 
the extent.they lead the struggles with the out-' 
look of economism. With slight increase in cooli .

*. / y5. •. rates etc., the people have, come to think that • 
. ' ,heV »'• able Io gain.them; due to the presence i

of our eomrades as well as the existence of the . 
squads. They would also be grateful to our 
comrades. By this, it would be wrong if we 
think that the party has gained influence among 
the people and that they are rendering help to 
our armed struggle. The government has, espe
cially In forest areas, implemented'n\any econo

mic reforms in ,a way to solve the peoples 
partial demands. These-' reforms have' even had .

• . lulling.effect on the people. This is happening
, due to the Jack of sufficient., political consciou- 

ence among the people and . due to theeco.no- (
• mic conciousness alone.being the main. As long '

as the situation remains unchanged, it is theo- w __ _
■/ . ratically wrong to say that in the course of these as well as in the documents~of the State‘ 

econpmic struggles, . "gradually, the struggle x Regional Committees, there.isn't abv a/id™

Wfc??K Ui‘ •' ■■ / ?■

politi.es
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:?...’ .'■.' ' ' bacame prepared for.; land distribution' within 
short narind nf'4iv .'mnntht • -This nnlicv has nr
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short period of Six ‘months. This policy has not > 
been implemented in,the struggle areas of 
Khammam and Wara'ngal. where the Party Line 
is not followed’.. TThe, people .have not come 
forward for land distribution. ;

; • ' ' : / 'i '’ '■ ' '
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mass movement.and as the'

; . / • • •; X:; >■ *;; ?
‘ .Only when we, according to the Party Line ' ; 

carry on our work in a. conscious and organised
'(. '.way?.would we be- ab|ei>to build the agrarian 1 

revolutionary movement. . 1 ‘ ’

• v/h .' ■

i us. Also due to Vt.h^'.' occasidnal ^mistakes of our
’comrades, the peddle of a village or' some vill-

ages might even go against us?-This situation is ...
. due tol.ack of contacts'-with the people. - ■ ’H % 7

< z?•
, 4) The . •revplutiqnary ’’.political conscious-

• ness is not; developing among the people since x , , ,.|n course or tne mass movement ano as me >. > ■■ 
•• , | our cadres are not carrying,on concentrated work ^consciousness1 of < the’ people. - develops, ' .{he ’ /• ';

.’*9 any one area. ..It is /yvi.th .our concehtrated work • •, people, adopting’new .forms'of stuggle, would/,’?'-7-» 
,tha* *h.e people would’participate.in struggles on- finally adopt thd form of: armed, .struggle.; Thus’-
various issues- and various forms, and become t^e arme(j struggle would'be the higher form of. • -
conscious. Their preparedness would grow so the peoples struggle. i/».‘f'/
that they can take higher form of struggle. It is 
because of our concehtrated work alone that the

the peoples struggle.’ ’’

As long as the legal illusions continue to 
people of Kondamodalu area of. East Godavari remaih among, the people, the people would 
u-‘--------------------- ii I—i ’ wsnt tt> adopt thef legal .forms of struggle.. As ?

/.y the lega> illusions clear away,,.they would be/’ • 

coming forward to join the militant strugglse/ ., .1. 
This js a higher stage than- the. legal struggle^.- . : A’

•. Imthese militant struggles; the people will have 
’ (o make use of whatever’weapons' available in > : j 
‘ order to defend themselves, from.the goondas of f'\'i* 
•' .the landlords and!the peoples.enemies. This^is ' ..■ : 

• a Higher,stage,than the militant struggles'. After ' 
this'stage the peopl.ewill have to defend them 
Selves against- the governments ' armed fdrqos) V -P'

< ■ 

? r<7-
..... to mobilise’the masses it 

was not with ah outlook ..of ecpn.omism. What 
we want is a revolutionary', mass ^mobilisation’. , 
The. mobilisation which .would/^oe. useful for 'the • \ 

.. ... . building up of.resolutiona’r^'rriass.hiovement and
the'sguadsj'themselves do evbry- ; the agrarian revolutionary movement.. Even after •/:

■ ■ >■ the masses to any two years of' mobilisation ,with; V>e . economic >--';
 . ' masses would outlook, .the.^revolutionary movement hasn't »

_i /.remain as bver and.' even the "economic tons- begun atleast m a' singli'.area1.''. Where has this ‘ ■/ 
, . r. cioushess" would hot develop among' them. , , mobilisation yyith ecqno(inic outlook been

j. They would remair|. content with whatever little ■; proved, colr'ect'.thrdugh practice and through' - 

' '........... .... ............................
spectators for ever. ’ The documents of these v It-is-only the ,peoples struggles for self-de- ' ;

;.,««• or- ------show that. fence that forms a stage.-a preliminary stage of .
irades have.realised and rectified this/ . the- armed struggle, but- 'the struggle for self-' 
.et us wait for the-results. :̂y; • ' • ’J, defence carried :on by the cadre . does not by

; . ’ itself'form a stage of armed struggle nor does it
' • ’• • ' form the primary stage of the armed struggle.

 MW, ...w • e-vLikewise it <is. only the revolutionary struggle
^.Vd.d'othptJ^ince,^ in; .contact -with the\.. \ vyhich-forms the\.basis for^the;. protracted war, .. .,

♦kaaux/aAv ./but.’the fnobilisatioK'.^ butlobk /r..'-/.',
can never./oiin’ya-basis for ! the.(armed’ struggle : ..  

7.’/ nor does1 it formstage ..of;.the'*revolutionary.. * '- .
...w.v...v<,t. Rejecting the experiences of revolu- Xs 

'• tionary struggles, the Kharrimam area comrades
’ [ are introducing a. theory which is’not based on.-• r 

,.the revolutionary movement. ;

.MANTHEN^tAGTIOi^l

. ; In course of the

 j, any effort Having been made on this fundamen- When we decide 
. ’ laf aspect/ (This,/happens only when the com-. was not with ah -

fades, fail-to grasp • the need of-a conscious 
political revolutionary.movement. •' ? .'/..• 

’ ’ ;■'> ’t. ’ ■

-2) /Mien ’
J 1 .thing land fail to 'mobilise the i 

degree, the inactivity/among the' 
rarriirrva’c'bvi/’.  ̂ "ar-

cioushess" would not develop among' ther

they get from the gains,tachieved by the people1 
of other areas. Consequently they would remain

• I. ■ , .W,‘ - >

J ’ .'-1:- c.ornrades as well as sdme..'reports

mistake. 'Let us wait fo/^he-resultsA.. •.

. 3) There are people.and a wide area with 
which our squads and the party > are not in 

' t’ii: ’ •••’ - !

/; people.,of, these afeas and ' since/thq enemy is in
", contactwith them; it- js ppssible'that due to the -
.' minor reforms arinpunced by the ’’government4’*. ...

these people migHt. temporarily'stay iwayfrorrimovement. Rejecting the experiences ofrevolu-
J A X.• tmnarv ctnmnloc tho VKammarrk araa r-r\mrarl^c
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tne building of revolutionary movement. ''The 
Khammam Area Committee’s Reply' is also 
admitting this fact. But the leadership of Man- 
thena area failing to grasp the adverse effects 
of confiscating the weapons from the enemy 
before the people are prepared, had confiscated

' the weapons from an American missionary. They 
explained the fact that they are going to launch 
the armed struggle not only to the people but also

* To*.'A'rhoririin mi«iAriar»' Tk>n.;~L U:—1 We had

. govern
ment was warned of the fact that not only we • • 
are working with the aim'of launching the armed

' U—‘ *-

• armed -struggle immediately. With • 
al • ’ government repressiori trecame severe. ;

; I 1

•.J

Gradually they will have to launch offensive ac
tions' This is what is peoples armed struggle. 

“ This is what isthe higher form of people struggle.

' ' ' If the'mass upsurge is deep and ihtent, the 
peoples struggle would rapidly advance from one 
stage to another stage. The peoples struggles 

happens to be weak or it there happens to be any 
external causes such as government's reforms, 
conciliatory attitude of the exploiters etc., that lull 
.the mass upsurge/ The. revolutionaries should ., 
carefully watch as to how the mass movement is 
developing from one stage to the other and 
should change the tactics accordingly.

We h^ve already explained as how in course .
of the peoples struggles, the people will have to

- be organised for armed self-defence against arm
ed attacks of the peoples, enemies. We have also
explained as to how in various situations we will

• have to-prepare for the self-defence of the cad
res. For the present we will only -examine the 
Khammam A.C/s understanding abuot Manthena 

c action/- r..; MV /■•••■ '/'A y

' "The Kharnmam A-C.-sReply’-.. explains. Jhe

Manthena Actions and the developments that 
led to it as following:: ... t — --a--- . -  ...... ... ,

"With the expansion of cur movement, in v . ’ . •
“ Manthena and Nugur taluqs. with the people 4. When this question was brought Up before - 

comming forward for achieving peoples issues, . the responsible comrades of P C. (till'then he- 
. witlj landlords resorting:to .the atrocities and . was peither P.C. Secretary nor was he acting as 
with our resistance, the police repression increased, such), it was decided that we should make ar-

• This situation developed by J?n 1969 itself. In. ' rangements for self-defence simultaneously with 
this situation the comrades’of-Manthena and —----------- - -

- ’ -Nugur brought before the Mulugu A.Q their need
of arras for- self-defence. . We have told, them
that we would report the matter to the P.C. and
arrange the supply of weapons. Peddanna and
P.R. reported this to\the PiC, Secretary. Than it

• - was decided to give W/o weapons, we had- with

: us to the two areas. Before this was implemented, ■
.the Manthana area cori-radcs had on their own  .  n
initiatvie confiscated two weapons from an to th'e^merican missionary.'Through him 
American hunter. They : held ^meetings ' zmd ■ informed it to the' government. Thus the’ i 
explained to thd people as to why the. weapons r'-------- z J ' " ' :
were confiscated. With this action the police ' ( o ...w ailllcu
repression in ManthenaandNugurtaluqsbecame struggle, but also we were about to launch the 
severe. In Manthena we had fpr the ‘first/--'time.' armed -struggle immediately. ’ With this the

'■/ . confiscated the weapons from a private individual - government iepressiori'6ecame severe. ; /

With this a new aspect had entered in our move- • . 
ment The self-defence of the cadres' and jprq- - i 
blem of weapons came, up on. the- agenda i for • . 
the first time. The P. C. leadership had fai- • 
led in thinking about the importance of the 
question and the questions that - arise in the

„ . movement with it". ... , I.' • ’• -—
might not advance so rapidly, if the mass upsurge , , • > ' Ji.'.* .1 - • •

. If we see this lengthy extract, the'fdilowing, 

aspects would become .clear;;: ' f. * ' <

1. Our comrades •'began/to mobilise the 
people on peoples issues in iManthena and . 
Nugur taluqs. Thn people also moved into stru
ggles. ; '. ... / : ' z

• 2. In order to suppress these struggles, the 
landlords started attrocities. The'peoples resis
tance was not organised againstjthese attrocities. 
It was "our resistance"-that was putup.

Mi rwif'h "burresistance"the police repres/ s 

sion’increased. ’ Wheri*.we cbuld not organise . I ,- -  
peoples resistance aganist the landlord repression, 
how/could we organise' resistance against the .

- •• - police repression? In that position giving up the 
task of preparing people for the resistance, our 
comrades began to think of the question of self

fence alone. .
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such a decision become necessary?;.-. It’is nece- 
ssary'to see the following extract of the-same' ' 
resolution:-.-;’ ' .-*'r* : A ~ ?

;;
..' "We’’ were of the”unanimous opinion. ■; 

that if we immediately form into squads and start . 
squad actions, we would loose the opportunity 
to move closer to the people, that we should 
carefully and politically utilise this good oppor- 4 
‘.unity, that We should keep the enemy in the 
dark,’that it' Would ' be1'very usefdi to begin 
squad actions in the end-of’ beedi leaf 'season • 
andin the begining of rairiy season'and that be- 

plxjfore reaching' that higher* stage, - we* would-be .?
able to expand the’ mass base to the mass mo- 
!bilisation’" ■

■??’??.?; *■' ■■■•. • ><

If -this para means anything, it is only the r 
.. . V is»<t.

to state it clearly, the Area Commlttee'had ex--C 
plained this-aspec't in’this way:. > . ■

.u .. ■ ■ ■ ■ 31 ' ■■■ /

? 5. .-.When the consciousness of the people are the immediate problems before the people,?-.
develops and when they ate preparing for a -we should-not loose the: favourable time to . ’

has to then djscuss .it and decide upon suitable ’ Itis a fact that the'Manthena actiori is cited - .
.tactics. But np.thing of .the sort had happened •• here as having. been "correctly/' carried out. ■' • ;

upto Manthepa_.action. Manthe.na action .was When we' asked the then A'.C.' Secretary
pot even an action in.'which the people them- .- plain this aspect, this-is’what he said:,Th

. selves had seized,,the weapons from.the .enemy. • ‘ that ted^Manthena4 dction -’ ate
y.', .! ■' • . J . the movement. This is a spontaneous 'action. .̂

itaneous .v If we. decide Uhat this ;action is wrong, ihat
advance ' would* lead tb* their discouragement and the

: this decisioh/i^. order-riot to < 
i .. . and at the sarpe time to prevent____________  ...
♦ 'future by giving ^henCrrepessary understanding.

We would Only Concentrate on the mass prog- 
f ramme in future.Z » ’s.-’ •> • :
t : u-u ;

, . ...'-Sqroer,of-the wrong ^ss.esments.nja'pe by, the :
Area.Comm'ittee^are also'reflected in the above.!

■' rthaf entered , passage?., Having confiscate^ the.weapbns and , '■ 
ion, Jt was this . ■>. having J^/plainbd tp^hej. .people, itv Would be ■ g

■ r . wrong to thihk that th^.-.Government would1 not ; >
.decisionsCadopted . .come'to know ofI this: 7J,_.■;
lain raisedvits-head j r , t <'7'^ *. . - ■ ' ’ ' • ' .1; '•/ r- -<•t ■

- Throughout the'discussron on the question, , > -*
importance WaS givepvto the limplimentation of ?
the mass programme-. It was also correctly rde- ,'- -̂. ,;^ 

tided that such actions .should not be carried .
• ” If the above action is correct, 5/vhy should 

........... . ...... "

are thp immediate problems before the peoply, 
we should not loose the-favourable timb to 

s^p^^eS"^

here as having been "correctly/* carried
n we- asked the then A'.C.' Secretary to ex-.

Said:'jhe. cadre

a - 5 new.': a ;- rto <
. .. •" v / uie itiuvciHeiit.. - j ms fi» a apunidnebuS ' action. .

‘‘'B. Mahth.epa action.,was' a. spontaneous v If we. decide [that this .action is wrong, ihat ‘ 

action. The. local leadership had not in advance ' would* lead to* their discouragement-and the . '-i 
discussed and planned.this action. However.there ‘ ■. Party activities would suffer. ; We have taken ■ —, 
had already ’-entered a trend in' the party and * this decision, io order not to discourage them 4 

• gradually gained-strength, according to which and at the sarpe time to prevent such actions dn .; -
the cadres selfVdefehce'is counterposed to the .. future by giving them ne.cessacy understanding. ’
mass movement arid mass resistance, and show- We would Only Concentrate on the mass prog-

ing not the armed struggle as’thfe higher form of ramme in future./. » •> •
struggletpf.^h^f.eyp.l^tboary, movement.but ; !'■

--^ *.'£ Mef .enee^£$^^
L ‘ ’J-J ?"t - f; jif th^t entered , '.
:.our.movement withiMaiithVnd acri .

’u- * ’ . , ."Left" trendy ifsplf,/yj.^opgh.iC was .temporarily 'J *.' 
P.' fy'ng low'. due io ..tJje}^'.C-.;,^;.
ktv. * afterwards, this Has p’ncUVgam raised ’its head -. *..

f : in'.the jyianthendv^r^a-<af:e^tate'--Cori,ventiqn. In
.i^-’Khammam area •thjsVVasf working.?-eveh?’<from •:
Y,-^:before the conv.en.tiori\jfwe iwOuld- dis'cjss>this
. ■jater).'.*.., ,

:>• .• .Claiming that the Mulugu'A. Oi ‘ had defended ...
the Mantheha actior^ytheTKhaQimam A.C.t>fias

•j?/ qrioted a passagefrotpl’ji'efreqo[uti6jn of;Muliigu
'j-y • A.C..But if we examine’tfiye entirepositidn ofthis :. '
' ”> • resolution relating to thisiquestion we would find- *>-, 

nothing to say that it had defended this action. . , 
Those extracts are cited here under:

. •; -»-.<* t i,/.V .nr • ;
- "On listenting.itb-7Kis.Yreport the *'•

ded meeting,of-the,A..C/;expressed the -opinion 
vthat .under, the circumstance? the action was cor-' .. • , 
•xectly.carried ^put.. While'djscussing the member's •?. 

were of.'unanimous fcqp:in(pn<tfTat this japtibn 
■would conf use-the dnqm.y^that^e cannqt-imme-

.'.■J. " jdiately think it -as having been carried but ac.cor-. .
• j ,x,. ding to theicommittee^^decision, that if another V;

. ' ■ action takes place -he<bpu^d come, to a definite ; i ., .... .. r- -
’ ; understanding,1'that . keeping* this- especially in\ ..' .Manthena action* 

view we should not resort to such-actions, and
\ V that.since beedi leaf problem land food problem
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and gave importance to the mass programme 
our movement had .advanced. The P. C. leader- 1 

ship felt that this; problem was solved. If. there, 
was any aspect, that the P. C. leadership had 
failed to. see, it was only; aspect that a wrong 
trend- by which the. task of building the 
agrarian revplu|ionary movement was given up 
and the squad actions alone are given impor
tance was working among |he P. C.-leardership 
itself and that it might at any time manifest 
itself openly arid harm the movement.

... 'J.--.. .

•8 EXCEPTION CANNOT BE A RULE :

We and the people carry on actions against 
the peoples enemies, the landlords and their 
agents under the following circumstances :

1. i.The people, moving enmasse, carry on 
raids on the houses, of landlords and such other' ..

. Who' carry ori'grain i'ahdihg (Nagulu), in connec-
' tio’nvWith the confiscation-'and distribution of f. i; 

"V • ; '' food.grains.,This'-jjrogr^mriie should be carried 7 1 ;

■ ■ but strictly confinirfg’"to the purpose for which' 
i°ns aro|poanjr4’.’<£7.’ i 

to the implimentation of the-programme, has 
expressed: even

ecismn.^ .,. .... . ...• them suitably; If it is;felt necessary, the people

• What.does .this’rriean?. Even' though none .and peoples courts grant them pardon. ,

s ?J
' Finally Com. Kumar also agreed to it. But it be-. 4 When ,hi rBvol'utibnary'mass move-
came evident from the later actions that this 
agreement was only formal and superficial.

' \ In Mulugu area upto the, end ofiApr'il 1969
\ they went forward with.mass activities without 

'resorting to squad Actions. During this period 
the self-defence was not a major problem for 
them. They carried alongwith them, whatever . 
weapon they had. While", preparing the masses 
for struggles, if we remain,'ambng the . masses, 

' the masses would prove .to be our best shield.

Eventhough the Mulugu Area Committee
w, VI IIIW ■ OM UyMIC.' I I IO OCIIUI IO U.,v» ,,Q

hesitated to clearly,state that the Manthena . carry ori against the .'enemy classes: ( not the 
actions were wrong,asit rejected squad actions (enemy's armed forces ) would be in this form.

i v-.' '

ment advances to a higher stage and reach the 
stage of launching the armed struggle, we dis
arm-the landlords and the peoples enemies and 
confiscate . their arms by conducting raids on . <.. *■ 
their houses or in some other way.- This is very 
essential in order to launch and carry on armed 

-struggle; The people'1 may' carry, out these .'.t 
actions, or the .militants., forming -. themselves 
infoyolunteer squa&'jpay .carry put or cadres 
forming tb'dmsejvp.sjintofsquads, may carry out. 
Here' all that is required is the mass movement ■ 
should have reached the stage of taking the 
form'.of armed struggle;/ The.actions that we .

remy's armed forces ) would be in this form.

■■■'. ‘ ' •. J'.'-"-;.' .. • •■«.. . •

'■ • It is probably because of passing, a-resolu
tion to this effect that the Manthena action, was 

.correct. Com . Peddanna (Kumar) proposed to 
carry on such actions which the Area Committee 
had rejected in'this way : ! .

•• •' 'Tn the course of discussion Com. Kumar 
said, like this : He suggested that some arms 
can be collected when we come across one or 
two individual police personal. Com.P.R. sugge
sted that, /'if we do like that for one or two arms, 
the enemy will get'alerted, that we cannot seize 
weapons on a large scale from the landlords, 
and that whatever decision we take we should 
take it in such a way so >hat the whole thing 
can be carried out at a. timers With this the Co
mmittee including Com.- Kumar came to unani- 

' mous opinion that while continuing to work on 
beedi leaf movement as the main, we would 
plan and decide iri the next Area Committee”.

• •- '• . ''Withoiit as much as a formal differ- 
' - ence, all finalised the-prbgram.m'e uhanfmoi'/’;.

»' Even the P .'C . 'secretariat member • but 
(Kumar) who conducted .the; discussions, related acti< 
to the implimentation of the! programme, has '

■ „ot expressed even

ecis;lon- -. -. • • . thAm:siiitahly ' If it is felt necessary, the

. What.does this’rriean?. Even' though none .and peoples courts grant them pardon. , 
‘ : of them.was-having a clear cut. understanding .

■ II VIMCI IV bony ui! ainicu auuyyie, inc 

the cadres and the ' squads conduct
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I his situation was solely due to the failure 
of the district' leadership' to rely upon the 
——j mass . movement for riecassary 
financial resources and due to their building a . 
top heavy organisation that the mass-iripve>s 
merit could not bear. . ■"'

By the time of State Convention, nearly 15 
Comrades went back to their homes due to 
financial difficulties. The district leadership ex
pressed that if nd 'Financial help was given, the 
others also would go away to their homes -.arid 
there would be nene left to carry, on work among -

• the masses.- The district leadership made the 
seriousness of the situation ciear to the State. . 
Convention. .After the convention; When the . 
P.C. members' A.F.C. secretariat member work- 
in the forest area and P.C. secretary met and 
discussed, they came to ’a clear understanding . 
on the following points : ... .... rf, •

1. At a time when we had to. prepare the ' ’• -. . ' 
people 1 of Khammam.,ared for armed struggle,

would not be correct to send the cadres to their 
homes due to financial reasons., - . < . . 1

• 2: Even though the P.C. was itself in finan 
cioi umicuiiies; it could help till then. But it 
was not in a position to help further. It was a 
periodwhen the P.C. centre was carrying on its . 
work borrowing .funds every day. . ..

3. In Pagideru as well abin all other areas . 
where the masses were to be prepared for armed 
struggle, we should concentrate our work solely .. 
on the mass programme. We should mobilise 
the masses mainly for the distribution of food 
grains of the landlords. We should prepare the 
masses for land distribution.

4. To safe-guard the existence of the re
maining cadres, it would becomq necessary to 
carryout an action somewhere. For this purpose 
we should not carry'out an action in any of the . 
above mentioned areas. If we do, it would 
prove very harmful to*' the movement of these 
areas. It would become impossible to develop 
the armed struggle in these areas. Under the 
circumstances, we carry out such an action in 
some remote village where there are no opportu
nities to develop the armed struggle in the near

:
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% '•'/ - At certain extraordinary • times certain ■ This situation was solely due to the failure
extraordinary situations’would arise. They mayi of the district leadership' to rely upon the

. be due tb bur mistakes. When our comrades - masses and the mass movement for riecassary 
are suffering from hunger and illhealth due to financial resources and due to their building a . 
famine-arid Other natural calamities in the entire .u— a._--------

. or some parts pf the lebuntry'and when there is 
danger that some or all of therii • perishing 
away due to it, we . take certain extraordinary

’ measures id order to save the physical existan- 
ce of bur cadres and,, safeguard the existence

' of our cadres arid the Party. If the leadership 

t fails to take such timely measures, the entire or 
majority of the cadres and the .Party would

• perish. Afterwards there would be none left to 
work for the, revolution In such extraordinary 
Situations, as an exception to the general 
principles we take extraordinary measures.

<j We Would, firidl such an instance in the
■■ history of Russian revolution: When tpe Party 

jsdntre led by Corifi Lenin was in.fipancial crisis ;
, when'it becameimpossible to carry bn ’its Work 7'..

Com. Stalid arranged for, a; raid against a Bank . ,n v,ew of the future of the armed 
or a Government Treasury and sent necessary '

.... . funds, to Cbm?-Lenin; ' .’ homes due to financial reasons., • _;«

.' . We take suchextraordinary measures oply . 2' *v*" '7°- ~

in extraordinary1 Situations. If we Understand WM ™t'in ‘"i

them correctly and make the people understand
’ ^hem.correctly, they would prove helpful for the ■ w

- - existance of ,the revolutionary-Pariy and the . .
advance bf the revolution.. Jf we incorrectly •

■ understand them , as ' .general measures i.and
‘ misuse them, the/would prpve harmfdl to the 

revolutionary .' Party and the revolutionary 
movement.

For working in* the forest areas of Kjiammam 
District,'the then'district co\nmitee mobilised •' 

some cadres and militants from the forest arid 
plains areas and began their, werk (the details

.i of which can be seen in the Political - ofganisa-.
, tional report of the Convention ). Unable to

maintain the cadros they asked the P,C. for help.
Though the P. C. itself was ihfinancial crisis, it 
borrowed funds, and helped the district commit-, 
tee. ..The Mulugu A.C. has also helped to some

' .exterit.;. Thus, (t was managed upto the State 
(?onyentibnt.‘•• •. •'. •

'■ \ ; ' J ’• . ' •' ■■■ '
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.. future; .With,the funds thus .acquired, we should .-area . where it was (decided that revolutionary 

\ safQr^uard.the existence .of,our, cadres, cany on mass .programme - shouldbe -implemented and 1
.the revolutionary.mass programme and .prepare .that-no-,squadactions should<be carried.out..- .~ 

’ the. masses for .the armed struggle. Even, though ...yx.; •• ■ ■?
the .government .launches.repression,..it..would ■ If we examine the-.fqllowin'lg,:.extracts.from 
not in any way harm the movement tsince .what- ;the''Khammam A.C.'s.jeply'-'^it would .become 
~----------------------- . ;.clear.as,to hoyy they are ?conf using facts •

' ‘ z Due‘to this decision 'the?e'formedja —
wrong understanding ar^dng our] Comrades.
There developed an understanding'that unrelated •' , 

-to*the peoples demands and the mobilisation of 
tha people, we could, for the’needs df the Party, 

-carryout actions,'on our nwn initiative itself.
They formed an opinion that this had the appro- ..

. wai‘df’the-'p;c.''. ■ ; \ • ’ f

Our-district committee 'met -on the same 
night that the Palvancha action was decided 
-upon. :The "Comrades -ithereihad -informed that 
’eotion'rhightmbt be-pbsSlbiem’Palvdncha; -Our 
districJtidommittee’has unanirriously<deBided'that . 
Ifut'/Was' not.-pdssible>iff Palvancha,un-Ragideru <•.. < 

WOT(I1W W1WB.U1W B..p,.,Jal,1,,u.ve ^hefhtorwilsbciui^be confiscated .along with - ' 
meet, we should mobilise the masses into .beedi 'theTood grains. •This.iS the consequence of 1he .
i—i-------——♦ *u--------- *:—...» decision of the P.C. le’pdership'th'at the action

should.be carried out if! Palvancha for funds.

• $-.The Mulugu'Area?comrgdes. had tnot'under
stood.the; PalvanchaHdecision in <4he way the 
Khammam;.distfict-,leadership understood it. The • 
Mulugu .area .^comrades .understood at .as ran ■ 
.exirbrdinary decision. .They.stood by’th,e.under
standing .that.we.shQuld concentrate only enthe 
the revolutionary mass programme in 4 he entire

maih drstrict leadership to understand . it other 
wise? When there was a P.C. Secretariat member 
with Khammam district leadership rto .properly 
explain’ and implement the P.C. decisions, should 
,the mistakes occur even if there happens to be 
shortcomings in the understanding ,of.lhe3istrict 

’ leadership ? In .view of this, .there .was. no basis 
what .so .ever .to think that their incorrect.under-- 
standing and incorrect.practicei. vyould .have .the 
approval ,of the R.C.. . .

■' :‘|ftheaction was not possible in Palvancha 
ithecdistrictileadership" should have-given; it up.
Instead;.what*was-the.mecessi.ty^0r.«decide for ? 1 1 
carrying our action for’money4$th& same -area -.i

■ ' ' .■’X ■ •% ' . ■’

ever the movement is-there it is in a state of 
,; maotivity.- <£ven*if it causesisome harm,-we can 
.fcpuprepared.-for this smalbloss.-in -view ,of ;the 
.-.graa.ter;lask.of.'preparing tho imasses-for armed 
Strugglp in .fl wide area. . It was-only witfr'this There developed < 

' ; »pndarstanding<that the.programme-for an-action ‘ 
pin rfl:-. remote-village ;of IRalvancha italuq >was 
-flgreed.ito. . - ■ •

T^ejodowing para from Mulugu A.C..report . 
is.^lso.confjrming the. same •.understanding: .

’ ’ ’ >'.V.'...bh 113th and 14th April, the members 
of Khammam and Mulugu Area Committee, P.C. 
members gave detailed reports of the movement.

.to. the^eqretaiy.. ^f.te,r the.xfiscussiens it 
was,'a.^cidfid..that. VjiihopLcarrying out A§quad 
actionsjn any.are.a ^f.Warang^l .and. ^hammarp 
including. Pprgampad where .there is.girijan pio.ve 

leaf movement and at the same time we should 
.lead the.peopJe.on.food.problem ifxthere is pre- 
;paredne§s among ;the. masses. • Itwes-aniexcep? 
rtioh. permitted tQ.carryJqut,an.acti.oni for -the pur? 
.pps.e,of .funds in,a rernote area whic/t.is.far.away 
and would not. ..have anyJmpact,on.thi§:^move
ment. Nobody differed with this decision taken 
on44th.>!? ; n ,

• ...AQCQf.di.ng -to .the ...understanding ..of .the tne revolutionary mass programme in tne er 
Mulligu. A-.Q, Jeadership..in .the discussions as ' forestarea. Then what was the-need for Kh; 
well as in'the 14th decision’the importance was' :*
given to-theumplementation of the revolutionary 
mass programme in the-entire forest areas. There 
is no scope for understanding and implimenting 
it.othdtWtse. The^Gomradesrthat participatedin 
the disuussion iegreed for.amactiomin.a remote 
area -.for fuhds (according to the Above • -under
standing ^nd only-for:'the purpose of safe-guar- 
ding4he'physical existence of the cadres;

..The khammam-district rcomrades'had not 
discussed: and jmplimented dhis (decision*; the 
district Jeadership'met;(theiP.C..Secretariat  mem- 
ber^Kui.narJ attended Ms-meeting) andideedied 
to .carrytout .squad actions exactly in the same

it.we.should

should.be
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'"■In the'meeting'of'local cadres arid the'Z.C.
nbereyheld at Pagideru on 16th April 1969, ■'

Peddannp .arid''Ravi'reported the Vijayawada 
decisions. It was decided to mobilise the ‘mas
ses against the grain hoardings of the landlords, 
The work division as to the responsibilities of j 
eafilrwas also decided upon. Afterwards, with 
information to the effect that the police were 
going to be deployed on a large scale, and the 
police camps are going to be established, this 
decision was turned upside down. The local . 
comrades; the available Z.C. members and Ravi 
met seperately and took a decision that as the 
police camps are going to be established, they 
could not carry put'..the action for food grains, 

. that all the existing cadre should form themsel
ves into a squad and work within the forest and 
that it was therefore necessary to carry out 
actions against the landlords on that night.and 
confiscate the .arms. When this decision was 
reported to Peddanna, Peddanna opposed this

lems pertaining to it are explained in it. How to 
launch -armed struggle? What steps should be 

•taken at the time of launching .the’ armed . f.'1 
struggle? And what programme should be imp-

All such questions are not explained in it. The 
programme'Of launching of armed struggle was • • - ■' ' 
not explained in it, with a view tolhdId • meeting. • .
as and when'necessary before the'armed'struggle, ' ••./? 
is launched, to review the struggle pdkltrbri, to 

take'a decisionlor launching the armbd strug- -
• gle-and to decide the programme as and when •’ . ■ 

the situation ripens,^ Any one who studied tho 
"Immediate Programme", and any one who 
participated in the discussions of the State Con
vention can understand this. Yet'the then lead
ership in Pagideru area had taker! a decision to 
launch armed struggle, and actually implemen
ted it without preparing the. people Tor armed 
sturggle, without the mass movement 'reaching

and • without the ‘situation 'becoming Tipe 'for 
id struggle. Since the KhammaTn A.-C: is'

admitting that it was wrong to have launched a 
armed Siruggle'ih this way, there is Tor the pre
sent no dispute. ' But it- is essential to Examine - 
'the developments whicfvas they claim/have led

.-toThis decision. Let ds'fir’St examine’the follow
ing 'extrapts fiwrthe Khamrria'm A.C.'s ' Reply" ,

, • . _ . '"In the'meetirig'bfUocal cadres arid the'Z.C.
; carryrout'actions in Pagrdermerea.:: Onn/w'plea. , member<Mield at Pagideru on 16th April 1969, ■

that irrthe-district the financial problem rs'senous, 
and.thai-.the very existence pf cadre .was:in dan-

’ • ger, they .tried to get the approval of the. iRiXk 
secretary for action in this area. When it did not 
become possible, as against the programme of 
State Convention, they implemented their own 
programme as they had earlier decided When 
the results were adverse, instead of reviewing 
their incorrect-programme and taking proper les-, 
sons fromXit they are shifting the responsibility 

to the,P.C? • .-*■ ,■. . - ...

9. THE'PRE-PLANNED-PAGIDERU ACTIONS-:/

The ^Programme formulatad.in4he State Con' 
vention is.a,programme of agrarian revolution 
meant., for. implementation among the masses 
prior to launching of armed struggle, a prog:

• ramme meant for'preparing’the.masses-fonarmed 
■ .:. struggle. i-eErom begining to end, only the ;prob-

where the* revolutionary mass-programme was 1o 
-<be implemented? t; ’

Thej mass'movement'of Pagideru area had ° ■ ,-iiim »nai piuyIOlIIIIIC OIIUUIU L4U imp-
not1 reached.tho stage of rgrain.-diatributton by • lemented afterthe launching of armed "struggle? 
then. oThen at thatitimerhow-couldrthedecisidn All such ouastions are not exnlained in it. Th. 
for the-grain- distribution be .'correct? •;In an area 
where, the.mass: movement hast not? reached .the 
stage of grain distribution how’could a:decision 
to carryout an action for funds be correct?.-How 
could the decision of the district committee,-even 
if it was adopted unanimously, become correct if 
’its activities go-against the policies and decisions 
•of’trie party? '

These Comrades are. questioning as to what 
<is the ^difference 'between the decision >of 'the 

P.C. comrades and the actions of'the C;P.i(ML). 
>ln fact there is no difference between the actions 
nf -the C P;(ML) and Pagideru‘actions. •'■But'this ............ ............

was Tiot theiaimiof-the-P.C. comrades.'-The'neture ■ the.^tage'df’taking'the-.iforrtuof -armed"struggle 
,of.'.that hdecisron .'is quheMtferent.- >How<cari Bn(j .y.'-thouf -<---------
therb be:a similarity betweencburaction aimediat < armed struggle. Sine 
safe-guarding the physical existence Of dur 'C0- 
dres ip an extrordinary situation and the actions 
of the'G. Pl (ML) carried out as part' of their p.rp- ' 
gramme of annihilation df class enemy?

'■■■ . -Thefact is,ibeforedhe: State ::bony^ntlon':-it-
self, certain *.importdntj:Comrades linqluding ithe . 
P;C.-6ccreteriat member haditakenla ^decision to
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in Vijayawada.'that in Pagideru there would be
_.._u  --------- so early; At present
the problerh of self-defence of the cadres has They.wefe the decisions and actions that werb .
--------  i—.... jt jj inevitable to- different from it. •* \ '• '

. take up armc.'*, . Peddanna-qould no. convince . A £ > c £

. member had not spoken anything about the Party
'.'The Khammam A. C.’s ’Reply" is citing- programme and the need of building the-rev^lu-

them here as. to.tbe developments that led tp tionary movement, to the cadres and the; irhpor-
lauriching'of armed .struggle by our comrades tant comrades, attending the meeting.. Th\s

■’in the Pagideru area of Khammam district, before comrade left the decisions to the comrades at-
the situation .is ripe, and before the people are tending the meeting and allowed the decisii

’ prepare^ for armed struggle. ’ •v'.\ • go op.the wrong lines, i Instead of being c
■ Some other facts.are missing in these facts. . . mass programme which was to be implemented ■ 

The answers for.certain questions ato not .to be . -mmed.ately, all the discussions.centred around 
found here, ' . •; ‘ . >A ’. , _ mo7emenf “ be*ond the level °*;,h® J***1 r.

carried out with the help of the squad from ,'?• No■!!!'.'

f ■ day the important comrades reached the Pagide- T. mented by then in that area. Therer was not any, 
ru area from the state Convention, this squad A: . mass movement.in that area; The decision to 
also reached there, if these actions were pot mobrhse the masses on T 8th for the distribution

. ■ . . - .. nf fnnrl rirainc wac nnt- a rionicinn or4rsr\tA^
planned .before the convention,, how was it 
possible for ttiat squad to reach that place on tfro,.

' very same day, the important comrades reached 
there? ■ '

t 2. It is a fact that in the firstmeeting held bn : _■
April 16th itself the important comrades propo
sed that actions for arms, funds, and foodgrains 
should be carried out on 18th and got it accep
ted t.
After receiving the - information that the police ... 
would arrive c .
changed the earlier decision to carry out the.; 
actions on 18th and decided to carryout the 

f«.: ’ action^ for funds and armsori the same c' 
?’ But it is not a fact to say that they decided to 

catty out the actions for arms only after receiv- ., 
ing the information about the police. .(This; is 
learnt from reliable sources). \

3. It is a fact that in the meeting held on

. a >
36 ... : 5 ' ’’ '' • ■ ' "" A? '

decision. He .said that it was against the Vijaya-:.,' . . attended .the State Convention/had not explained . • 
wada decision. ThieA Com. Ravi argued that . to the cadres the main points adopted by th con-

' ''we had already taken up arms in Manthena. x vention. In the meeting they explained the sb-- .r. •  
Hov/ can it.be wrong if we take up arms here? - called Vijayawada decisions only (the D.C; meet- ' >

' The State Convention decided for armed struggle ing was hefd.on 14th). These were not the 
in the month of June. We are launching only decisions taken according to the State Convention ' - 
1 i month earlier, is not it? We could not expect programme, after discussing it. , These wbrenot . -i
in Vijayawada.'that in Pagideru there would be the measures taken to implement the decisions

; such a heavy concentration so early; At present adopted in consultation of the P.C. Secretary.
. < ' the problerh of self-defence of the cadres has They.wefe the decisions and actions that werb ~
i.'./. come up before us. For this, it is inevitable to- different 'from it. :; -

4. It is . a fact , that the P.C. ,,Secretariat ' >
' ■ v-' ■ 'member had not spoken anything about the Party

corrirades tant comrades, attending the meeting.. Th\s 

si-
ions to 
on -the

imediately, all the discussions.centred around

■ a, ..
1. It is a fact that all the Pagideru actions , j

were carried out wi.h the help of the squad from • S- N° PWarpmo pertaining to mobilisation

. mass'movement .in that area? The decision

of food grains, was not .'.a decision adopted to 
implement. They conveyed this' decision to the 
cadres only to show them that they were only 
carrying out the programme, of the State i Con
vention. ; : ; «■ • ■■■

Thus the Pagideru actions were carried out 
according to a plan decided upon before the 
State-Convention itself. There is not any connec- 

by the'comrades attending the meeting'. • tion between these actions and the Manthena 
r receiving the -information that the police action 'or- these actions and the decision of ' •' 

and establish camps, they "only. J. Palv.ancha action. - ■
I' - J -—- - _■ ' ... .

j , If we notice the manner of discussions *of the
day(16th) ' - 6lh meeting (according to "Khammam A. C.’s 1

'. Reply’,)* vye wpuld find that any party uni^ or .
any Party cadre should launch the armed strug- ,1.' 
gle according to the Party programme, would 
ne^er carry bn the discussions in that-trend.

w.  ....  ..«.r w.. r They brought Manthena action into discussion
lhe morning of 16th, the important comrades who' irrelevantly^ Even though' the Mulugu A.C.. in
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revolutionary mobilisation of the masses and by

I
!

formulated in the Immediate Programme/by 

advancing the revolutionary movement to a hig
her stage and net without' implementing any; of 
this. If there is no need of implementing any of 
this, why only/l| months earlier, we can launch 
it even six months earlier. Our decision is/not 
a decision of tirrfe alone. It is - a decision-, that . 
suggests the period of time needed to la"nch 
armed struggle through -giving importance to 
agrarian revolutionary programme

the masses would always} get perturbed with 
such wild rumours. ‘

When we had any way deefded to launch 
the armed struggle in the month of June,. whaY 
would be wrong if we launched it 1j months 
earlier? This is an other wrong , argument. We 
decided to launch the struggle only by imp’em- 
enting the agrarian revolutionary ■ programme

Thus the '.'Khammam A.C.'s Reply" makes it 
clear that the arguments advanced at the timd. 
of discussions of the-important comrades of 
the district, were not in line with the level of the 
movement of that area or their experiences.

. They went on the wrong linesand the leadership 
that was present in {the meeting did not . in the 
least try to correct them. -Thus these arguments 
and discussions proved useful only'to streng
then the decision to launch armed struggle in 
that area,, taken before the State Convention 
itself but not to implement the programme ado
pted by the State Convention. The movement 
went on the lines diffcrent-from and opposed to 
the line adopted by the State Convention./

For our part it is wrong to say that' armed 
struggle should be launched in the month - of 
June and to write that it should begin in the 
begining of the rainy season.

its resolution formally accepted, the Manthena 
actiorr as correct,' those comrades realised its 

• incorrectness, .decided against the repetition of 
such actions and had been implementing-that 

'decision. .Had this aspect been understood, the 
leadership could have taken steps to prevent 

‘ '. occurance of actions such as Manthena action in 
Khammam area as well. As. the Mulugu area 
comrades had concentrated their attention on 
mass programme the Khammam area comrades 
also could have done.

Likewise there is not any similarity with the 
decision-of Palvancha actions. Based upon the 
reports of the leadership that there existed 
an extrordinary situation,this decision was taken 
to safe-guard the physical existence of cadres, . 
Further a| programme to prepare the mass for 
armed struggle in Pagideru area was also given. 
The fact that without implementing any of this 

.programme the comrades here had directly 1aun- 
'ched the,squad actions, makes it.clear that their 
very outlook itself was different ’* ■

The argument that we should takeup arms 
since the police would come; and that we should 
carry out actions for arms since we should take 
up arms, is very weak. It was but born of emo- 

' tion and not one that would help formulate a 
programme in accordance with the consciousness 
of the people.' The aspects that all of us should 
realise are that: .

... .1- Only when the gun is in’the hands of 
the people, leaving the consciousness of armed 

< struggle, can this gun become a means for. the 
resolution of peoples revolutipnary questions,, 
but not before;

■> 2... The gun is not the only means of self-
defence. There are a number of weapons locally 
available to the cadres and the people. While 
getting skilled in the use of these weapons, the 
people and the cadre should prepare themselves 
for higher stage of struggle. When the people, 
are prepared for the intensive against the enemy, 
it would b.e possible to seize the arms from* the 

’ enemy himself and wage the struggle against him.

3. The fact that the information received 
. , 'about the impending arrival of police to Pagideru 

proved false indicates the position ofourprgani- 
sation. A Party which is not clotejy linked with

This mistake is due to the following reasons:

- 1) The leadership was lacking’in the under 
standing that the Charu Mazumdar trend was 
strong in'our Party. Because we could formu
late the immediate programme, we hoped that -, 
we could build the revolutionary movement by 
implementing it and launch the armed struggle 
when it reaches the stage of armed str.uggle.
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tine -lilipiaM, uuiiiuiiiiuu m -- - —., , :7” . “ . . —• . ..yw ,
..dixfcig the tirpe>. But . the-actions were started in also correct. Contrary to this, the announcement,

A
V,

2) While facing the vilification campaign . Reply' criticises that t _ ... ... - ...
that the/Charu Mazumdar grbup was carrying on '‘o'rTlywfitten th£t w^ get from
.against the P.C. leadership, Mb feit that it “ i
wouio neip create commence among the. orui?...

■ ■nary cadres tf-we,<Mh‘ile; saying that we were ' dedrd^'d and th&fdicPnot hs drib ch as touch 
. ■■Striviny^hardlo'launch the-'armed struggle, 'also -eithei^Kb prepar^dne’s's of the people of the

:. say that we Could launch the "armed struggle in *'pb'ih«'bfthe-Sl'atd^Cdn^entioh:, this is wrbn{ 
. . the beginingof rainy'--season/-  - ?7 ’: Mu’Ogu A.C.; the ^secretai

Even ^though there were reports that the 
. movements in some areas had reached the!higher 

• stage,-eventhough the convention'directed that
' the<time>.should be decided1 withiri'a- certain 

period and that within that period preparations 
. should^be completed, it was wrong to decide the 
. .time,far. in-advance of launching of the armed 
.Struggle and to publicly announce this decision 

. .Due.tp,this the.enemy cbuld.have the-opportu- 
..nity for' making preparations to strike at us.
And it heiped the '‘Left", .trends in the Party to 
begin hasty actions.- < ■

fy, through criticism and self-criticism, the wrong 
understanding that led to the launching 'of armed 
struggle before the situation is rip-#"and strive, 
adopting a correct poiicy to take the 'revolution
ary mass movement to the stage of armed strug
gle. On the other hand, we publicly defend-1 it. 
We should not confuse these two. After launch
ing of armed actidns; we, on the one hand, con
duct criticism and self-criticisrii'abbut the wrong 
understanding inside our party. On the other 
hand, we defend the armed struggle through a 
statement'of the P.C. in the document, ''The 
Presentr Situation’ and Our Tasks'* the- armed 
struggle was simply defended without criticism . 
and self-criticism. This is incorrect.

• . Similarly, in this document we assessed that 
Jhe people,1 in order to defend the revolutionary 

thQ arrne<j struggle's.

~~
.1

•A
■ -7

2) While facing the vilification campaign . Reply" criticises that the Party Secretary,, had 
thattherGharu Mazumdar group was carrying on ’"6Wy wfitten thaf we could , not ^,et from the 
against the P.C. leadership,'W6 -fait that it enenty'as many' aMts as"we should have got,, as 
would help create confidence among theordh... We'laurichddTH^aVmed.struggle earlier 4(ten we 

...nary cadres-Ifwe/'whila'saying that we were [ dedrdd'd-and thaf did-nof bs dri.ljc'h as touch in It

’’■In'his* letjertd'the' Miilugu 1 A.C.;’ the secretary 
wtbte'that detailed P^rty letter Would also be 
SfenY^Besides’he'mentioned' all 'the main points 

;'ih'his’letter td Cb'hi? Kumar (Peddanna). All the 
discussions in the July 1969 PlC.’ meeting were 

only in accordance with the Programme of the 
State Convention It-is this very same program
me which we explained in the document “Some 
problems facing the Revolutionary Mass Move
ment of Khammam Area'-.

. kharpniam and Warangal ^districts- withodt any 
.concern,of,P.C, rVVithj this^rectifications-of-the 
mistp|ces.has become impossible. rr ■ :•

r.-', r *5.

With this mistake of purs, to say that it is 
wrong to fix the time, itself .(ln- the language..of

; the A,Ci. it 'is; fixing ."tnuhurtam'l),. and-, to ..say 
that it is correct for anyone-and . everyone, to 
decide and carryout actions on their own, would 
only be going again to the other extreme. As 
soon as the mass movement reaches the stage

- of armed1 struggle, if We fix the time for launch
ing of the armed.struggle, if we keep it secret and 
if we launch the armed struggle in a wide area, 
the initiative would be in our hands for some 
time. We would get the arms of the enemy. We

• ■ would have time to mobilise and prepare the 
masses in a way to withstand the repression of 
the enemy. It would be helpful' for the advance 
of the armed struggle, ’ . ‘ •

Citing a letter from the P.C.’s secretary
tothe -Mulugu A. C., ''the Khammam A. C,'s gains;'are participating in

• 4"-; 3;‘ '• '

10., SOME MORE .POINTS EXPLAINED

From f - ............................
State:Convention Programme the Immediate Pro- 
Ara-mma z»Vz.ar.tinA the pAint rolat.SVnl *Ko flying 

of time, are correct.: Likewise, the’criticism that 
it is*, incorrect to launch the a.-rped ;struggle

■ jf1?. 5.in*at.ipn.!s fipe- mfhe .
document.’ "Some Problems facing the Revolu
tionary Mass Movement of Khammam Area", is

’ in the document,,/fThe’ Present 'Situation and 
. Our Tasks", where in the armed struggle launch

ed before the situation was ripe was expressed 
as correct, is wrong. On the one hand, we recti-

wrong to fix the time, itself (In the language..of

that it is correct for anyone! and . everyone.: to

this point of view, all the points of the

There was possibility for. the P.C. to meet ' . gramme excepting the point;relatWg1 to the fixing 
inthebeginingiOf thej-rainy season.) to'review »«♦■■»• =•- I -MUU UUKMAirUm .k»

. the position of-the movement, to examine) ifithe 
...mokyemenv.had.r6ached ;the-':;stage of taking the 
. .forrn.xjfw armedt struggle ■ or. rtot, to take proper 
decisions,and rectify;the - mistake committed in
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This also, is.oyer, estimation.;, In consequence,
we. h.aye^f.orjnu.lat'ed this as.a.stage in w'jiich the

jheJp.v.eJ ,of the.,movement.. The,fact is; the peo-

ding the Soviets. Even when the October uprising 
was being prepared, the military, mobilisation 
was carried.out under the slogan of, defending 
the capital. In every Just War the defensive not 
only has a belling effect on the politicaly alien 
elements, it also.makes possible rallying of the

rce are

w people uare„carrying.on armed.struggle in defence

ple ol Khammam a.d Wa.snaa! diCT.i.ls a..nol 
, participating.in the.armed struggle. -Our cadres, 
forming themselves into squads, are-defending 
. themselves. This is not a stage nor any stage of 
the peoples armed struggle. (We have already 

. explained this aspect). ■

In this document, it is stated that, "When 
the enemy, launching severe repression,, is sub
jecting people, to tortures and when the. people 

. are anxious to. launch actions against the enemy, . 
we should, depending upon our strength and 
opportunities, prepare for actions against the 
enemy. We should in such a situation give im
portance to ambushes". This is undoubtedly a 

.tactic pertaining to the stage in which,the people 
are prepared to.participate inthe armed-struggle. 
Today, the mass movement Of Khammam and 
.Warangal districts is not of that level. It was our 
opinion that it might sooner or later reach .the . 

.leveland then such tactic should be adopted.
But it does not however mean that we should 

. carry on actions just because ’some people, ask 
for them;-' . /

■ inly aimed at the protecfion of cadres; - The de- 
. : fence, is-aimed at the safe-guarding of the move- 

ment;ithe base arieas'and-'the country. * In the 
i Soviet Un ton and'-China; the liberation 'armies 

have been built and’the ’great leaders,' Lenin, 
-Stalin and Mao themselves had takeh’up defensive 
slogan for the victory of the revolution -in the 

I country and for the emancipation from imperia
lism and achieved victory..

•Waging the War with help.’of the liberation 
armies, when Lenin Stalin and Mao had themsel
ves made use of the defensive position, we, 
whose revolutionary movement itself is in its 
primary stage, should never declare that -yve are 
carrying on .offensive struggle.. Even when there 
is participation of the people in-the armed strug- ' 

. gle, we should persist .in declaring that .we-gre 
carrying on the struggle. in defence of - revolu
tionary gains. The slogan would help mobilise 
the broad democratic masses. . , .-.■, . .

In the present position,; \yvhen there is ho 
participation of the masses in the armed struggle, 
it is not only a.fact for us to declare that we are '. 
carrying on the struggle for the. self-defence of 
our cadres, but also it will help mobilise the 
broad democratic masses. Even from this?stand

• point, it is correct to declare that weare carrying 
the strugglerin self-defence.

backward sections of the m iss.es to. join the 
war."- (Selected writings P. No. 198) . 1

In India today the peoples democratic revo
lution is in the stage of agrarian revolution. This 
would be .in the form of a civil wan At the 
stage the imperialism directly intervenes; this’ 
would transform it-self into a revolution for 
national liberation. Thus our revolution might 
go on in two stages. Or depending upon the 

the war was waged under the slogan of defen- changes in the inter state revolution, the libera-
- - - . . - - tion may be jn more than two stages. In any

■ case it is inevitable that this revolution should 
go on as a civil war or as a national liberation 
struggle. Based on the situation, we advance the 
revolution either with the slogan of agrarian revo
lution or the slogan on national liberation war.

Com. Mao, in his, "‘Problems of Strategy in 
China's Revolutionary War", writes about the 
importance of defensive position that :

"With the slogan of defending the revolu
tionary base areas and defending China, we can 
rally overwhelming majority of the people to 
fight with one heart and one mind, because we , 
are the oppressed and the victims of aggression. It 
was by using the form of,the defensive that

. Red army of the Soviet Union deafeted its 
enemies during the Civil War. When the impe- ,

- rialist countries organised the V\(hites for attack,
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"Mainly mass mobilisation, squad activit
ies and resistance-co-ordnating these three, 
mobilising the masses on mass issues and 
various stages of the resistance R basically 
agree with the Secretary’s explanation on 
all of them."

From the above passage it is clear that the 
M ulugu A.C. had not launched the armed struggle 
because they were unable to withstand the 
pressure from the cadres or because of the police 
repression. They launched the armed struggle 
only with the clear-cut understanding that the level

Though there appears to be some reservations 
in saying here 'basica'ly', he however writes as 
having rectified his understanding through the 
Secretary's letter, P.C, discussions, and the Mulu- 
gu A.C. resolution. Similarly 10 point programme 
was adopted after Gondigudem incident. In that 
a(;j|gps against police by way of ambush were

• of the movement in their area had reached the 
stage of armed struggle. In the programme they 
adopted in this connection, they included, actions 
against the police by way of ambush. It is but 
usual to carryout such actions in the armed strug
gle. In that situations it was not possible for 
us to ask them not to carry on such actions. Yet 
we made it clear to them that either in the begin- 
ing of the Telangana armed struggle (1946-51) or 
even after it advanced to a stage, none of the 
actions against the police stations were success
ful. Therewas nothing that we could do about 
these decisions that were already adopted.

‘ 11. P.C.'s DIRECTIVES TO KEEP THE MOVE- 
' MENT OF STRUGGLE AREAS ON CORRECT

.LINES

From the very begining, the mass movement 
has been uneven in the forest areas of Khammam 
and Warangal districts. Immediately after the 
State Convention, when the people were not in 
any way prepared for armed struggle and when 
the mass movement was still1 in the primary stage, 
the armed actions were launched in Pagideru area - 
Khammam district without any decision from 
the P.C. With this the Mulugu area comrades 
carried out actions knowing well that they were 
going against the P.C.'s decision.

To report their resolutions, the Mulugu A.C. 
Secretary and the P.C. member attended the P.C. 
in the month of May 1969.and had discussions. 
The P.C. member explained that the mass move- . 
ment in their areas was well-developed, that 
they had waited upto June and concentrated on 
the building of mass movement, the movement 
could have got strengthened and a very favour-

■ able situation for launching of armed struggle 
would have developed. Butthat after Pagideru 
actions, we felt that we would loose the initia
tive if we do not launch the armed actions and 
that in that area the movement was sufficiently 
advanced by that time. As they had by then 
begun to implement the A.C,'s resolutions it be- 
came impossible to stop them. Since they repor
ted that more than the other areas the movement 
of this area had developed to the level of 
reaching the stage of armed struggle, wecarneto 
the opinion that it would be proper to wait and 
see. The resolution of the Mulugu A.C. adopted 
in this connection clearly states that "Today, in 
Mulugu, Manthena and Nuguru areas, the giri- 
jan movement has reached the state of armed 
struggle. It is only due to the work we carried 
out following Mao's Thought ever since we dif
fered with and launched struggle against the 
neorevisionists on the.path of people's was that 
we have reached this stage".

In the P.C. Meeting of July 1b69, we thou- 
roughly discussed the' Pagideru actions and 
decided that we should rake up the programme 
of self defence and conceptrate on the building 
of mass movement. Thd. programme of self- 
defence was not included in the resolution ad
opted by the Joint meeting of Khammam and 
Warangal area comrades in the month of' May. 
Only the offensive programme was included in it. 

: As the mass movement in Khammam area was in a 
■ very primary stage, it Was suggested ,’that the 

offensive programme should not be implemented 
and that the mass movement should be taken 
forward while carrying on the self-defence.

Admiting these points in this self-criticism, Com. 
Kumar (Peddanna) writes that:

"The Secretary's letter on t'he Pagideru 
actions, the resolutions sent by the Mulugu 
A.C., the P.C. discussion on 5th, 6th and 
7th of July, the shortcomings in my under
standing- I am making a serious effort to 
deeply examine all these things.”
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1) When it was reported that the army 
were needed for self-defence, the P.C had taken 
a decision agreeing’to it. "The Khammam A.C.'s 
Reply" makes this clear as follows:

"Under the circumstances, the Mathena 
and Nugur comardes brought before the Mulugu 
A.C. that they need arms for self-defence. We 
informed that we would report this to the P.C. 
and send them the amis heeded. Peddanna and 
P.R.reported this to the P.C.'Secretary. ‘Then it was 
decidedthat the two drms we had'with us should

notjncluded. There it was only state that ’the act 
ions should be carried out against the people s 
enemies who came in the way of this "10 point" , 
programme. "In his letter he promised that "with 
the- understanding-you have given, I will try 
to further sharpen it." . . ’

■ 'While this is'actually the position, it is 
, . baseless to say that the P. C. had send nothing 

about the 10 point programme. ,;;

In the end of July 1969, the P.C.■ Secretary 
i discussed with some . important -comrades from 

• Mulugu and acquainted himself with the position 
r of the movement there. Then it became clear that 

even in the. Mulugu area the peoples participation 
was poor arid that there ^as also the task of deve
loping the moverrien’tis still unfinished. It was on 
the’basis of tois that in the document, "Some 
Problems facing the Revolutionary Mass Move-

• ment of Khammam Area", it was written that the 
criticism against the Khammam area, would also 
apply to.Mulugu 'area;’' V”?

. ’From thd'very'begining there has been un
evenness in the’level1 of the' movement of the 
Mulugu and Khammam areas. Due to this we : 
could not in the begining itself ask hot to carry
out the offensive actions ,in the Mulugu area. 
We have,been' directing’”Khammam area from' 
the very begining'not to carry out offensive ac
tions' but to try for self-defence. \ . ' '

Similarly it is 'incorrect to say that the P.C. 
has not provided leadership on any of the main 
problems. The following extracts ofthe"Kham- 
mam A.C.'s Reply" and-’of the "Letter1' of the 
P.C. centre; makethirigs clear about the leader- • 
ship provided by the P.C.

be given to the comrades of those two areas", 
(two areas: Manthena, Nugur). ,

2) In the 1969July-P,C.- meeting WethroCRW 
ghly discussed the Pagideru actrOns',brid'‘tlTe'it

■ programme to be: imlpemented; ’• EhrlreritHe'PJCjdt 
Secretary had written a letter about this -to 'P.Gies 
Secretariat member. He has also- admitted- this * 
fact in his letter.of self-critidisml- •>» ’n«ii ■ j f,

’fir.. • -ris-.iji.;
3) In September ;1969. when. Corp.KuiTiar,.> 

(Peddanna)himself once again- suggested, frprp ffl 
Khammam area that.the action should be lauQr..»

' ched against police, the- P..C: had rejected this./, 
suggestion. •• • j . ■ •" r?

In a letter from the P.C. centre, the P.C. 
centre comrades write that:. ’,

"Last year, when opinion of some comrades •1‘ : 
that the offensive actions should be launched • 
against the police in Khammam area, was report-'- ■ 
ed to the P.C.,-the P.C.’ correctly rejected it.

What was reported to' us "was riot as the*^' 
^'opinion of some comrades" of A.C. but. as.-the 
opinion of the A.C, comrades themselves, ..

4) Since some time there had been a trend* .. 
among the Area comrades, which could not make (.

a distinction between the class enemies, .who J . 
shouldbe facad ’by,means of people struggles and V; 
the police agents who should be faced by means’"' 
of military actions. The P.C. made efforts to* * 
rectify this trend.' Admitting this the P.C’’centre^6, 
comrades write that: <•••-.» .-•■.< r..

• rjr.-orif
• ''Your suggestions, especially With-;’regards;i.: 
to the forest area movement- we treat Ihetlw ' 

\ informants as a part of armed .forces; r.ltri isrm 
only due to this that we take retaliatory.mea4<?nr 
sures against them in self-defence. Weforce iv• 
the enemy to surrender", becomes very ess-•* 
ential for our movement at this stage. t.Our.o 
comittees, our squads including- weJouree-orJ’’ 
Ivesdonot clearly-see this differenoe-bet-?A 
ween these two types'of the-enemieSniYour.cv 
suggestion would rectify the shortcoming^ = 
in our outlook. Based upon this we would 
educate our squads and committees"

-.j <r mo rs.Hj vd 
This utterly, wrong understanding . existing-’!; 

not only in the committees and squads but also*-,, 
in the leadership itself is nothing but the remnants 
of individual terrorism. • '
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The P.C. has rectified this important mistake

useful for us to emphasise the defensive posi-

has developed without having anything to do with 
the State Co-Ordination Committee and the P.C.

12. OTHER FORMS OF STRUGGLE-OTHER 
SLOGANS OF STRUGGLE-THEIR IMPORTANCE.

!

When we adopt the armed struggle as the 
. main form of struggle, we adopt the necsssary 

froms of struggle as secondary forms of struggle. 
We formulate the slogans of struggles in accorda
nce with them. These forms of struggle and these 
slogans of struggle would be in accordance with 
the level of the consciousness of the people of 
the respective areas.

The level of the movement is uneven not. 
only through our country but also in the 
Andhra Pradesh itself. This would remain so even 
in future. Under the circumstances, we should, 
depending upon the level of the movement of 
the respective areas, adopt the forms and the 
slogans of struggles. Even though for this entire 
stage we have adopted the armed struggles the 
main form of struggle and the over throw of the 
government as the main slogan of struggle, when 
the level of the consciousness of the people is 
not corresponding to it, the other formsand other 
slogans whould be of much importance.

Our's is a specific situation. We have laun
ched the armed struggle before the people and 
the movement of anyat'ea have reached the stage 
of taking the form of armed struggle. Realising 
that the level of the consciousness of the people 
is not corresponding to it, we are carying on 
self-defence. Even though the situation is like 
this, there came up a question before us whether 
we should publicly declare it as an armed struggle 
or not? Then it was decided that on the one hand 
we should strive to rectify our mistakes and to gra 
dually advance the mass movement to the stage 
of taking the form of struggle and that on the 
other hand we should in t\ie while declare it as 
an armed struggle for the defence of the gains 
of-the movement and the defence of the cadres. 
Keeping the entire revolutionary movement in 
view, in the announcement wc made in this con.- 
nection, we declared this armed struggle as the 
struggle to change the social system and

. liberation struggle.

As long as the important comrades of the A C. 
were within the reach, the P.C. had been mee
ting and discussing with them always following 
the position of the movement and giving neces
sary suggestions. At the time of discussions 
with the P.C. Secretariat member, the P.C. made 
it clear to him that the armed struggle should be 
launched only when the people are prepared 
for the armed struggle, that we should allow the 
enemy to fire the first shot, that by this we would 
have the advantage thereafter and that in the 
Srikakulam armed struggle the revolutionaries 
had this advantage.

In September 1963 itself through the circular 
“Lay Foundations for a Struggle-Oriented Mass 
Movement". We gave the programme to reor
ganise and develop the mass movement on the 
fighting lines in the forest and plain areas. 
It was in accordance with this that the move
ment of the forest area advanced.

Even though it was in the State convention 
that the Immediate Programme” was adopted, 
it was actually worked out by Jaunary 1969 itself. 
It was only according to this programme that 
then onwards we were giving the instructions 
and help to the forest areas. At a time when 
they should have implemented this programme 
with atmost persistence and develop the 
agrarian revolution, the Area Comrades resorted 
to armed actions.

Though in this Programme there were some 
shortcomings here and there, they were not 
above rectification. We could have rectified 
and marched forward. But this Programme had 
not come for implementation. Since the trends 
which were not in accord with the understanding 
of this programme were working among the 
comardes responsible for the area, whatever be 
the extent to which it was not comprehensive. 
As a result of this, the movement could not ad
vance and we have fallen into a postion.of self- 
defence.

We are not under estimating the efforts made 
by the comrades working in the forest areas, in struggle to change the social system and as a
the building the mass movement of the forest . liberation struggle. Based on the theoritical ' 
areasand in the struggle for self-defence. It principle that in any armed struggle it would be
would be but wrong to claim that this movement useful for us to emphasise the defensiveposi-
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tion, it would prove useful for the advance of 
1 the movement to emphasize the defensive posi- 

■ tion. This also happened to be the fact

Eventhough we carry on our activities, based 
upon the Secret Party Organisation, vye need 
leval mass organisation to make .use of the legal 
opportunities, among them, along with the class 

* organisations, the non class organisations, such 
as civil rights organisation would also be very, 
useful. Making use of this platform, we can 
through a ceaseless agitaion expose the endless 
repression of the Government and make the 
people politically conscious to some extent. ••

Thougn we have been, of late carrying on 
some political propaganda, the economic outlook 
still remains in our activities. The fact that our acti
vities are often confiried only to partial struggle is 
a proof for this. Rectifying this outlook we should 
give importance to the Creation of revolutionary 
political consciousness among the people. We 
should adopt the forms of struggle, slogan of 
organisation corresponding to it. The agitation 
for civil rights is one of them. Besides this we 
should formulate other political slogans.

The following area from the criticism that 
the P.C. centre put forward rejecting the-P. C.'s 
suggestion to organise the agitation for civil rights 
is noteworthy: . i

Our Peoples Demoratic Revolution is a 
• revolution with bourgeoisie democratic character. 

Though nominally there exists a parliamentary 
system in the country, the peoples struggle and 

■ the mass movements are being subjected to 
depostism and respression by the ruling classes. 
As far the revolutionary movements' and revolu
tionary struggles it is needless to say anything. 
Even though it is a fact that this despotism and 
repression would completely and only when the 
ruling classes are overthrown, till then it would 
however be necessary for us to agitate against 
it. It would be our revolutionary duty to carry 
on a struggle aginst the repression let loose not 
only against us but also against the others.

Since ours is a revolutionary movement and 
since-we are carrying on the self-defence strug
gle, the repression let loose against.us is all the 
more severe. It would also continue to be so in 
future. We should have a legal organisation 
and clear-cut slogans in order to carry on agita
tion against it. The civil rights organisation and 
the slogans for civil rights would be in accord 

with it.

In the specific situation, that too when the 
level of the consciousness of the people is not 
corresponding to the level of reaching the form 
of armed struggle, for us to reject other forms 
of struggle only amounts to binding ourselves 
hand and foot.

Today in the struggle areas as well as in the 
plains areas were we are carrying on self-defence, 
we have taken up the programme for leading 
partial struggles on partial demands. It Jmeans 
that while on the one hand saying that we are 
adopting the form of armed struggle and the slogan 
to overthrow the Government, we are on the other 
hand implementing very preliminary forms and 
slogans of struggle. In such a situation, even
though the slogan of civil rights and the struggle 
for civil rights are very primary, it would be a 
slogan and a form of struggle within the reach 
of the consciousness of the people. In would 
be of immense importance especially in the plains 
areas. .. -

"On one side carrying on armed struggle and 
carrying on the liberation suruggle according to 
the decision of the previous P.C., we are unable 
to.imagine as to how can we, on the other side, 
make the civil rights agitation as the main 
agitational issue. On one side carrying on actions 
against landlord, enemies, we are unable as to 
how can we, on the otherside, make the release 
of the leaders, withdrawal of the police camps 
a id the withdrawal of the conspiracy cases as the 
issues to be agitated upon ceaselessly. It is not 
even two years since we launched armed stru
ggle.. While on the one side making serious? 
efforts to intensify the armed struggle, it would 

not only be impracticable to bring up the issue • 
of the release of the leaders as the main issue, 
especially in the plains areas, but also it would 
give scope for rhe people to doubt that we are 
bringing up the civil rights issue and the issue of 
the release of the leaders and the first step towards, 
abandoning of the armed struggle. Our political 
enemies would also try to create such doubts"-

• We have already explained about the inter
relation between the armed struggle and the
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in the'specific conditions of India the people 
would adopt the form of armed struggle only 
in course of building of revolutionary movement.

t. struggle bocomea peoples armed struggle. We do1 
not recognise any other artificial forms of armed 
struggle except the peoples armed struggle.

rights organisation nied not ’ be a point of;
dispute. All those who are interested in the 
question of civil rights might be there in it. This ( 
is not a United Front of th®- political parties. , ,,,, „11W  ailllCM
This is a platform of all those who express struggle as-a form of struggle would the armed 
concern on the question of civil rights. In this ’ ‘ ' • • • 

‘ the individuals from the reactionary and the : 
counter-revolutionary parties belonging to the 
above category might also join in'their individ
ual capacities. • In the..past we .recognised such 
individuals. Such individuals are also there in

slogan of. overthrow of the Government on one the Guntur .Civil -Rights Organisation. .Therefore 
side and the other forms and slogans of stru- it is fully defendable to make -us'e of'this orga-
ggle oh the'other side. We have made it clear nisation as a platform'to*-Qorfdemn the*Govern-* -
that- in- tour-specificsituation, the level of the- : ment repression, and to agitate in defence of 
rnnscinusness of - the neonle hasl-not reached the civil rights}/'' It i^’jessentiar that we should 

makejsse pf th'is platform as long as possible. ' '

‘Thus We should grasp that we can take the 
revolutionary movement forward only when we •

. forms qf struggje. . J._ < . •

13. SIMILARITY WITH THE CHARU MAZUM- 

DAR LINE. .

We have so far examined the wrong line of

and the P.C. centre on the fundamental ques
tions concerning the armed struggle. If we 
deeply examine this line of thinking, it would 

to carry on a ' Vilification campaign against us.- become clear that there - is a similarity between ‘
If we take a correct .stand ideologically and if this line and the line of Charu Mazumdar.
we adopt a programme which is within the reach -
of the people's cbriscibusness, their vilification Eventhough 1 the document of Khammam 

. campaign cannot simply touch us. They would ‘ A.C. admits that it was wrqng to launch the 
fail to create any doubts among the people. armed struggle before the people are prepared

. - for the armed struggle, this document has comp-
As far as-the question whether the agitation . letely failed in examining the reasons for this

is practicable or not, the Guntur district comra- mistake (Pagideru actions) ,and in coming to •
des have, through experience and through practice Gorrect conclusions. Further they are theorising
proved it to be practicable. The Guntur Civil " t|,e same wrong ,ine of thinking under the influ- 
•Rights Convention, the building of civil rights ence of which the armed struggle was launched
organisation . would only strengthen but not jn Khammam and Warangal districts before the
weaken our self-defence struggle. Thus the people were prepared for armed struggle and
efforts of the Guntur district, comrades are not demanding that the cadres' physical self- defence
ony commendable but also prove how utterly shou|d be takan 3S stage of the armed
baseless is the criticism by the P.C. centre' struggle.
comrades.

Thus they are formulating that in the armed 
• struggle there would be a stage which is unre

lated to the consciousness of the people.

lh accordance with Maixism-leninism Mao's 
Thought, only when the people;adopt the. armed

. consciousness of the people hasl-not reached i - 
the’ stage <in-' which 'we should 'adopt5the form 
of 'armed*'struggle?' Under-the > circumstances, '*• 
we have also-explained*'the need for primary/’ 
forms-and slogans of struggle.-While such being?•'    
the-consciousness of the people/’there is :no;-! co.ordinale the self-defence struggle with the 
possibility of people doubting if vye carry on the ( 
civjl‘rights 'agRation, to attribute our own 
doubts to The" people and to pose as though 
pleading on behalf of the people, is nothing but 
a legacy, of revisionism. While they themselves 
are'not prepared to lead the struggles, the revi-’   

siofijs; blame the people saying that they are’ thinking of the comrades of Khammam 
not prepared for struggles. This is not new fdf j~ ..
us. Same is the case with the civil rights issue.

Our political enemies make it their business
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1 ,

It is only in accordance with this line of 
thinking that the Khammam A.C. comrades, . 
rejecting the importance of adopting the other 
forms of struggle before the peopie adopted the 
form of armed struggle, .introduced "self-defence" 
in their place. Thus giving up all the forms of 
people struggles (including the militant forms of 
struggle) they introduced the cadres self-defence 
as, an alternative to them. . Charu Mazumdar 
says.tfjat the armed struggle is the only form of 
struggle. Basically there is no difference bet- 
ween these two.

The armed struggle would begin in fhe form of 
guerilla warfare. Continuing as a - protracted 
war the guerilla warfare .would gradually deve- 

. .lop into a mobile warfare and-, then into a 
positional warfare.. First the villages would be 
liberated. And then gradually the cities would 
be liberated. This would be the course of 
development of peoples war in India. • •

8 We do not accept bny other line of
• thinking opposed to it. The form of struggle 

which' the people do not consciously adopt is 
hot and cannot be a form of struggle. The very 

, . thought that there can exist such a form of 
struggle is opposed to Marxism-Leninism Mao's 
Thought. To formulate that the self-defence, 
carried oh by the cadres for safe-guarding their 
physical existence, as the first stage of the armed 
struggle is also opposed to Marxism-Leninism- 
Mao's Thought.

1 Charu Mazumdar says that "programme of 
annihilation of class .’enemy",-carried out by some 
cadres and militants.unrelated tothe revolution
ary mass movement and the revolutionary 

' consciousness of the masses, is ah armed stru
ggle; Thei P.O. centre arid the Khammam A.C;

. say. that the self-defence programme carried out 
. by sdme cadres .and militants unrelated to the 
revolutionary movement and the; revolutionary 
consciousness of the people is an armed struggle. 
If thpro is any difference between the two, it is 
only that the former is.'an offerisive.action while 
the latter is defensive action. In rejecting the 
revolutionary mass movement, and the level of 
the peoples consciousness, both these lines of 

‘ • thinkjng are one and the same.

The Khammam A.C.. comrades’, argue that it.1 
is wrong to "link" the armed struggle with the 
agrarian revolution. Charu Mazumdar argues 
that the agrarian revolutionary programme should 

- be implemented only after the base areas are 
established in a.given area?’ Thus the comrades ■. 
of these two lines of thinking, are unable to 
grasp the inter-relation between the main issue. .

. of the agrarian revolution and the armed stru
ggle. The people, especially -the peasantry, 
would become conscious while implementing ’ 
the agrarian revolutionary.programme and in the. 
course of building of the revolutionary move- ’ 
ment. At the time- of implementing the prog
ramme of-land distribution they would adopt the • 
form of armed struggle, as ,’a form Of struggle. 
As the distribution of landord'sJand is a revolu
tionary action, they . would be prepared for 
armed struggle in order to defend the land. 
Failing to grasp this fundamental aspect of the 
armed struggle, the Khammam A.C. comrades are 
slipping into the’line of Charu Mazumdar.

By rejecting the inter-relation between the 
revolutionary programme of \land distribution 
and the armed struggle, the Khammam area, 
comrades are rejecting the exp eriences of the 
Telangana armed struggle (1946-51) Paying the 
service to the Telangana armed struggle as a 
heroic struggle, Charu Mazumdar refused to 
uti iise the experiences of this struggle and has 
taken up the "Programme of annihilation of 
class enemy". .It is solely due to this wrong 
trend, that the comrades of Charu Mazumdar

The Khammam A.C. comrades call the ordi
nary and partial struggle as-, well as the struggles 
carried on vpth an economic’outlook-as the , 
mobilization of people. They are arguing that, 

. the self-defence armed struggle is-needed for 
this mass mobilisation. Charu Mazumdarafgue's 
that "the actions of annihilation of class enemy" 
are needed to rouse.and mobilise’, the masses. 
Both; these lines of thinking ignore the revolutio
nary role of the masses. They are ignoring the 
fundamental point that in the course of the 
building of the' revolutionary mass movement, 
people, while becoming conscious, would not 
only adopt the forms'of struggle corresponding to . 
their consciousness but also they would imple- ■ 
ment the soigans as welt.
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that this self-defence is an armed struggle or
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i!i. ORGANISATIONAL PROBLEMS.

We have so far K discussed the differences 
on the. questions of theory and armed struggle 
that have.emerged within our Party. While re
ctifying the shortcomings in the understanding 
of the P.O., we have at the same time explained 
as to where the comrades of the P.C.Centre and 
the Khammam A.C. are deviating from Marxism 

deavour to point out the incorrect understanding -

the. first stage.of'.the,, armed, struggle is against . 
Marxism-Leninism-Maq,'s Thought.- It is be-.
cause of.this wrong , line of thinking, that our./ 
comrades are..misleading the .people and the 
cadre.by characterising this, self.-defence as an I 
armed str.uggJ.e.?,.Wh/Hever.they.might be saying, 
abput.thejmpprtanice of.buijding of ttje: revolu- 

. tionary movementr . they. are. giving it up in ;
actual practice. As long as this situation con
tinues it would be impossible for the ..people to 
reach.the stage of ar/ned struggle.. There would 
be possibility for a- number of. wrong tactics 
arid policies.

We have put this bitter truth before the 
Party Units^ the squads, the Party sympathi- 

. sers and the people. Besides, it would be our 
task that :

........We: should take,up the task of building a 
.Patty which is capable of preparing the people, 
for armed struggle by applying Marxism-Lenini- 
sim-:Mao's Thought to the Indian conditions.

In short, on the. one hand carrying the self- . 
defence to the extent.necessary, • we should on 

. the other implement all the main points of the 
"Immediate Programme".

Only then would the people become pre
pared for the armed struggle. For this we should 
strive as long as it is necessary. There is no 

. alternative to itr-

group have •failed-to successfully lead. the .Srika- 
kulam armed struggle which had .reached.the., 
stage of agrarian revolution. .- Thus, .those of the 
two . lines of thinking reject the fundamental , 
aspect - of the-Telangana . armed..struggle. . Of. 
late, the.Charu Mazumdar group is.even.caliing.. 
Telangana arrned.-.struggle, as..a spontaneous 
movement. It is exactly; the same argument 

’ that in 1948, the than opponents of the. armed..
struggle put forth for - the.-..withdrawal of armed, 
struggle (all those are the revisionists of, today)..

From this stand: point there is a .similarity., 
in the-: understanding of the P.C. centre, the , 
Khammam A.C. and the Charu Mazumdar group 
on the fundamental issues\of armed struggle. 
Our party which is born in \he struggle against 
the "Left" politics of Charu'Mazumdar and the 
neorevisionist poli lies of the Marxist party cannot 
accept this line of thinking. .

14. THE MASS LINE ALQNE I.S-OUR- LINE

Following-Marxism-Leninism Mao's thought 
the armed- struggles are going on ,in various 
countries. Striving to apply Marxism-Leninism-

..........For the defence of our cadres, we sholud ■ ., 
carry on self-defence to the extent.necessary..

........ Leading militant struggles on issues, we 
should build a revolutionary, mass movement .
and the agrarian revolutionary movement in 
such a way that the people would take up the

.. form of armed struggle. ‘

Mao's Thought to the concrete conditions of 
our country, we have started to build the revo
lutionarymovement, The lmmediate Programme 
and its implementatiori is only the resglt-of this 
effort. Lacking a correct understanding: of the 
Immediate Programme arid being under the in
fluence of Charu Mazumdar.'s • line - of armed 

. struggle; our comrades have launched armed 
z struggle- in Khammam before the people had 

”• - taken up-the armed.struggle as a form of strug
gle. We have already made it clear that, these 
comrades have not yet come to a correct under
standing and the problem cannot be solved by 
formally admitting that the launching ofVarmed 
struggle is wrong. Now these comrades are 
advancing another argument. They argue that 
they are not committing any mistake since they 
are, while carrying on self-defence, implement
ing mass programme.

We have already made it clear that.we are not 
opposed to self-defence both in principle and 
in practice and that self-defence is essential. = ---------------- -----a ,¥itijAij>(i|
We.are once again making it clear. But to say Leninism-Mao's Thought. Now'we would en-.
.. _ ormarl ctnmnlo nr .J/.'-ii..... . .......

■ - J

..



and incorrect practice of these comrades on the 
question of organisation. ,

the Indian Revolutionaries".

With the arrest of the majority of the P.C. 
leadership in the month of December 1969, the 
main part of the above tasks are left unfulfilled. 
A number o'| organisational problems have come 
up. How the P.C. centre has understood them 
and how it ms solved them is now the point • 
for discussion.

1. WE WANT PRINCIPLED UNITY. WE REJECT 
OPPORTUNIST UNITY

If we examine our relations with Charu 
Mazumdar group, the leadership of the CP(ML), 
the following aspects would become clear:

1) Underestimating the seriousness of the 
differences between the Charu Mazumdar group

.... Immediately after, breaking away from the 
C.P.I. ,(M), we formed ourselves into a co-ordi
nation committee. Based upon the General Line 
.and the Nine Comments that the. Communist * - 
Party of’ China, under the leadership of Com. 
Mao, published for waging a successful ideolo
gical struggle agairist modern revisionism, we 
explained the general and ideological questions. 
We rallied a considerable number of cadres and’ 
the ordinary members around the co-ordination 
committee. Yet we could not, in the light of 

v these ideological documents, analise and form?* 
\ ' ulate the Programme and the tactical line. We 

A could not formulate specific immediate tasks.
• We have marched forward taking decisions as 

and when they arise.

• ", On the organisational fron.t we have not

1) We should prepare and release the Draft 
Programme and the {Tactical line for dis- •

. cussion. . .

2) We should discuss with.the groups of 
the revolutionaries of different States that 
agree with us, bring them all intoone single 
organisation and gradually form into a Party.

.3) We should carry on an ideological 
struggle against the Charu Mazumdar group, 
the leadership of the. revolutionaries that 
first formed into All India Co-ordination 

• Committee and later into the C.P.(LflL) and 
bring into our organisation*such of the 
revoultionaries from among this group that 
agree with us.

We have prepared and discussed the Draft 
, Programme and the tactical line. They have to 

be given final shape. In order to discuss with 
the groups, of revolutionaries of different states 

prepared the draft constitution. We have not that agree with us, and to bring them intp’smgle
even' drafted the norms for the day to day fun- All India Organisation; we have decided to con

vene an all India convention. As a first step to-. 
wards the ideological discussions with the _ 
Charu Mazumdar group, we have,.in reply to the 
criticism of this group against our "Immediate ’ 
Programme", published the document,-"Some 
Problems’of the . Peoples War".. After-wards 
discussing the difference between the Marxist- 
Leninists and ourselves and exposing their 'Left' 
trend, we have published the ''Left trend among

ctioning. Eyeri though from State Committee 
down to all the lower committees Were named 

ias co-ordination committees, they have been, 
in actual 'practice functioning as only Party 
Committees.. The Charu Mazumdar group had 
been arguing that the necessary conditions for 
the-building of the Party could emerge only in. 

, the course of armed struggle and that till then' 
we should only function as co-ordination com
mittees. We had been of the. opinion that a 
strong Party alone can lead the armed struggle 
and that the co-ordination committees cannot 
provide such a leadership. In the state conven
tion,, we decided to take necessary steps for the 
formation of the Party. By . way of adopting the 
"Immediate Programme" we decided upon the 
11 point programme and the agrarian revolu
tionary programme. Thence forward this pro
gramme has beer the guide line for our day to . 
day activities.

When we decided to constitute ourselves 
into a Party, our aim was not only to constitute 
into an Andhra Party but also as an all India 
Party. In order to achieve this we have to ful
fill the following tasks : \
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reason, besides

to
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the very outset underestimating these disruptive 
activities.

From, the beginihg the ,Charu Mazumdar 
group had been arguing that a, revolutionary ,

• For all this to have happened, the main 
i our deep wish for unity at all

They have been, from the very begining try-- 
ing to isolate us ano win over our ranks. For 
this purpose they have not only adopted "left" 
slogans, but also by'forming groups and fac

tions everywhere and utilising them, they tried 
to disrupt jthe organisation from within. They 
did not go back even to make use of opportu- 

■ nist elements for this purpose. Notwithstanding 
the pressure from the genuine revolutionaries, it 
is only for the reason of utilising the merger as 

' a tactic to. continue their disruptive policy that 
they agreed for our merger with the All India" 
Co-ordination Committee. We have been from

. 2. \ . .. -.
• ruptive activities of Charu Mazumdar group at . 

all India level, .at state level and within our own 
■organisation from the time they established 
themselves at all India level.

■ ..expulsion. As a matter of fact they had by that 
time itself adopted"left" and disruptibnist poli
cies in regard to' armed struggle and organi
sation. The situation in which we could be 
together co-odrination committees was not 

^obtaining. We have.underestimated even this 
aspect. ‘ . • ._ .. . •

During the. recent period the "left" line of • 
the Charu Mazumdar group has suffered a 
seirous set back. As the leadership of this 
group claims, the armed struggles have not 
developed throughout the country. They had 
even failed to rouse the people .for armed stru- : 
ggle, let alone' establishing the base areas 
through the "annhilation of class enemy prog
ramme" carried out during-recent period- in 
Calcutta has’ not helped the urban and rural 
mass movements; it has turned into a horrible

ourselves, we have failed to conduct proper 
ideological struggle.

' Failing to publish our documents of Burdwan 
Plenum, and publishing the one document with 
their criticism, the Charu Mazumdar group with . party would only emerge in the course of the 
its "Left" line launched an attack against us. ’ 
They, only intensified this, their attack, gradually 
and not restrained it. Gradually the differences 
and all the questions between them and ourselves 
have been becoming clear. Analysing them and 
simultaneously rectifying our short comings, 
we could not start ideological struggle against 
their left line at the right time. What is more, 
we have on various occasions presented a mini
mised picture of these differences. For instance, 
on the question of armed struggle there were 
already differences between them and ourselves 
by the time our committee had joined the All 
India Co-ordination! Committee. But we conso-r 
led ourselves on the plea that there were no differ-

. ■' • r-iiiuina. i ci «»□ au,iuiiiii.cu mai liiisic v»cic nui
eneqs onjhe question’ of any strong reasons. that could have led to our

' armed struggle, if we closely examine, thei
- already differences by that time itself.

State, Convention, tliat 
began to publish .these differences and 

criticise wrong'understanding. Two more imp-.’ 
ortant document* have be?n published after 
the Stafe Convention.. - ' ‘

We have been underestimating the dis- • India level as well as the-.state level, is the • 
recognition they have from the Communist 
Party of China. It is indisputable that they have 
rather been misusing to a great extent this 
recognition from the C.P.C. for the purpose of 
implementing their "left" line as well as 
carry on their disruptive activities.

armed struggle, and expressing themselves . 
against the revolutionaries forming themselves 
into a party. But on the very day that the 
Andhra Committee was expelled from the A.I.. 
C.C., they decided constituting themsdlves into 
an all India Party. We have failed to,correctly . 
estimate this development. • . :

3. It is only to passify the forces from 
among them who wanted unity that they dec
lared, at the tima of expelling us from the A.I. 
C.C., that our'differences would continue to be 
non-antogdnistic. * But in fact even from before 
and after expelling us from the A.I.C.C. they 
have been eneduraging revolt against us in 
Andhra. Yet wa announced that there were not

struggle.But on the question of how to conduct the .
. ‘ ;re were

_____ , jrences by that time itself. It was 
only, with the document on Srikakulam which 
was put forward in our 
we
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' The Charu Mazumdar group is not only at 
the leadership level but also at ail levels. Anto-

2

i

but self-deception to think that these are not 
fundamental, that they are on the interpretation 
of Marxism-Leninisin-Mao's Thought and that 
they are only minor. There are fundamental . 
differences on main questions such as the 
principal contradiction in the Indian society, the 
path of armed struggle, the problem of national
ities, the unity among the revolutionaries etc.. 
We have only recently started open polemics on 
these questions. We have to take them forward. 
By waging ideological struggle we have to 
defeat not only the revisionism but also "left
ism". It is harmful to equate "leftism" with 
revolutionism. ..

. I
While, this is the fact, it is nothing but 

underestimative the nature of differences to say 
that we can remove the differences among the 
Communist Revolutionaries through "mutual, 
comradely discussions." We can remove the 
differences among- the Communist Revolution
aries but mutual and comradely discussions, 
but we cannot in this way remove the differen
ces between the Charu Mazumdar group and the 
Cpmmunist Revolutionaries. It is through a 
serious ideological struggle along that they can 
be removed and unity among the revolutionaries 
can be achieved.

( massacre and led to the running amuck of the 
anti-people forces. With this the building of 

• revolutionary mass movement has suffered a 
serious set back. As a result irreparable damage 
is done to their Party and the mass movement.

There are reports that some units and some 
comrades who have realised, are recognising 
atleast to some extent that the "left" line pur
sued by their leadership is wrong and that they 
are re-examining this policy. No doubt this 
is a good development. . But just because of 
this it would be a wrong estimation to think 
that the unity will be achieved between them 
and ourselves. It would be possible to examine 
as to what is the nature of the differences bet
ween them and ourselves and how far there are 
possibilities? for unity, only when we study the 
documents that reflect their new line of think
ing. • some of the important questions. It is nothing ■■

The P.C. centre, in a pamphlet published 
in the name of "Andhra Pradesh Revolutionary 
Communist Committee", has shown the funda
mental differences between to Charu Mazumdar 
group and ourselves as minor differences on 
the questionjof interpretation Marxism-Leninism 
-Mao's Thou'ght and given a call for discussions 
and unity./ It is the same' old line of under
estimating the actual situation witha subjective 
outlook for unity.

Stating that "all the Communist Revolu
tionaries are in agreement on the following . 

■ basic points concerning our liberation strug
gle'', they have in that pamphlet mentioned 
some of them as follows :

—the path of peoples war is the only path 
for the liberation of our country. And the par
liamentary path should be rejected. \

—our revolutionary movement can grow: 
only as a part of the World revolutionary move-;* 
ment. » . • .

—Today the great Socialist China is the 
centre of World revolution.

—Mao's Thought is the Marxism-Leninism 
of this era.

—Mao's thought is the ideology of the 
Coi. munist ", volutionaries.

—Modern Revisionism led by the Soviet 
Social-imperialists is acting as the enerpy of the 
World revolutionary movement. The. Soviet 
Social-imperialists are acting in collaboration 
with U.S. imperialist, against the great Socialist 
China and against the World revolutionary forces 
and to create their own spheres of Influence". 
(Some problems concerning the path of Peoples 
War in India, P.3-4). '

These are indisputable as far as the Comm
unist Revolutionaries are concerned. Anybody 
who does not accept them cannot break away 
from neo-revisionism. but the fundamental 
questions have arisen at the time of applying 
Marxism-Leninism-Mao's Thought to the Indian 
conditions and begining of revolutionary prac
tice. We have, in our document, "Left trend 
among the Indian revolutionaries", discussed
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The. organisation is only for implementing 

the Party's political line. If there is not any 
party organisation, the Party's political line 
would not comeup for implementation. It would 
not be possible to prepare the people for 
the revolution. Every party organisation would 
have its leadership. It would be a political and

garrism towards Communist Revolutionaries is 
an important aspect of the -policies of this 
group. In their view the very application of

.Marxism-Leninism-Maos' Thought to the Indian 
conditions is itself revisionism. The chanting 
of Mao's quotations alone is revolutionism for 
them-. The unity with such a- group is neither 
possible nor is it necessary. Our task should 
only be to isolate this group through ideological 
struggle.. At the same time our criticism should 
be such that it should give a clear cut under
standing to such of those comrades who are, 
rethinking. For this we should analyse their 
documents and write criticism on the important 
aspects.

We'should not forget that the Marxist-Leni
nists have formed themselves into a party The 
loyalty to the party would also be a main ob- 

. stacle for uniting with us. Unity achieved 
through a serious ideological struggle would be 
a stable unity. If we artificially'minimise the  ,   
fundamental differences and achieve opportunist programme and policy whold be the official

Committee, but the committees Which do not 
have the faith in or which do not implement the 
official programme and policy cannot be the 
official committees.

organisational leadership. It would by imple- •
* menting the Party's political line and estab- i 

lishing unity and discipline in the Party, take the 
revolutionary' movement forward. .Thus the 
Party leadership would only be subordinate to 
and not above the Partys'political organisational 
line. The Party leadership which cannot imple-

_• ment or refuses to implement the Party's poli
tical line either should stepdown on> its own

. accord or should be removed by the Party.

The P.C. elected in the- State Convention is 
devoted to implement the political and organi
sational line formulated in the Immediate Progra
mme. All the members of the P.C. had not 
only agreed to but also pledged" to implement 
this programme. Thus the P.C. elected in the 
State Convention, has only been an official 
committee formed in order to implement the 
programme formulated in the State Convention, 
but it had never been above this programme. 
Only the Committee which, besides being elected 
democratically implement the Party's official

unity, that unity, would at any mom
ent .crash down like a house of cards. ' If there 
is any lesson that we should learn from our 
merger with the A.I.C.C. it is this and this, alone.

The P.C. has been from the very begining- 
striving to work by adhering to thd Party's 
official line. Even though some of the P.C. 

. members had acted against this .official line and 
launched the armed struggle before the people 
are prepared for armed struggle, the P.C. by 
adhering to the official line, has been striving to 
lead the Party on this line. It is not’our aim to say 
that no mistakes have been committed in these 
efforts. The P.C. has been striving to examine 
and to rectify whatever mistakes had occured.

Even though the P.C. members who had 
acted against the official line, had in the begi
ning accepted their mistakes, :f we examine 
their activities from then onwards it would 
become clear that they had only accepted their 
mistakes formally. We have comprehensively 
discussed this question in the document., "Some 
Problems Facing the Revolutionary Mass Move
ment of the Khammam Area” and. the present 
document. When the line they have been pur
suing from that day to day has been examined, •

2. THE P.C. THAT IMPLEMENTS, INTER
PRETS AND DEVELOPS THE OFFICIAL LINE 
ALONETS THE OFFICIAL COMMITTEE : .

In the ''Khammam1 A.C.'s Reply" the P.C. 
^elected in the State convention is refered to as 
an”Old P.C.". In the letters from the P.C. 
centre, the committee of three formed to look 
after the responsibilities of the present P.C, 
centre is not only stated as an "authoritative 

. committee" but also they are trying to act as 
such. Jt is clear that on the plea that the majo
rity Of the P.C. leadership is in the jail, they are 
trying to usurp the place of elected official P.C. 
leadership.
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of the Charu .Mazumdar's line which has failed. 
With the arrest of the majority of the leadership, 

.the comrades who had launched the armed 
struggle against the Party's official line, had 
taken up the responsibilities of the P.C. centre.

"At a time when we got the news that the 
squads of Mulugu area, decided to join the 
Charu Mazumdar group, and when we were 
disturbed and vaccinating, the reply of Pedda- 
nna", as cited by the "Khammam A.C.'s Reply'' 
is note worthy:

It is a fact that we had, after the arrests of 
the P.C. leadership, felt that there should be a 
committee outside, which could take decisions 
on the day to dav issues and carry on work. It 
is also a correct one. We had also made certain 
suggestions that the number of the members of 
this committee should be broad based. But the' 
comrades of the P.C. centre had not followed 
those suggestions. With mutual agreement they 
constituted themselves into a small Committee. 
Instead of carrying out the tasks of taking 
decisions on day to day issues, within the con
fines of the Party's policies, they are following 
entirely new policies different from the Party ■ 
policies. In view of this it is not true to say 
that this committee is constituted in accordance- 
with the suggestions of the P.C. The P.C centre 
comrades are claiming that they had obtained 
the approval of the district committees to func
tion as an official committee. It is possible that , 
the district committees might have accepted the 
confused state of situation prevailing when the 
P.C. leadership is under arrest and when they 
were not in a position to know political - orga
nisational policies of the P.C. centre comrades. 
But we are sure that they would refuse to 
recognise the authority of this committee after 
realising the danger from the political - organi
sational line and activities of the P.C. Centre.

it has become clear that it is only another form leadership elected in order to follow and imple- 
' ........................... ment a ^1^5 p0|jtjca| |jne : Just because it

. is arrested by the ruling classes, this leadership 
. does not loose the authority bestowed upon it 

by the State Convention. Mainly in a situation 
when our Party has not.taken a full fledged from, 
it is very essential to use this authority.

The P.C. leadership in Jail is a leadership 
elected by the State Convention. This is a

One of the comrades who was not a member 
of the P.C. at the time of the arrest of the P.C. 
leadership is a member of the P.C. centre now. 
It is known to us that this comrade h.ad by that 
time no faith in the Immediate Programme. Even 
though there is a degree of difference, the com
rades, running the P.C. centre are not implemen
ting the political line 'adopted by the State con
vention but an alternative line. Thus this has 
ceased to be a Committee that is implementing 
the official line. This has remained to be an 
unofficial committee which implements the 
Charu Mazumdar line. . -

The experiences have proved that the confi
dence' this committee had created among the 
cadres in the begining is only temporary. The 
comments of the District Committees on the 
"Khammam A.C. 's Reply" that this P.C. centre

■ had circulated, are a proof for this.

In the conditions prevelent at the time of 
the arrest of. the' P.C, leadership the Party had 

. not taken a full fledged form. The Party had no 
Central Committee. The programme, and the 
Tactical line was not formulated. Formulating 
only the main points relating to it in the Imme
diate Programme, were marching forward. At 
such time there would not be any guidance as 

• such to the other committee working outside. 
There is no party. machiner\\and basic documents 

to rectify the wrong lines pursued by them. In 
such a situation where all these are not obtai
ning the committees working outside pan take 
independent decisions only on the day to day 
issues but not on the basic questions'nor on the 
policy questions. When such changes are to be 
made they have to obtain .the approval of com
rades in Jail.

The Committee constituted into a P.C. centre 
consists of three members. This is only a Com
mittee constituted with mutual agreement, but 

• not a committee constituted in a, broad based 
meeting of the District representatives. This is 
not a committee constituted after discussing 

, and resolving the political-organisational prob
lems, that have emerged before it was constitu
ted. ■
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The Naxaibari struggle besides making it 
clear that the conditions are ripe for the revolu
tion in India, has confirmed the experiences of 
Telangana armed struggle that the agrarian 
revolution would be_ in the form of armed stru
ggle. The Charu Mazumdar group has not 
accepted the experiences of the Telangana 
armed struggle and had not made efforts to suc
cessfully lead the Naxaibari armed struggle with 
the help of these experiences. But only capitali-

In the above passage Com. Peodana has 
not only said that.he would abide by the general

line of the State Convention,, but also he had 
unequivocally accepted the authority of the P.C. 
But immediately after the formation of the P.C. 
centre, they are declaring themselves as the 
official committee. This is the difference bet- 

. ween the words and deeds of these comrades.

3. DEMOCRATIC CENTRALISM AND FACTI
ONALISM

"I still definitely feel that the entire prog
ramme that Charu Mazumdar has taken is 
wrong. It is my firm conviction that the 
general line our State Convention has 
adopted is basically correct. It was not any 
one’s decision to oppose the wrong policies 
of the Charu Mazumdar group and carry on 
a struggle for correct political line. It is a 
collective decision taken by all of us.’ The 
comrades responsible for that decision are 
now in jails. Without their permission and 
their acceptance I would not under any 
circumstances agree tc change the Party 
policy. Even if every one changes, even 
if I am left alone, 1 would at least propagate 
io the resolutions and the programme of 
the State Convention, But I would never 
change. Incase if the jail comrdes change 
their opinions in future and ask me if I 
would come with the majority or not, even 
then I would think as to what should I do',-.

Com. Peddanna expressed some truely 
magnanious • feelings in this passage. As a 
senior member of the P.C.^centre, this comrade 
had, during the period that followed, enormous 
opportunity to transform these feelings' into 
practice. But after the formation of the P.C. . 
centre. Com. Peddanna and other members set 
aside this stand. They pursued, a line different 
from the line of the State Convention without 
the concern of P.C.

We gained' innumarable experiences in the 
Telangana armed struggles We discussed some 
of the important experiences in the documents / 
of that period and took the lessons. These are 
the experiences that have proved useful for us 
to decide as to what should be the strategy and 
and tactics that we should adopt in the Indian 
revolution. The then leadership of the Party 
had not assimilated these experiences- It failed 
to accept the experiences of the Chinese revolu
tion and Mao' Thought as a guiding principle. 
Gradually giving up the pat of armed struggle, 
it had taken up the parliamentary path and deg
enerated .to revisionism. While pursuing the 
parliamentary path, the present neo-revisionist 
party has only been capitalising on their own 
connections with the Telangana armed struggle 
for strengthening their influence in the party, 
but they have never made any efforts to give the 
struggle experiences tc the Party and to lead the 
Party on the path of struggle.

In our country, the Telangana armed struggle 
(1946-51), the Naxaibari struggle (1968) and 
the Sreekakulam struggle (1969) are important 
among the armed struggles that the People 

• carried on with the armed struggle conscious
ness. In 1969 we launched armed struggle in 
Khammam and Warangal districts before the 
people reached the stage of armed struggle 
consciousness.

This comrade says that the general line of 
the State Convention is "basically" correct. 
After 1953 it has become tradition to say that 
a line is "basically" correct and to exhibit views 
"basically" different from that line. We gene
rally .understand that when one says that it is 
basically correct, it means that one is reserving 
the opportunities to differ on the points concer
ning the details. But against this, this comrade 
is differing even on the fundamental questions. 
In the various documents published by the P.C. 
centre, especially in the "Khammam A.C.'s 
Reply" circulated by the P.C. centre, this comra
de has exhibited differences on fundamental 
questions. It is what is meant by "basically 
correct"?
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dar group, and his followers in different states 
as well as in this state that have encourged, 
propagated and implemented this line of thinking 
opposed to Marxism-Leninism-Mao's Thought. 
Today there is a situation where in our cadres 
and militants, fed up with the revisionism and 
the parliamentary path are mistaking the armed 
actions unrelated to the consciousness of the 
people as the armed struggle and are being 
attracted by them. It is in the same way that 
the Charu Mazumdar group has attracted the 
youth, .

Cur Party is not far from this situation. The 
method of carrying out some armed actions 

•even though the people are not prepared for the 
armed struggle, portraying it as armed struggle 
and thus creating the illusions among the cadres

ded on that armed stsuggle in order to enhance 
their influence in the Party, especially in the 
then A.I.C.C. In this respect they had succeeded 
to some extent. They had completely failed in 
leading the. Naxalbari armed sirugule.

The Charu Mazumdar group also adopted 
the same attitude towards Srikakulam armed 
struggle. They have striven to capitalise on the

* influence that the A.I.C.C. has got by the recog
nition from China and the Naxalbari armed stru
ggle. They could split the Srikakulam unit from

• the Andhra Co-ordination Committee. Theyx 
had, capitalising on'the influence of the Sri
kakulam armed struggle, tried to split the Andhra 
revolutionaries and to strengthen their own 
group. Instead of taking lessons from Sreeka- 
kulam armed struggle and leading the armed 
struggle successfully, they have failed in leading

■ this struggle. Inspite of having a strong mass 
base, inspite of the existance of an organised 
Party, the Srikakulam armed struggle has, due

. The 
content of this is that the gun would be a means 
for the people to seize the political power into

• their hands when, following Marxism-Leninism- 
Mao's Thought; the people are made conscious 
so that they can take1 the form of armed Struggle. 
Now a days, it has become common to this, 
and some individuals or some militants holding 
arms, resorting to armed actions either indivi
dually or forming themselves into squads and

• We had, in the Khammarn and Warangal 
districts, launched armed struggle in a different 

.situation. \\Ne have the background of Telanga
na arrried struggle experiances. We decided to 
launch the armed struggle based upon the armed , call it armed struggle. ' It is the Charu Mazum- ‘

' struggle consciousness of the people. • Inaccor- ’ 
dance with this we formulated a programme and 
implemented it to some extent in some areas. 
We had the necessary ’ understanding and the 
political-organisational position to march for
ward on tho Mass Line. We marched forward 
with the understanding that we should, while 
implementing^the agrarian revolutionary prog
ramme, launch\the armed struggle at the stage 

of the land distribution when the armed struggle 
consciousness at; is created among the masses. 
Yet this effort of ours had suffered a setback. 
We launched the armed struggle-to Khammarn. 
district before the armed struggle. Concious- 
ness is created among the masses and before 
the conditions are ripe f.or the armed struggle 
and extended it to the Warangal and Karim- 
nagar districts.

When Mao said that, "political power grows
, Parly, the Srikakulam armed struggle has, flue outof the barrelpl agun". He said ironically, fig- 

. '..to the wrong policies pursued by the party leader- ■ uratively, but not to apply mechanically. The 
ship suffered a complete set back with in a short • —--------‘ *■--* **-- — — ...
time. This means, it should be said, that this 
is the proof of the irresponsible attitude of the

' Charu Mazumdar group towards this struggle.

With this we have failed to gain the experi
ences which we would have otherwise gained at 
the time of implementing the agrarian revolution
ary programme as well as at the tirpe of prepar- 

, ing the masses for armed struggle. Had we 
gained these experiences they wouid have 
proved very valuable for us. They would have 
not only confirmed the correctness of the experi
ences of Telangana armed struggle. But also 
they would have improved them. But this has 
not happened. With setback to the developing 
revolutionary mass movement, we had to take 
lessons from negative results. .This lesson is 
that we should not launch the armed struggle 
when the people are not having the armed stru
ggle consciousness. There is not any need for 
it. The line that we were pursuing till the 
time we launched the armed struggle is a proof 
for this.
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and the people that the armed struggle has be-

..

'I

To explain various points of this document,^ 
we' had only used the passages from the self- 
criticial reports of Com. Peddannaand his letters.

the committee had not believed his refusal. 
They had mentioned some more points in this 
resolution which confirm these words.

■■4 <

In the same resolution, even though Com.
Kumar had refused ro accept as having said this, \j\ie limited to the points that we had discussed' 

and came to a decision in the P.C. meeting.

4. THE DOCUMENT, "SOME PROBLEMS 
/ ’ FACING THE REVOLUTIONARY MASS MOVE

MENT OF KHAMMAM AREA.”

Thus not only due to the shortcomings in the 
understanding, but also to establish his hold 
on the party Com Kumar launched the armed 
actions against the decisions of the State Con
vention, without the concern of the P.C. and 
unrelated to the consciousness and the prepare
dness of the people and tried to present them as 
armed struggle. What is the difference between 
this and the Charu Mazumdar’s organisational 

line?

gun, has not also started in cur Party with thez 
launching of armed actions in Khammam and 
Warangal districts. The following passage 
makes it clear. that the authors of this method 
have got the motive of realising some inner party 
interests :

Neither the Khammam A.C., nor Com. Kumar • 
has not 'till today,• replied such a serious 
allegation.- From the above talk it is clearly evi-. 
dent that he tried to enhance his influence not 
only on the. Khammam area Party, but also on the 
Mulugu area Party through these actions. 
There is nd wonder in his thinking that it would 

• influence the party in the plains areas as well.

"Com. Kumar had said with corn-Chandra- 
nna and Kallanna that carrying on these actions 
is his line. He said 10 them that, "this is my 

■ line, this should be implemented - Go ahead".
H? had also said that they had rejected his 
suggestion unanimously in the Narlapuram 
meeting, that since a long time there had been 
two lines in the Party, that you may follow 
whichever line you like; that if you like, you can 
carry on similar actions in your area also, and 
that informing Ramanarsaiah, the district com
mittee Secretary and the P. C. member, you 
proceed even if,he stops". (Mulugu A.C. Reso
lution:. 6th June 69).

I
I

After the armed actions were carried out in 
Khammam area, the P.C. met in the month of 
July, 1969-and throughly discussed these.acti- 
ons. Com. Peddanna (Kumar) had participated • 
in the discussions. During these discussions 
all the comrades expressed the opinion that the 
comrades had not only worked with an under
standing opposed to the Immediate Programme 
formulated in the State Convention, but also .jJ 
they had gone against the party discipline. In 
the same meeting and in the presence of Com. 
Peddanna it was decided'to write a party letter 
on this question and circulate it to the lower 
committees in the party. During the discussions 
of this meeting, the resolutions of Mulugu A.C. 
were brought to the notice of Com. Peddanna. 
But he did not. give any proper reply to these 
resolutions. He sajd that they were very 
bitter.

In the P.C. meeting we had not come to a 
clear-cut. understanding on the question of whe
ther it was correct to launch armed actions in 
Mulugu area. According to the Mulugu A.C. . 
resolution it was clear that in that area people 
were prepared to takeup the form of armed 
struggle. The P.C. did not feel it correct’ to ' 
say that is was wrong to launch at such a time. 
After some days, the P.C. Secretary discussed 
with the important comrades of Mulugu area 
in the last week of July 1969 and acquainted 
himself with the position of the people there. 
Even though there was some difference in the 
report they gave and the peoples position, and 
even though the movement in different 
areas of Khammam and Warangal districts was 
varying from, area to area, it became clear that 
in the Mulugu area, the situation for armed 
struggle had not developed. It is only for this 
reason that we have written in this document * 
that the criticism contained in this document 
would also apply to Mulugu area. As far as the . 
armed struggle was concerned nothing more 
was said.
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The P.C. had also decided that Com.Krishna 
should go to the area and explain the P.C. deci
sions to the cadre. This decision was informed 
to Mulugu A.C. There was not any written reply 

intimation from there. ’ from there. But it was learnt through a comrade

The points concerning the discipline were 
alf>o the same points that were discussed in the' 
P.C. meeting. In this document^ we had ex
plained as to how the acts of- asking for per- received or not, Com.Krishna had complete au

thority to send the document to the lower units. 
This is only in accordance with the f.C. decision. 
There is not any need for a charge-sheet or expl
anation when Com.Peddanna attended the P.C. 
meeting and admitted hismistakes on the same 
question. On this question Com.Krishna has not 

•in any way acted against the principles of democ
ratic centralism;-

The document, "Some problems facing the 
Revolutionary Mass - movement of Khammam 
Area", was only drafted on the basis and accor
ding to the discussions and decisions of the P.C.. 
Secretariat. .Com.Peddanna has also attended 
and participated in the P.C. meeting. In this 
meeting it was decided that Com.Krishna (P.C. 
Secretary) should draft this document and send 
it to the lower units. As per this decision, Corn- 
Krishna drafted it a bit late, sent it to the P.C. 
members, especially to the P.C. members of Tel
angana districts with the intention of taking 
their opinions and finalising it himself. At the 
time when this document reached P.C. member 
of Nalgonda district felt that according to the 
P.C, decision this could be discussed in the D.C. 
meeting and agreed for reading this document 
in the D.C. The comrades of that D.C. did not 
express any basic difference. Tho P.C. member 
did not propose any changes. Com.Krishna sent 
this document to,the P.C. member in Mulugu 
area. But there was no

mission to launch actions agairfet the police ■ 
' contrary to the P.C. decisions, and informing

the P.C. that they would launch actions if the 
decision is not communicated within the speci
fied date would go counter to the democratic 
centralism and lead to the emergence of rival 
centre.

Mulugu A.C, passed a resolution that the 
disciplinary action should be taken'against Pedd- 
anna and he should be removed from all respon
sibilities. Even in the P.CAit became clear that 
there was a strong opinion that such action should 
be taken. Com.Peddanna himself not only 
admitted his mistakes but also wished to be 
removed from all the responsibilities. Yet, based 
on the organisational principle that once a com
rade admits his mistakes, hp should not be 
removed from the responsibilities and he should 
be given the opportunity to rectify, his mistakes, 
the P.C asked him to carry on the responsibilities 
as usual. But ever since he went back from the 
P.C. meeting, he has been acting against the 
P.C. decisions. -While it was the • P.C. decision 
to carry on self-defence he had not only sugges
ted that offensive actions should be launched 
against the police, but also served an ultimatum 
that if the P.C. does not intimate the decision 
within a set date, they would themselves launch 
the actions and see the results.

Contrary .to the P.C. decision, he tried to 
take Radha to the area. Discussing all this, the 
Secretariat came to the opinion that Com. Pedda- 

• nna was refusing to rectify his mistakes. It was ' 
decided to suggest to the P.C. that he should be- 
removed from all the responsibilities. Only after 
the P.C discussing this suggestion, would the 
charge-sheet have been served and the-expiana- 

•' Xion taken. The P.C. leadership was arrested before 
any of this had been done.

He sent it to Com.Peddanna, in Khammam area. 
But it was informed that it had not reached him. 
Whether the opinins from P.C. members were

When Com. Peddanna and Radha wrote a 
joint letter that they would like to marry and 
when Com. Peddanna tried to take her to the 

. area against the decision taken in the P.C. 
meeting on the sex problem that it was wrong 
for Peddanna and Radha to have sex-relations 
and that Radha should not be sent to the area, 
it was decided in thq September 1969 secret
ariat .meeting that the sex. .problem .should also ■ 
be included in the party letter and that the area . 
should be informed not to carry on offensive 
actions against the police. In the July 1969 
P.C. meeting, it was decided that the sex prob
lem should be reported upto the District .Commi
ttee level in the plains areas and upto the squads 
and village units level-in the forest area.
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5. SOME FACTIONAL METHODS:

Pagideru actions were carried out under the 
leadership of Nugur squad. Pagideru area is not 

(Nugur is in 
Yet, when

who came from the A.C. centre, that the A.C. com
rades were of the opinion that the arrangements 
were not possible since the repression was 
severe. Due to this, it had not become possible 
fgr Com. Krishna to go to the area.

in the Mulugu Area Organisation.
the Mulugu area organisation). Yet, when we 
see Khammam Area Comrades and Peddanna 
going to Pagideru area from the State convention, 
Nugur squad coming there, and carrying out

Except in one or two places,- we have also 
not mentioned the ncme of Khammam A.C. in/ 
our document. For the action-: committed under 
the leaders!) p of Com.Peddan la, wa have rri !e 
him alone responsible for them and not the a C. . 
The A. C. was named only when the A. C.’s

From the begining the State Co-ordination 
Committee has been carying on a struggle against 
the Charu Mazumdar's politics and organisational 
methods. Even though this struggle had a num- 

. ber of limitations it was in the course iof this1 !
struggle that the State Co ordination Committee 
convened the State Convention and formed into 
P.C. Being the member of the P.C. Secretariat, 

Com. Peddanna had never putforth his policies that 
are in accordance with the Charu Mazumdar line 
for discussion in the P.C. • But it is clear from 
the Mulugu A.C. reports that he had been telling 
that there are '‘two lines" in the Party and that 
his was one line. Until the Pagideru actions we 
were not sure that he was having a different

• understanding.

Even on these questions, depending upon 
the possibilites and impossibilities in the-condi
tions of repression. Com. Krishna acted only acco
rding to the decisions of the P.C. and the P.C. 
Secretariat. There is nothing that he. has done 
against the party methods.

"The Khammam’A.C.'s heply" says that this 
document includes the criticism on the mistakes 
occured in the Khammam area alone, that it does 
not criticise the mistakes occured in Mulugu 
area and the Kondamodal Agency area of East 
Godavari and that this is nothing but discrimina
tion. There is a fundamental difference between 
the mistakes occured in these areas and the 
Khammam area. The mistakes in the Khammam 
area are that here initiative was taken to imple
ment the Charu Mazumdar line as against the. 
line laid down by thfe party and therefore it.be- 
came necessary to seriously criticise them "and 
those responsible for them. This was not the 
situation with the Mulugu area. From the begin
ing there had been an asessment that level of 
the movement there is above the level of these - 
areas. The A C. has also passed a resolution 
that the people were prepared for armed struggle.
In view of this situation, there was nothing wrong 
in thinking that was necessary to wait, 'and 
observe. Following the Party line the comrades 
in Kodamodalu area of East Godavari district 
had succeeded in' developing the. agraian rev
olution into a peoples armed struggle. The losses 
there were due to the mistakes of some of the 
leadership. All these questions were still to - be 
examined on the day this document was drafted. 
In view of this it is clear that these comrades 
are failing to see’ the basic difference in the 
nature of the mistakes committed by these com
rades and others.

I

resolution reagarding Radha was quoted. Here 
and there we used the term "Area 'Comrades"

1 • The document, ’’Khammam A.C.'s Reply" is 

not mearly a reply to the document/ '/Some pro
blems facing the Revolutionary Mass Movement 
of Khammam Area'' These comrades have fail
ed to explain from their view point any of the 
points discussed in this. When they failed to do 
this, the only thing left in them was to abuse 
and level serious allegations against the P.C. and 
the P.C. Secretary and What they have done is 
exactly the same.

We’areofthe opinion that all the points 
discussed and the conclusions arrived at in the 
document, "Some Problems facing the Revoluti- - 
onary Mass Movement .of Khammam Area", are 
still correct. We have in that document formally 
said that Com.Peddanna is following the Charu 
Mazumdar's line of armed struggle and that he is 
working to establish a rival centre. The experience 
itself has proved the correctness of what we 
have said. . -
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It is one of Party's fundamental principles

I

f

■ J

I• !I

the cadres of the Pagideru Area held in Khamm- 
am district on the evening of 16th April, was 
only meant to change the date of the actionsfrom 
13th to 16th. ’ ’

On the report of Com. Peddanna the P.C. 
Secretariat, in its August 1969 meeting, de
cided that the offensive actions should not be ’ It should be remembered that the meeting of 
carried out against the’police. One of the Sec
retariat members informed this to Com. Pedda
nna before l,e left for the area. Not only that 
the P,C. Secretary also sent this d.ecision to the

set place by Oct 1 st, as was asked by Com. 
Peddanna. These facts are not shown in the Ka-. 
ammam A.C.'s Reply". "The Khammam A.C.'s 
Reply" portrays as though only after the return of 
Com.Peddanna it was decided in the A.C. meet
ing that the offensive actions should not bo 
carried out, and that all this was done only 
because of Com.Peddanna. If this is true why 
should they write that they would wait for P.C. 
directives upto October 1st? why should the A.C; 
take the decision before it was received? In a 
letter the P.C. centre comrades had not written 
that the directive of the P.C. was not received 
in time, Stating that it had "correctly rejected'' 
the suggestion of the Area comrades, they.expre- 
sed their agreement with them. "The Khanimam 
A.C.’s Reply" does not portray these aspects 
factually. s ’

money as well as: arms and that it was the deci
sion of the Party. They said that ‘ this action 

should be carried out on 18th. On the evening of 
the same day they changed this date and infor
med them that the actions should be carried 
out on that day itself In the "Khammam A.C.'s 
Reply" it is said that the decision to carry out. 
actions on the 18th for money and food grains 
was taken in the morning meeting, and that 
when the information about the police camps 
was recieved by that afternoon, action formoney ■ 
and arms were carried out dh the same day(16th) 

Z giving up the programme of food grains distri- ■ 

button. We have reliably learnt that this, isnot 
a fact and that the action for the arms was 
announced in the morning meeting itself. Thus 
the Khammam A.C. is, through itswrong report, 
concealing the conspiracy behind the actions 
which in accordance With the plan of Com. Pedd
anna, were decided upon before the State Con
vention and carried out after it.

actions for arms, it becomes clear that the dec
ision to carry out actions for arms was not taken 
after the State Convention. It was taken before 

• the State Convention itself. In order to carry it out 
arrangements were made in advance for Nugur 
squad to reach Pagideru area on a set date. To 
implement the mass programme in pagideru area, 
it was not necessary for a squad to come from 
another area. The comrades of that area can 
implement it. As per their arrangement the Nugur 
squad had to reach on the evening of 14th 
(April 1969). But it had not reached. Due to 
this important leaders inculding Com.Peddanna . 
who have come from the State Convention were 
disappointed. Only after the arrival of the squad 
in the evening of 15th that they once again pre
pared to carryout the actions. The meeting of 
the cadres was held on'the morning of April 16th. 
In that meeting party leaders reported that the

■ actions should be carried out for food grains, to place the f(acts before the party. ’ In order to 
conceal the conspiracy against the party progra
mme, and to belittle the role of the P.C., Com. 
Peddanna and Khammam A.C. comrades are 
following it as a method to cook up and propa
gate the lies. . >

,• "The Khammam A.C.'s Reply'* reads that on 
16th'April only the A.C. comrades had taken the 
decision to carry out the actions and that at 
the time of taking.this decision Com.Peddanna 
was not present in the meeting. Similarly, Com. 
Peddanna had also been stating in his reports 
that this decision was taken without his concern 
At another place the "Khammam A.C.'s Reply'', 
reads that Com.Peddanna had also not. attend
ed the A.C. meeting which discussed about the 
offensive actions against the police Thus it :s 
clear that he followed the method of himself 
formally not attending the discussions against 
the policies and decisions and claiming that he 
was not responsible for such decisions. Other
wise how could it happen that Com. Peddanna 
had not attended the meetings of the important 
comrades of the Aera and A.C. in which it was 
decided to carry out actions for confiscating arms?
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used as a rival centre. 

3

i

it is Com.Peddanna who has drafted the 
"Khamn'iam A.C.'s Reply*'. He is the member 
of the P.C. centre which is being claimed as 
official committee. The document, which he 
himself has drafted, should have been put for 
discussion by him. in his respective committee. 
But without doing like this, it is strange tp 
write under some other name. •' • ■ • •

If it is a "reply" of the A.C. (in this reply 
there are a-number of things that are not known 
to the A.C. But . known to Com.Peddanna as a 
member of the P.C.) the P.C. centres should 
have discussed this and asked us to explain the 
different questions and allegations put forward 
in it. But they have not done anything like that. 
The P.C. centre has sent it to the D.C.'s for dis
cussion. It has simply sent a copy of it to us. 
Thus the P.C. centre has become an agent of 
Com.Peddanna's rival centre. This method would 
only help to split the Party.into and not a healthy 
internal discussions. This-rival center is making 
use of repression in the Stare for strengthening 
its hold. When the FJ.C- leadership is in jail, 
taking advantage of this situation, it is not only 
striving to consolidate itself organisationally but • 
also carrying on its policies as official line, Com.

. Peddanna's rival centre has travelled very far in .   
this direction. , » of it they nad to be divided

To write this document, as though it is 
written by A.C. which is a lower committee/ is . 
nothing but using the A.C. for his factional 
activities. Thus it is clear that the A.C. is being 
used as a rival centre. _ ’ .

individually and collectively are taking -responsi
bility for these losses. There is not arjy doubt 
that especially the responsibility of tho P.C. 
Secretary would be very much.. Yet without 
examining the main reasons for it, we cannot 
come to a correct understanding about this. We 
would explain them here.

We have, by quoting his own words in "Some 
Problems Facing the Revolutionary Mass Move
ment of Khammam Area", shown as to how 
Com.Peddanna's line of thinking and method of 
work leads to the emergence of Rival Centre. As 
it did in the case of all other questions, fhe 
"Khammam A.C.'s Reply", has evaded to reply 
this questions also. It is not all. The very 
method in which the "Khammam A.C.'s Reply'' 
is prepared and circulated makes it clear that the 
rival centre is established and functioning.

4 j

J■ . '?•

7. THE MAIN REASONS THAT LED TO THE 
. ARRESTS OF THE STATE AND DISTRICT

LEADERSHIP:' -

In the document, "The Present Situation 
and our Tasks", we have explained some.main : 
reasons for the arrestsand how the P.C, is.res
ponsible for them. Some more can be y-added to 
the list of these reasons. The P.C. members.

1. We rallied to our side majority of the 
Party members, Taluq and district committee 
members from . Neo-revisionist party. All of 
them have come towards us listening tA the 
speeches of the leadership on the ideological 
differences in the general body meetings and 
because of their faith in the C.P.C. Some of them 
joined with the Charu Mazumdar group. The 
rest of them are with us. It can be said that all 
of them are with us ideologically,
z It had to be elamined .as to who are fit for. 

a secret party and who are not and on the basis
and the party

6. ESTABLISHING A RIVAL CENTRE - AND 
ITS FUNCTIONING:

This rival centre has got its own politics. 
To advocate that the armed struggle should be 
carried on without any relation to the consci
ousness of the people and to advocate the cad
res physical self-defence as a stage of - such 
armed struggle,. is the sum and substance of 
these politics. This is- nothing but1 another 
form of Charu Mazumdar's politics.

At present Khammam A.C. is working as 
the organisational centre for this rival centre. 
Due to a number of weaknesses we have already 
explained, the P.C. centre is being useful for. 
this rival centre. It will not take long for the 

. FC. centre to fall into the hands of the rival 
centre.

\n view of this situation it is very essential 
to raise the revolutionary vigilence in the Party 
.and intensify inner-Party struggle.
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reorganised. Similarly, a majority of the party 
members had to be treated as sympathisers. 
All this cannot be done by simply passing a re
solution or in a single day. Some time is need
ed. During the period between our split from 
the Neo-revisionists and the State Convention 
we had been giving importance to the general 
legal activities.

legal party into an illegal party is not a job that 
can be done in a matter of days. The comrades 
who bunched armed struggle before the situ
ation is ripe are onfy formally recognising their 
mistakes but they are failing to examine as to 
how serious a damage was dene to the revolu
tionary movement of the forest areas and how 
serious and in what form the damage was done 
in the plain areas. These comrades not being 
in aposition to criticise themsel/es and take 
the responsibility, are sr. fting thu responsibility 
on to othsrs.

3, From the very begining there had been 
a government agent in the P.C If we examine 
his history, we haze to doubt that he had been 
working as a government agent, as an informant 

'even in the Marx st party. L.en though he had 
made use of a concubine to pass on the infor
mation to the government, it has oecome clear 
from the investigation since- the arrest of the 
P.C. leadership that he himself is the main in
formant- Except for three or four months alter 
the State convention he (Vajravelu) had-been 
from the begining to the end contributed to be 
the member and participating in the meetings. 
The reason for his not being elected to the P.C. 
in the state convention was only to give opp
ortunity to the youth and new members on the 
committee and not because his behaviour was 
suspicious. None of the imoortant comrades 
who were working in the P.Cr centre before the 
state convection, and who were close to him 
could suspect him. After the state convention 
P.C. members had been asking for his co-option 
into the P.C. Thus for having not suspected 
him and for having kept him as a P.C. member, 
all the P.C. Members shourd as a whole take 

the responsibility.

For this situation, even though those com
rades are individually, responsible, the entire 
P.C. leadership who were incharge of tha P.C. 
centre have to shoulder the responsibility upto 
State Convention. In this connection all should 
take note of the fact that the circulars sent for 
the secret Party Organisation from the P.C. 
centre had not been of any use.

A part of the P.C. leadership and a majority 
of district leadership, being accustomed to the 
legal functioning, they themselves were 
not prepared for illegal functioning and illegal 
organisation.

Due to our armed actions, severe police 
hUnt increased not .only in- the- forest areas 
but also in the plains areas. These actions 
worked as hammer blows on- the revolutionary 
movement in the forest areas and due to them 
there was not time left for secret organisation in 
the plain areas. The work of transforming a

With the govewwnc agent in the P.C.. the . 
government txj-s in a pcst-ce to arrest the P.C. 
leadership w tenever it crcse. Wruiever might 
be the secret orgar satioa we developed, these 
streets wou'd net have beeo prevented. It 
would have deeenued on fore decision of the 
government as to wren. fore* s.-vjuM ba made.

The members of ?.C. centre are completely 
neglecting foe tore of fo>s gcieeorrent agent in 
the crests e? the F.C. rexrere' Tvs not 
betj.' the Mtwxt ct foe F'arty interests.

2. Within 4 days of State Convention, the 
armed actions began and gradually expanded in 
the forest areas. With this we completely lost 
the initiative and the. initiative went • into the 
hands of the enemy If tha armed struggle is

• launched when the people are prepared for 

armed struggle, the enemy gets disorganised : 
and looses initiative. . We would seize the 
initiative into our hands. If the armed actions . 
are launched when the people are not prepared, 

' eventhough .locally the enemy gets tamporarily 
disorganised, by resorting to severe repression

■ he can make us diso.rganised, and seize initiative 
into his hands. In a situation there was severe 
repression not only due to the Srikakuiam 
armed struggle but also due to the terrorist ac
tions carried by Charu Mazumdar group in the 
plain areas, the enemy took the initiative into 
his hands due to our launching armed actions 
in the forest areas. We lost the initiative.
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THE QUESTIONS OF MORALITY ;

In our Party the problems'arising from the

sexual weaknesses have been coming up before 
the Party since a long time. We have been 
^ome how solving them. As long as sex prob
lems, are confined to sex problems, it would be 
possible to resolve them. But once they deve
lop into organisational problems, it would not 
only be possible to solve them, but., also 
they would help create and develop splits within 
the Party.

In order to explain the Marxist-Leninist 
view point on the "moral code", the P.C. 
centre issued a circular. This circular would 
only legalise sex anarchism, but would not help 
to solve the problems, we have decided to 
write a separate comprehensive criticism on it.

"The Khammant A.C.'s Reply" formally adm-
• its that it is wrong for Peddanna to indulge in 

sex-relations with Radha without knowledge of 
the P.C., but it does not admit that to indulge ' 
in such sex-relations itself is wrong. What is 
more it is alleging that the P. C. Secretary had 
not tried to set right this problem. This is base
less. ’ • '

4. In the P.C. leadership and the entire 
Party we were swept away behind the spont- • 
aneous incidents. We could not be prepared for 
the underground from the begining itself. We 
all know the fact that the important comrades 
were moving publicly even after the State 
Convention. It is also known to us that com
rades were moving publicly thinking that there 
would not be repression since there were not 
any struggles in their areas and also the fact 

' that even the Important comrades working in 
the forest areas were moving legally in the 

■ plains and cities thinking that there would be 
none who would identify them. This spont- 
ainity" is also one of the main reasons for our 
failure to develop secret organisation.

Even before the State Convention itself, a 
comrade who was Working in the P.C. centre 
and who was close to comrade Peddanna, find
ing the relations of these two suspicious, war
ned Com.Peddanna. He flatly denied-that he 
had any such relations with her.

As the relations of these two were going 
on openly by the time of State Convention itself, 
the comrades of Mulugu Area Committee brou
ght the problem to the notice of the P.C. Sec
retary. Then the P.C. Secretarylreprimanded Com. 
Peddanna.

As.an alternative to'Janasakti' we had not • 
thought of a secret paper. The efforts of organ
ising the technical machinery had only remained 
on the paper. The P.C. centre had confined . 
only to the P.C.‘ Secretary. Instead of using ‘ 
"Janasakti's" legal office within legal limita
tions, we used it beyond legal limitations. All 
this is only the result of spontanity.

In our criticism and self-criticism we should 
keep these main points in view. If we concen-. 
trate on minor issues, we fail to grasp the main 
points. In order to pollute the inner-party 
atmosphere, the disruptive elements try to 
make use of these failures. The comrades sho- 

. ' uld be vigilant about this.

During the recent period, the Party (tech.) 
machinary is built and it is producing and cir
culating secret literature. There is not doubt, 
that this is a good effort. We should not be 
content with it. We should grasp the main 
thing that this effort does not suffice for the task 
of building our Party's revolutionary movement. 
For this we should recognise the importance 
of the politics. Only when we go among the 
masses to implement the main points of the 
"Immediate Programme", w^uld we be able to 
build the revolutionary movement. Our Party 
should as a whole make efforts to take this 
turn.

When in the .July 1969 P.C. meeting the 
Mulugu A.C. resolution was discussed and he 
(Com. Peddanna) was \criticised by all the P.C. . 

members, he admitted the mistake saying that 
his position was "undefendable" Thinking that 
he has admitted the mistake the P.C. had not 
taken th** disciplinary action against him.

Here it is noteworthy that the Mulugu A.C. * 

passed a resolution that he should be removed 
from all the responsibilities. He himself asked 
for the same. For having not taken action aga
inst him, a P.C member had sent a . lengthy 
dissent note to the P.C.
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"The Khammam A.C.'s Reply", said that the

.7

The above two aspects make it clear that 
they gave importance to their sex relations rather 
than the interests of the Party. •

to the area where he was, against the decision 
of the P.C. ' - ■

■ P.C. had not taken action against Pandu who 
has conspired' to kill Peddanna, but it took 
action when he conspired to kill Peddanna and 
P R. and this is a discrimination. The fact is, 
We had nd reports either from Mulugu area or'

We would sympathetically examine and 
correct the weakness among the party members. 
But towards the weakness among the leadership 
and when they cause damage to the par^j they 
should be viewed seriously.

Thus the P.C. had made much effort to 
rectify the moral conduct of Com.Peddanna. But 
he has misused this effort. Even after all this, 
he wrote a letter to the P.C. that both of them 
would get married. Taking the cover of the ________ w. _______ _ M1IW , ailMU a!»
Khammam A.C.'s resolution he tried to take her ' having said in a fit of anger that he would shoot

from Khammam area to the effect that Pandu 
conspired or was conspiring to kill Peddanna. 
Nor the A.C.'s had sent such reports: We camo 
to learn as a rumour that enraged byjhe sex ■ 
relations, of Peddanna and Radha,' Pandu as

Peddanna. Even if it is ttue can it be proper to 
take action for what he said in a fit of anger? • 
Afterwards when the P.C. leadership’was in Jail, . 
there came a report that joining with the Charu 
Mazumdar group, Pandu was conspiring to. 
murder com.Peddanna and P.R. We decided 
that it was political and we should immediat-

. ely take action. Not only failing to grasp the 
difference between jhe two, but also in the 
Committee's circular it has not mentioned this 
aspect excepting the word "conspiracy" means, 
we can understand with what seriousness the 
Committee has taken it.

They .are alleging that we have encouraged 
villification propaganda about their sex relations. 
This is completely baseless. It is an open 1 
secret that they were having sex relations not 
only in the forest area but also in.the plain 

• areas, especially when they happehded to visit 
cities and reside in the Houses of sympathisers. 
Then how can it be possible for.the people to 
remain without talking about this?. • '

■ • ■

Their sex relations are in no.way a problem 
related to the armed struggle. Their relations 
began when they were in Vijayawada and be
came public soon after they went to the forest 
area. In the present situation when the peopl- 

. es' armed struggle has not commenced, it is be
yond our imagination as to how these problems 
would come up as the problems of armed stru-’ 
ggle. When such an illegitimate relations come \ 

up as a problem in the party, the party has been 
solving them in a proper way. the P.C. has no 
need what so ever to defend and theorise as soon 
as it is learnt that such relations have developed.' 
Since such a defence has come from the P.C. 
certtre, we would putforth proper criticism. \

The sex problem of Com.Peddanna and 
Radha had not remained to be merely a. sex 
problem. This developed into a serious orga
nisational problem, the 'Khammam A.C.’s Reply' 
is.completely neglecting this aspect.

Stating a fact in the. '.Khammam A.C.'s 
Reply" that the Mulugu and Khammam A.C.'s 
an:d\ P.C. members working in these were not 
having contacts from May'69 to April' 7J, they 
evaded the question as to why they were without 

contacts. Only Com. Peddanna's; behaviour and 
the-Mulugu A.C.'s resolution on it whs respon- ( 

. sible' for this split. ■ This split might not have 
occurred had t-the Mulugu A.C. also, like the 
Khammam A.C.,-defened Peddanna's behaviour. 
For Com.Peddanna's shifting his camp from ■ 
Mulugu. Area to Khammam Area, the Mulugu 
A.C.'s reluctance to defend his sex relations is 
also a reason, besides his aim of implementing • 
his own political line.

In the forest area, by the time they two were ' 
having se£ relations,'three members of her fami
ly (Radha's) - her younger brother, younger -sis
ter and brother-in-law were in responsible posi
tions. It is clear that they did not think a's to 
what would be the effect of their relations on 
them and what would be its impact on the 
Party organisation. Eventhough all of them 
are. betrayers today' they were not betrayers at 
that time.
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In 1.969 we formulated- a mass programme, 
and intensified its implementation. We began 
to carry on a serious ideological struggle agai
nst the Charu Mazumdar group. Besides, it 
became clear that there is a "left” opportunist 
ideological outlook and practice in a part of our 

’ -party. The organisational activities that .help 
this practice have caused a set back to the 
efforts of organisational consolidation of the. 
Party. .

In 1970, ’ho "left" opportunist trend gained 
upper hand in the Party with the arrest of the 
P.C. leadership. This line is utilising the P.O. • 
centre to bring different committees under its 
political line and strengthen its' rival centre. 
Another side the struggle has begun against 
this trend.

It is three years since our split from neo-revi* 
sionists. In the first ■ year (1968 \we strove to 
achieve ah ideological break from neorevisionism. 
It was during this period itself that the.affiliation 
as well as disaffiliation with the Charu JMazum-' 
dar group had occured. We began the struggle 
against the "left" opportunist ideology, politics 
and the disruptive activities of this group. But 
there appeared, in this struggle the weaknesses 
such as presenting a minimised picture of the 
differences etc.. It was also during the same 
period, that we began to work adopting a Mass

Sex weakness of one-of the party leadership 
had led to his degeneration into a government 
agent and caused irrepairable damage io the 
party. A sex relation of another of the leader
ship has led to the disruption of the party. It is 
harmful to ignore it and to, view the sex weak- 

. ness seperate from the party organisation.

Thus leaving alone its failure to consolidate 
the party organisation! the P.C. centre has, with 
its factional activities weakened the party. It is 
being useful to implement the "left" line which 
is another form of Charu Mazumdat line and 
to strengthen the rjval centre. Due to this the 
party would never get organisationally united. 
It would getdisruputed. These disruptive mani
festations have already begun to appear.

62 , '

• Under the circumstances we have, iri this 
document discussed the form and content of 
the "left" opportunist line inside the Party. The 
sum and substance of these discussions’ is this.

; 1. In India the contradictions between the s
American imperialism and the.Soviet' Social 
imperialism have not reached a breaking point. 
Therefore two comprodar bourgeoisie political 
groups Working as agents, separately for these ■ 
two imperialisms have not emerged. These two

1 . imperialisms are following a policy of contention .
1 and collusion. The Indira-Congress 'group, 

while representing the policy, is leaning towar
ds the Soviet union'. t

2. In India as well as in Andhra Pradesh 
there is necessary revolutionary upsurge to deve
lop the armed struggle. All that is needed is 
to adopt a mass line and to develop this revolu-

• tionary upsurge into a revolutionary movement. 
This would be. possible only when the party 
adopts agrarian revolutionary ’programme and 
organises the agrarian revolutionary movement.

3. It is correct to launch the armed stru
ggle only when there is armed struggle consci-

■ busness among the- people. .The revolutionary 
consciousness among the peasantry to distribute 
th?- landlords' land among themselves is the 
consciousness at which the peasantry adopts 
the armed struggle as a form of struggle. Thus 
the programme of land distribution and armed 
struggle are inter-related. To reject this is not
hing. but rejecting the role of th^ people in the 
armed struggle.

4. At time of implementation of the 
agrarian revolutionary programme, it would bec-

. omb necessary to organise the masses for self- 
defence iri a revolutionary manner. It is highly 
essential for. the people to adopt the form of 
armeo struggle, the highest form of struggle, . 
This should not be confused with the self-der, 
fence that the cadre carry .on in order to safe
guard their physical existance.1 The peoples 
self-defence struggle in different degrees, would 
become the first stage of the .armed struggle. 
But the cadres' self-defence is not the first stage 
of the ^armed struggle.

5. Mass mobilisation based on.economic 
outlook and building of revolutionary movement
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9. To formulate that the cadres taking up 
the arms for self-defence without the armed 
struggle consciousness among the people as 
the first stage of the armed struggle is opposed

8. When the people adopt the form of 
armed struggle, we would also adopt the other 
forms of struggle, strengthen the armed struggle, 
and the peoples revolutionary movement. In 
the present situation when there is no armed 
struggle consciousness among the people, the 
other forms, and slogans of struggle would be 
of special Significance. The issue of civil rights 

•.isone of them.

is not one and the s?me. &y implementing the 
agrarian revolutionary programme in a revolu
tionary manner, it would become possible to 
build the agrarian revolutionary movement. Only 
such a revolutionary movement can take the 
form of armed struggle.

6. The Pagideru actions were carried out 
according td a plan worked out prior to the 
State Convention itself, in order to defend 
this plan and to obtain the approval of the 
cadres, the authors of this plan made use of the 
Spontaneous Manthena actions and Palvancha 
decision taken in an extrordinary situation.

7. The m<iin reason for the people of stru
ggle areas not being prepared to adopt the form 
of armed struggle today is the leadership's car
rying on the armed struggle with a wrong line 
of thinking. It is only due to giving importance 
to squad actions in the name of self-defence 
instead of building the revolutionary movement 
adopting the Immediate Programme, and giving 
importance to reformist mobilisation in the name 
of mass mobilisation. The people are unable to 
adopt the form of armed struggle even after two 
years of launching of armed struggle.

ing but an opportunist compromise.

11-. The P.C. centre constituted after the 
arrests of the P.C. leadership has failed to imp- 

• lement the official line adopted by the State 
Convention. Instead it is implementing a "left" 
line.

12. The rival centre is formed and is func
tioning. The P.C. centre is not only defending 

. the activities of the rival centre, but also it is 
'■ being useful to it. Under the circumstances 

the P.C. centre cannot be an official committee.

up Marxism-Leninism-Mao's Thought; We have 
io only intensify the ideological struggle with 
this group. But to say that.the differences are 
only on the question of interpretation of Mao's 
Thought, to change the nature of the differences 
and to minimise them is nothing but opportu
nism. To compro'mise with this group is noth-

13. . It is our task to carry on self-defence 
to the extent necessary, to build the revolu
tionary movement in accordance with the "Im
mediate Programme'', and to develop the Party 
organisation needed for it,.

Comrades,
We have in this document discussed some 

important points of the documents published by * 
the comrades of P.C. centre and the "Khammam 
A.C.'s Reply". We hope that these discussions 
wobld help solve the problems facing the Party 
with correct understanding for the development 
of the party into revolutionary Party.

WITH REVOLUTIONARY GREETINGS
Andhra Pradesh Revolutionary Communist- 

9-6-1971 Committee

to Marxism-Leninism-Mao's Thought. This is •' 
an another form of Charu Mazumdar's politics.

10. The Charu Mazumdar group has given




